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TO HER

EYOND the realm of words her beauty lies

'Tis like the glory of the summer night

When stars that blaze along the purple skies

Pulse with the wonder of the infinite.

Oh God! Although I cannot words devise

I thank Thee Thou hast given me my sight

To see the tenderness deep in her eyes

When my lips softly met her cheek so white.

To hear her tiny breathing fall and rise

I'd still my heart, and with her warm breath share

I would not miss for any earthly prize

The gleam of gold along her wind-blown hair.

Words are but hollow, empty parodies

Of Love that girds the soul like autumn air.

C. D. M.



THE MADRID ATENEO: A MODEL MEN'S CLUB

VERY Spanish town has its casino where the men
play tresilla and talk gossip until the small hours

of the night. But only Madrid has \X.sAteneo,—
a serious club, of which many foreigners have

heard, but which comparatively few have had the

opportunity to appreciate.

To an American student, shivering in the

chill of a Madrid winter, the proposal of temporary

membership in a club,—which was warmed with real coal stoves and
which was provided with comfortable chairs, electric lights and a com-
plete library,—seemed a veritable Godsend. The necessary introduction

and the payment of a nominal fee entitled me to all the privileges of the

club, and to the smiling salutation of Buenos dlas or Bucnas tardes from

the rotund little black-eyed porter who kept tab on those who passed

through the sacred portals.

The A teneo is an unpretentious looking building in the Calle del

Prado, a few minutes walk from the Puerto del Sol. One might pass

it on his way from the hotels to the Prado Gallery.

After going up a long flight of steps, from which there is a side en-

trance into the auditorium, the member passes through some glass

doors and finds himself in the heavily carpeted corridors and solas de

conversactdn. The doors are hung with massive red draperies; the

walls are covered with oil portraits of the illustrious men of Spain who
have belonged to the A teneo; and over all there hangs a faint blue haze

produced by the smoke of the innumerable cigarettes which are daily

consumed in this resort. If all Spaniards are inveterate smokers, the

literar>' men and politicians seem to exceed even their fellows in their

devotion to the habit. Each group of talkers in these lower rooms is

sending forth its own cloud of blue smoke; cigarettes are pulled out

from unseen receptacles and passed about with the fingers, one at a

time, -with charming informality; matches are crackling constantly.

Until you have admired their deftness in handling their "smokables,"

you think these men can never accomplish anything so serious as reading

or writing. In reality, the smoking of a cigarette is so much an affair

of habit with them that it causes no more distraction from the business

in hand than does the simple process of breathing.

The second floor is devoted to the library and reading room,—

a

most admirably arranged apartment and most conducive to study. The

very atmosphere of the book-lined room is redolent with the odor dear
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to a book lover. The rows of desks, the vistas of heads bent over books

and paper, and, towering above all at one end, the librarian's spacious

platform,—tend to make the student feel that he has come again to

his own.

And who are the men who use a club of this kind? They are, for the

most part, professional men: writers, reporters, lawyers, politicians and

simple readers. The well chosen library of many thousand volumes is

very complete upon all subjects dealing with Spanish history, art, liter-

ature and law. The selection of foreign literature is rather limited.

The university student comes here to do his studying, the reporter to

write his 'copy', the editor to consult back files of the journals, and the

casual reader to glance through the daily paper or the latest novel. But

whatever he may be reading, each man is busy at something. Above

the crackling of matches and the frequent Pst! of a reader calling Pepe

or Pedro to fetch a book, there reigns the silence of concentration and

brain activity.

All the afternoon and all the evening until about one o'clock the

desks are filled with readers. To beguile his long hours of study one soon

adopts the custom of ringing for a pot of tea or coffee, which is served

directly at the desk. Add to the luxury of having your cup and saucer

at hand, the rare privilege of smoking while at work, and you will see

what advantages the Ateneo has over our own University libraries and

clubs. The Spaniard believes most thoroughly in making himself com-

fortable, and the right to drink coffee and smoke cigarettes anywhere

and everywhere is a right which no one thinks of contesting.

Before leaving the reading-roomi, mention should be made of that

courteous librarian and eminent scholar Seiior Mendndez Pidal, now on a

visit to the United States, to whom all foreign students owe a debt of

gratitude for his polite attention and sterling scholarship. There is an

easy honhonimie on the part of all the personnel of the reading room

which makes a foreigner feel that he is among friends. I remember

many a conversation with the employees of the club, who were all

most respectable men and to a certain extent interested in a Yanqui.

One of them, noticing one day an English rubber tobacco-pouch upon

my desk, coveted it and with perfect frankness asked me to send him

one like it when I should be in Gibraltar. Needless to say, knowing

the custom of the country, I told him that the pouch was his on

the spot, if he would accept it with my compliments. He did so, with

many protestations of gracias, straightway put it into use, and I

bought myself a new one upon reaching the land of tobacco-pouches.

If now, leaving the reading-room, we descend to the club rooms
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on the first floor about ten o'clock in the evening, we shall come upon an

animated scene. These rooms are where the talkers, los hahladores, con-

gregate, to avoid the silence imposed in the 5c7/ci de lectura. Here young

poets recite their verses to groups of friends, the latest play is discussed,

the eternal vicissitudes of Church and State are exposed from every

point of view with the most dramatic passion. Is it not strange that the two

very subjects which are most avoided in general conversation in the

United States should occupy every one's attention in Spain: politics

and religion? At private tertulias, in the caf^s, in the clubs, in groups

and in pairs, with ladies or without them, the conversation sooner or

later turns upon one or the other of these always live topics. At the

Ate)ieo,v:heTe the atmosphere of the salas de conversactdn is distinctly

political, where there can always be found of an evening a handful of

seitadores and dipulados, the conversation upon politics naturally becomes

animated. The talk at such times is in groups. Now, no Spaniard can

talk at his ease when seated. His movements are hampered, his ges-

tures restrained. So, when moved to express his sentiments, each speak-

er rises from his seat and, after thundering until he has drowned the

voices of all competitors, he continues his harangue, shaking his fists,

rolling his eyes and swaying his body until he in turn is winded and

falls heavily into his reclining chair. What Hombres! What Caram-

bas! What shaking of fists, and shrugging of shoulders! Surely one's

criticism of such shouting and mutual recrimination must be that there

is much ado about nothing. Surely it is the bane of Spain to-day that

she has so many talkers and so few doers, so many orators and so few

statesmen. Each party, nay, each individual has his own panacea for

the existing woes. It is sad that in Spain so many succeeding minis-

tries have proved false to their pledge that general mistrust has been

engendered. Many citizens talk who do not vote. At the important

crisis in 1901 when Senor Moret was forming a cabinet, one of the new

ministers about whom I inquired was described by the conventional epi-

thet "el meitos malo," the least objectionable.

In the auditorium, which holds several hundred persons, public

entertainments of a literary or musical character are frequently given.

It is evident from this brief description of theA teneo that its activi-

ties are of three kinds. It responds to three needs. It offers at once a

library, a suite of club rooms and a lecture hall. By avoiding all luxury

and by providing exactly what is most needed, the fees are reduced to

a minimum figure. As a consequence, the Aleiieo has long been, and still

is, a club for intelligent men of all classes, a club within the reach of all.

It has been for years the center of Spanish political and literary life.
.
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There political plans are hatched, candidates are discussed, measures

are censured in open court and reforms suggested. To be asked to lec-

ture there is for the literary man a marked favor.

In thinking now of this club in Madrid, whose existence has been

so significant in the development of modem Spain, one can but reflect

how little in comparison has been accomplished by our university clubs.

How little the latter differ from any other social club! With a mem-
bership drawn from the best of our educated men, our university clubs

fail to offer anything more than a lounging-place, a cafe, a small library,

and possibly a few bedrooms. They do not pretend to be centers of in-

fluence, nor are they such. It must be admitted that our American club

system offers nothing comparable to the Atenco. No club where comfort

should be combined with facilities for work has yet occurred to the

American. When the latter goes into a library, it is to consult some books

and escape as soon as possible. When he goes into a club, it is to get a

meal, to talk for an hour with a friend, or to look at the papers. In other

words, the serious intellectual element is not in this country regarded as an

adjunct of social clubs, while the desire for material luxury has been car-

ried to an exaggerated extent. On the other hand, our serious clubs,

which exist for a specific purpose, offer nothing more than meeting rooms

where lectures or " smoke-talks " may be held. They are not in constant

use for social purposes. The Ateneo with a far smaller plant, withafar

poorer membership, is able to bring together in familiar intercourse a

large body of educated men. Thus a kind of forum is established.

In conclusion, if our university clubs spent an annual sum to col-

lect a consulting library, if a series of talks by specialists upon contem-

porary topics was inaugurated, if the most influential and respected men
in our cities could be seen at such places,—then our clubs of university

men would perhaps exercise a potent influence in our national life.

Perhaps the time will come when each of our large cities will have at

least one large club where intelligent men will go to discuss informally

matters of public interest.

William Wistar Comfort.



THE TWO PRINCESSES.

wo moods hath my mind, and two maidens

In turn on its changes attend;

One major, one minor in cadence

Like strains in a symphony blend.

But which takes the lead in this play-time

Of revery's gloaming or gleam;

—

Is it thou, splendid princess of day-time,

Or thou, oh my princess of dream?

In the laughing allegro of morning

When the breast of ambition breathes deep,

And the brazen bright bugle note's warning

Strikes shafts through the shadows of sleep

It is thou then that nervest to action,

Oh goddess of sunlight supreme;

While fades all thy fancied attraction,

My moon-pallid princess of dream.

But ah! when the sun has departed

And the soft wings of twilight sink down,

Like a sigh o'er the desolate-hearted.

When above me the lights of the town

Beacon forth from the home of the lonely

.

With a pleading, compassionate beam,

—

It is thee then I worship, thee only.

My mystical princess of dream.

Both love I and therefore could choose not

Either one, if the other must part,

Both need I and therefore would lose not

One solace so sweet to my heart.

Then dwell with me, each in succession,

Inspiring my life's varied theme.

Each taking in turn full possession;

Thou of daylight, and thou, love, of dream.

Charles Wharton Stork.



EPISODES IN THE LIFE OF AN IRISH WAITRESS

III. A Temperance Interlude.

ALWAYS thought he was rale pleasant," said Po-

liceman Morison.
" Shure, so he was," said Barbara, " He was

a fine ould fellow, Xenyphon was, but we had to

get rid of him, he was that supercilious. Them
alley-cats was his undoin', they led him into awful

bad company. But he was a rare ould cat, with

a rale sinse of humor. Did I iver tell you about

the time he got mixed up with the fly-paper?"
" Well, ye see, it was some time ago. Xenyphon was quite young,

he had his flighty ways on him still. It was a Sunday marnin', one o'

them rale warm days like when you might be up on the third floor

a-makin' your bed, and the ice man comes along. So you says to him

'A ten-cent piece, please,' an' he brings it in. But, be the saints, whin

ye git downstairs a few minutes later, where's the ice? If ye look hard

maybe ye can see a little splinter, no bigger than a butter-ball, divil a

bit. So ye see it was warm.
" Faix, I knew somethin' was goin' to happen that day, for whin I

was coming down the backstairs before breakfast, I tripped on the

mousetrap the Mrs. always kapes there (she's afraid the mice'U git up-

stairs!) and inconvanienced me wrist."

"Which one?" said Policeman Morison.

"This here."

"Let's see."

"Oh no ye don't!" said Barbara.

"Well, sure enough, after breakfast, while I was just afther puttin'

out some new fly-papers in the pantry, for the flies was pesterin' somethin'

cruel, in comes Mrs. Harrison with a telygram in her hand. ' Oh Barbara,'

she says, in her bad-news voice, 'I've jist got word that the Bishop will

be here for dinner tonight. Will you tell cook to fix up somethin' extra

special, and we won't have the wine jelly I ordered, for the Bishop is a

stric' toteetaler.' So I says to cook, ' Look here, we're goin' to have a

stric' toteetal Bishop here for supper, and the Mrs. wants us to fix every-

thing up right. But you mustn't put any o' the juice in, because if ye

do the Bishop will scent it out. The Mrs. says his nose for it is somethin'

wonderful.' You see the Harrisons is kind o' warm-hearted people, an'

they like a bit o' the ould convivial in what they eat. So cook gets into
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the habit o' puttin' in a taste o' the barley into most everythin'. Why
shure I remember one day whin she spilt about half a glassful o' Cruis-

keen (what she was takin' for her nerves after her ould man died) into

some spinach. Well, acushla, it was jist upon dinner time and it had to

go on. So she mixed it up an' stirred it 'round as well as she cud, but

faix, it was that strong I had to hold down the lid o' the dish whin I

carried it in. Tar an' ages, but the Profissor took three helps, an' then

he says 'This spinach has the rale Parasian twang.' So I says to cook
' He says that spinach is a worrk of art, divil the less.' An' iver since then

she always put half a glass av grog in the spinach.

" So cook sit to work lookin' up Mrs. Rorer, an' I sint Jane,

the housemaid, out to get a couple o' loaves o' bread. And everythin'

wint well 'till right after lunch, whin we heard the most frightful noise

in the pantry that iver was, divil the less—a rollin' and bangin' and
scufflin,' an' then, jist as I was afther helpin' cook up onto a chair, came
a yowlin' an' spittin' an' Xenyphon flopped into the room mixed up be-

tween two fly-papers for all the world like a ham-sandwidge. An' he

rolled an' kicked and rushed about the kitchen so frightful that what
with him screechin' an' cook yellin' bloody murther, I set me foot in one of

the blue soup-plates what the Mrs. kapes for Sundays.

" Faix, now we see what it was, an' we tried togithould of the baste,

but he was jist naturally done up with the fly-paper into wan tight par-

cel, with his tail stickin' out at wan end an' his nose an' ears at the other.

Wirra, wirra, ye should av seen him!

"Well, we didn't know what to do, but whoile I was puttin' away

the paces of the soup-plate an' cook was gettin' off of the chair, in come

Mrs. Harrison who had heard the noise.

" 'Tar an' ages!' she cried, 'what's doin'?' an' then she saw Xeny-

phon. I started to try an' take off the fly-paper, but the pore cat, bad

cess to him, made such a noise I had to stop. ' What on airth will take

off the Tanglefoot?' asked Mrs. Harrison. 'Alcohol will do it, mum,'

says the cook. 'Barney O'Flynnl' says the Mrs., 'There's not hide nor

hair av ut in the house, an' shure we'll have to do somethin' right away

or poor Xenny '11 go batty'—for the cat was wallopin' round the floor

like a mad crayture. 'Try cookin' brandy,' said the cook, 'That's it'

says the Mrs., so I ran for the bottle.

" Faix, we got most o' the paper off after about an hour's work, to

say nothin' av the fur, but we left most o' the glue behind, an' the cat

was nearly drowned in brandy, him objectin' most unraisonable all the

time seein' we was doin' all we cud for him."
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"Most onraisonable, under the carcumstances," said Policeman

Morison.

"Well, anyway, the kitchen smelt like a shebeen-house. Xeny-

phon's fur, what was left av ut, was all plastered up in tight little knots

an' he was rale shiny all over. Begorry he looked like one o' these Siv-

inth-day Baptists afther an immairsion. But we didn't have no time to

do anythin' more for him so we let him go.

" About half an hour later I noticed him lickin' himself off very in-

dustrious, so I says to the cook—' Mary, what effec' does cookin' brandy

have on cats?' ' Phwat eflfec' does it have on most people?' says the

cook, with a wink. Then I knowed somethin' would happen.
" It was pretty near supper time before I saw Xenyphon again, an'

I declare it was scandalous! Mother av mercy, the cat was drunk as

a fiddler, for he come a-staggerin' into the kitchen, that dizzy he could-

n't be afther standin' up straight with all four legs. Ye see in claning

himself he had licked a cruel deal o' the spent off of his fur, an' he was

jist as convaniently tipsy as could be. Faix! but he was comical! He
ca-apered around the kitchen like he was afther doin' a barn-dance, an'

he fairly stunk o' brandy! Shure, 'tis a bad wind that don't benefit

nobody!
" ' Saints presarve us

!

' says the cook, ' Too much o' the beamish

for him! For the love av mercy don't let the Bishop see 'im!'

" The Bishop arrived on time, and we had an iligant dinner for him.

Everythin' was fixed up swell, an' maybe the dinin'-room didn't look fine,

with little candles with red shades, an' flowers an' sich.

" Shure 'twas the first bishop I ever see, an' bein' as it was sich hot

weather I envied 'im the way he wore his legs. But he was a foine-

lookin' ould gintleman, and rale plaisant-like. 'Tar an' ages!' says the

cook, when she see him, ' 'Tis a pity sich a social ould crayture loses him-

silf so much plaisure as he moight get from a nip o' the poteen now an'

then.'

" Ye see, the cook knows what good sperits is.

" Well, dinner begun, the soup was iligant, for me thumb slipped

in the Bishop's plate as I was bringin' it in, an' I tasted it. Everythin'

went merry as a wake, till a little later as I was passin' through to the

kitchen Xenyphon slipped through the door an' into the dinin'-room.

Ye see he was a great pet an' he always used to come in for meals. He
would sit on the arm of the Mrs.'s chair, and then he had a grand trick

of jumpin' up on people's shoulders and rubbin' his head forninst their

cheek rale affectionate-like. Acushla, he was a great one!
" Faix, as I said, he kind o' staggered into the dinin'-room. The
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Mrs. saw right away b}' the quare gleam in his eyes that somethin' was
wrong. Pore crayture, he must've had a sevare headache for he kept

on tryin' to rub his heard fomenst the carpet, but he couldn't seem quite

to jidge the distance for he'd kind o' fall down, an' then get up again,

purrin' all the time like a bellows. The Mrs. motioned to me to take

him out, for fear he'd be afther disgracin' himself, but aisier said nor

done. Be St. Patrick. I tried to run him out the door, but he give a kind

of purrin' noise and run under the table, so I had to let him go.

" If he'd stayed under there 'twould 've been all right, but the rogue

found the catnip ball that he used to play with, an' faix, that started him
off. The crazy spalpeen ran round an' round the table till it made me
giddy to look at 'im, an' then all of a suddint he made a rush an' jumped
onto the Bishop's shoulder. Maybe it wasn't the comical sight to see

him there, his tail all fluffed up, his fur standin' out all over him in shiny

little twists, an' his eyes big an' green an' wild-lookin'.

" The Bishop was startled most out of his wits. He turned his head

around to see what it was, and Xenyphon rubbed his head agin his cheek,

rale sweetly, an' then the Bishop got a whifif o' the pore crayture's

breath, and smelt the poteen that was all over 'im. Tar an' ages, it pretty

near staggered him! He kind o' sunk back in his chair, and musha! av

ye could 've seen his face!"

"What did he say?" asked Policeman Morison.

"Phe-ew," he says, "what an overpowerin' stench of liquor."

"Well," said Policeman Morison, as he got up to go, " I wish I had

some o' that same overpowerin' stench."

"Look on the shelf," said Barbara.

C. D. M.



THE PRODIGAL

spring nor Summer's Beauty hath such Grace

As I have seen in one autumnal Face."

High up on the hillside of one of Englewood's

sequestered streets, there stands an old-fashioned

mansion, overlooking the new aristocratic dwell-

ings of suburban New York. The busy metropo-

lis, only a few miles away, might well be of the dis-

tance of two oceans. For neither the noises of the

great city, nor the croaking sirens of the Hudson's boats oppress the

ear. And here in this quiet suburb, girt around by the well kept lawns

and arbors of the neighboring estates, stands the lonely mansion, with

no longer pretentious mien, never for a moment presuming upon the

imagination of a chance passer-by. Nay, you will never catch the

charm of its solitude, until, in some sad, reflective mood, the desertion •

of this once blooming spot impresses its picture upon your memory.

Here, then, let us look for beauty, where it is least likely to be found.

"When melancholy moves the wandering mind, here let us look for beauty.

If you will come nearer to peer through the rusty iron grating, and

cast your glance along the time-scarred stones, up along the mossy

walk, even to the very porch and portal of this aged remnant of old New
York, you will find even on this closer inspection, no suggestion of life

inside. Crack the rusty iron knocker hard upon the studded door, and

the echo on the massive oak will reverberate in vain. But no,

—

is

there a sound within? Or was it the sigh of the elms, scorching under

the autumn sun? Or the hum of myriad insects strumming a last sum-

mer's song in the unkempt grass below? Do you hear the click of a

latch within? Or is it only some care-free boy clapping his stick on the

iron grating behind? Who are you that come to this silent door of a

bygone day? Must you have the bolt thrown back into its forgotten

void, and the door creak on unwilling hinges? Will you disturb the an-

cient cobwebs, and the softening dust of the tapestries? Who are you

that you presume to break the sad monotony of time's revellings?

Who comes to open the forbidden door to you?

It is an eternal face, seen in the reflected gloom from within. It

is a delicate, peering, frightened face. It is a face that stares, relaxes,

—

recognizes. It starts,—it smiles. Is this then she who extends a welcom-

ing hand? Is it the sound of her voice that greets your ear—your name
in which these dulcet tones harmonize? Surely you will find beauty

here! V.F.S.



TWO
I.

HE great slumbering ocean was beneath them; the

twinkling stars were above them; and they sailed

out into the night, far out into the mysterious si-

lence of the deep. The boat seemed only to rise

and fall on the graceful swells, so long were they

and so small the boat. No swish of water broke

the ardent stillness. There was just enough wind

to fill the sails and the boat glided along, now rap-

idly, now almost imperceptibly, as the rollers slid by. The tiller was

lashed and the two figures in the cock-pit seemed to have entrusted

fate with their guidance.

Neither of them spoke. Words seemed out of place. As they sat

there side by side, their heads pillowed on one of the seat cushions, it

seemed to the man that the universe was his. He and this woman had

shaken themselves free from the land. What was there behind?—the

city and the chattering people. What was there ahead of them?—the

sea, the night, everything, and all was theirs,—all. His very arm, as it

encircled the woman's shoulders, seemed to speak low passionate words

to her of the love which was in his heart.

The man was sure of himself. He felt that he was justified in his

present actions. Not even the shadow of a doubt was in his mind to

spoil these few hours he had snatched from the clutches of propriety;

these few hours which were to be theirs. Even the thought of the elab-

orate ceremony, the gossip and the chatter had seemed to them both,

a sacrilege. Their marriage concerned surely no one but themselves.

The breeze freshened and the little boat heeled slightly as she sped

along through the night. In the black distance a light could be seen

flashing in and out. It was the light-house on the mainland. In a har-

bor just beyond that light they were to cast anchor.

The man got some more cushions from the cabin and improvised a

couch there in the cock-pit for the woman to rest on. Then he unlashed

the tiller and directed the boat's course to the light. As he sat in the

stem, one arm grasping the rail, and steering with the other, the sense

of possession came over him afresh. He could see the outlines of her

figure as she lay there on the cushions, and he felt that she was looking

up at him through the darkness with an expression of absolute trust in

her eyes.

They turned the point with the light-house on it and made their way
down the shore among the countless little islands till they came to a
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tiny channel which led into a snug little harbor. Here they cast anchor

and furled the sails. Then the woman went below and lit the little cabin

lamp, leaving the man to make things ship-shape on deck. When he

had coiled the ropes and hung out the anchor lamp he descended the

companion way and closed the hatch behind him.

II.

The sun was high in the heavens when they had finished breakfast

the next morning. They weighed anchor immediately and drifted out

through the little channel. All day long they sailed on the blue waters

among the islands on the coast; up the winding channels and across the

arms of the sea. Late in the afternoon when the breeze had died down,

they landed by a clump of firs on the shore. Here they ate a belated

luncheon and lay under the trees in the cool shade, talking through the

long, still hours.

Nature seemed to be at rest. The countless little islands were re-

flected upon the glassy surface of the sea and the atmosphere hung

motionless over the water. The spicy smell of the fir-trees, mingled now
and then with the salt breath of the ocean, was all around them. Why
could not this world of nature be always theirs ? The world of men and

cities seemed very remote.

They got on board the boat and drifted out through the islands

with the swiftly ebbing tide. Then the sun sank and the islands and the

calm waters were bathed in a rare, purple after-glow. A light breeze

sprung up and the little boat filled away on her course, carrying these

two back to the world.

/. W.



DAILY EXCEPT CHRISTMAS

UXLEY threw down the English edition of the Rio

de Janiero "El Corriente."

"Come here, Slugs," he called, "and pull

noses."

Slugs dropped the broom against the mantel

piece; skipped across the room and alighted on his

knee. Winding one brown arm about his neck,

she secured with the thumb and forefinger of her

other hand a firm grip on his nose and began to twist vigorously.

"Wow! Stob tumig!" howled Huxley after a moment. "That's

a new notion. Please go the other way for a few revolutions."

Slugs placed both hands on his shoulders and emitted a series of

gleeful ejaculations. "Huh! I make it big, and lo-ong," she commented
in soft musical tones. "And red," with an additional pinch to heighten

the color again. " Like Germans and beer. So soon everybody wonders

what stuff I give you to drink! Tee-hee!"
" Which means Slugs will have to take out a license as a rathskeller,

while my reputation will be left behind between the thumb and fore-

finger of Senorita, who is misguided as to color and also a pagan. And
that reminds me that to-day happens to be one of peculiarly Christian

significance. In other words, we have arrived at the threshold of Christ-

mas. Get up Slugs, and give me my pipe. This is a matter for more
serious consideration."

He opened his mouth to receive the pipe stem that was jabbed

toward it, and succeeded finally in catching a light from the match that

danced tantalizingly about before his face, to the accompaniment of a

continuous giggle.

" Now," he continued, " it's my duty to proclaim to the heathen that

on this day we are accustomed to give presents. The next thing to de-

cide is: Whom shall we give them to?"

Slugs stood still in the centre of the room and regarded him with

uncertainty.

"Me!" she suggested suddenly.

"Fine! Slugs, you're unravelling the tangles of Christmas every

moment.—Hello, there's J. M. Carlton, C. E., with the ' Grub-Wanted

'

wrinkle in his face. Let's tell him the conclusions: First, to-day is

Christmas; it has been decided that we give presents; and the presents

are to be given to Slugs. Carl, can you still cut down Christmas trees?"

"You'll spoil the girl, Fred," remarked Carlton, as Slugs left to get
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him something to eat. " I don't know what two hard-working engineers

like us would do for civilization if she wasn't here to keep things in some
sort of order, but you mustn't forget she's the sort that can't be treated

this way without its making a good deal of difference to her if it doesn't

to you. If the girl should fall in love with you there'd be an awful

mess."

"It doesn't strike me there's any real danger," replied Huxley

easily. " Slugs is hardly enough addicted to profundity to sink her heart

very deeply in any such affair. And by the way, if you'll attend to this

matter of the Christmas tree, I'll pull out for town to see if the stuff

from home hasn't come yet, and we may manage to celebrate fairly

decently after all."

Carlton looked helplessly at the bright red December 25 th on the

calendar. "I can't organize any celebration," he remarked. "Go,

cut down your tree. It's my turn to do town anyway, and although I

know you're more interested there's little better chance of the ship's

coming to-day than to-morrow. And go a little easy with the girl, that's

all."

Huxley finally allowed himself to be persuaded and Carlton set out

for town. He returned about three hours later to find the little room
transformed. Branches of all sorts had been stuck about over the guns

and cartridge belts on the wall, their leaves producing a strangely com-

fortable appearance. In the center stood a tree, covered with crude

decorations, which consisted principally of snake skins and oranges.

Huxley and Slugs were standing admiringly before the tree when he en-

tered.

"Managed to catch the stuff at last," he announced cheer-

fully. "That for you," depositing beneath the tree a wooden box of

respectable size and following it up with a smaller parcel and a couple

of letters, "as well as some of my own."
"Great work!" exclaimed Huxley. "Things from home! Slugs,

this amateur performance hereby gets infected with severe taints of

professionalism, for which in this case Allah be thanked! Let's express

ourselves immediately with a song and dance."

He picked up a banjo and began to throw out a lively air. The next

moment Slugs was off in a series of easy movements, and both men
watched her circling about the room, until Huxley struck the few

final chords. They then attacked the packages.

"Ah! This," said Huxley, taking out a bundle from the wooden
box, "is an acknowledgment by my family of the estimable character

of my friend Carlton. The next is addressed to the 'Senorita Norrencia,'
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which, I should elucidate, is by extraction of the «th root, 'Slugs.'
"

He tossed over a pair of brightly colored Turkish slippers. " Do they

gratify your very dynamic sense of vanity, Slugs? My family seem to

have gathered from my letters that you are both a very deserving and an

extremely feminine member of the religious outcasts. And now, all

hands being satisfied, something seems to tell me that the mass of the

remainder is personal, and I beg all sects present will excuse me while

I gloat."

Slugs picked up the slippers, rammed her hands into them, and

rubbed them against her cheeks. Occasionally she looked up to see how
Huxley was coming on. In response to a casual observation of his she

finally decided to put the slippers on her feet, and tried some steps about

the room. At last she saw that Huxley had but two more things to open.

He fingered them awhile first, as though to preserve still longer the an-

ticipation which he had already lengthened out by leaving them till

the end. Slugs amused herself again for a time she considered amply

sufficient for his purpose. But she found him still occupied, either

reading or merely staring out of the window. She picked up the banjo

and struck some violent discords. He was still absorbed. Finally she

stole across and looked over his shoulder, and her face set as she saw

he was looking at a bundle of photographs, all of the same fair-haired

girl. After a moment she snatched one of the photographs and took it

over to the sofa. Huxley looked up for an instant.

"Slugs," he remarked meditativelv, "I have always thought you

had a nose something like hers."

Slugs said nothing, but began to glower at the girl in the picture,

and look from it over to Huxley. Finally she picked up a pen.

Huxley was reading his letter for the third time when he became

aware that Slugs was talking.

"Shan't we pull noses again?" she asked.

He laid the letter down and looked up. "Why of course we shall.

In the excitement of celebration a very important duty is being shirked.

Come, Slugs, mount the rostrum."

Slugs danced over and seated herself on his knee. " You pull, too,"

she suggested.

"Surely. Revenge is sweet. On your marks! Get set! Squeeze!"

Immediatelj' Huxley found it necessary to issue a stream of pro-

tests. "Ook! you young crab! You're zboilig by zymmedry! Blease

don'd uprood my whole compleggshun thad way! Garl, you keeb time."

Slugs merely said: " You're not pullig. Pull harder."

"Time, children!" called Carlton, slinging a pillow across the room.
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Slugs let go and felt of her own nose.

"There!" she remarked tranquilly, "mine doesn't look like hers

any more, does it?" And she produced a picture for him to compare

them by.

Huxley stared at the picture. It gave evidences of very free and

hardly artistic retouching by means of a stub pen. The blonde girl's

hair now stood up in straight black quills, her eyes were enclosed in

generous goggles, while her ears had been enlarged magnificently but

with no strict attention to exactness of shape. Finally, her mouth closed

upon a pipe and a cigarette together, protruding diversely from each

other, and both of them in a state of dense eruption. In fact, the nose

only had been allowed to retain its native tendency toward prettiness.

"Look here, Slugs," began Huxley, "what's been happening here?"

His eyes lighted up as he seized the picture, and Slugs jumped off and

ran to the middle of the room. " Do you know who that girl is? She's

worth nine or ten of a little pagan like you. What's struck you, any-

way? Good heavens!" * * * ^ v

But Slugs had turned and run off into the kitchen.

Carlton looked at him. "Jealous as a bluejay. Didn't know she

had it in her. Now things are beginning to blow up black."

Out in the kitchen Slugs picked up a broom and began to sweep

vigorously. Her strokes at first were sharp and quick, and aimed no-

where in particular. Gradually, however, their intensity seemed to de-

crease, and Slugs swept with more deliberation. At last she ceased

altogether and sat down by the window.

Back in the other room the two men had again come back to her

subject.

" Getting near grub-time," remarked Carlton. " Wonder what Slugs

is doing. Probably getting ready to knife us both and ship the corpses

up to your fiancee."

" She's too much of a child to do much," said Huxley. " But I like

her and I'd hate to see her go, even without considering the hole we'd

be in. Mighty sorry this whole business came up."

The door opened softly and Slugs entered with something in her

hand. She carried it silently over to the mantelpiece and stood gazing at it.

"Hello, Slugs," called Huxley, "bringing us a new decoration?"

He came up behind her and found himself looking at a portrait, a gor-

geous affair, of a swarthy, self-satisfied member of the army, of un-

doubted distinction, which did not however appear to be officially re-

cognized in a rank beyond that of a private. Slugs continued to regard

the portrait with a highly amorous expression.
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"Hum!" Huxley remarked, "so your affections are anchored too

are they? You never told me you'd landed this prize before. Hope you
haven't been sacrificing anything by staying here with us."

Slugs backed slowly away, avoiding his gaze. After a moment she

stole over to the table, picked up two large envelopes, and bringing them
over, handed him one.

"We both," she suggested, " put them away until Christmas again."

And she began to put her photograph into the envelope. " It isn't very

near, is it?"

Huxley took the other envelope with an amused smile. " There are

indications," he observed, "that by the time next Christmas comes

around my face will be permanently dismantled."

Slugs licked the glue on her envelope. Then she felt of her nose.

"Let's pull it straight again," she suggested.

R. L.M. U.

A MEMORY
CAME to a queer old gateway all covered with ivy green,

'Round which the leaves clinging closely formed a quaint and

curious screen.

I followed a rambling pathway, winding round bend after bend

'Till the sound of the sweetest singing brought my steps to a

sudden end.

Down in an old-fashioned garden she sat and sang to herself

An idle and ancient ballad of king and giant and elf;

'Twas sung to a slow-moving measure, crossed by a weird refrain

That made my pulse as I listened beat wild at every strain.

She sat in this bowei enchanted, queen of a sunny realm

At rest midst a host of flowers in the shade of a branching elm.

And slowly, so very slowly, the notes of the ballad died

While the birds and the bees caught the chorus and carried

it far and wide.

Though this was many a year ago, before I was reckoned of men
Though I know that I'm older now, far older, far wiser than then.

Yet still when I hear the droning of bees on a summer's day

I find that I'm once more humming the refrain of that ancient

lay. E. P. A.



LOOKING FORWARD

ITH this issue, relieved for the first time from the

burden of chronicling current events in the college,

The Haverfordian rises to the dignity of a liter-

ary magazine.

Haverford has always stood for literary tra-

ditions. In the old days there were the literary

societies, whose activity cannot be appreciated un-

til we have examined the manuscript periodicals

which they maintained. The fertile and laboriously penned volumes of

The Collegian, The Budget, The Gem and The Bud, which line some of

the shelves in the west wing of the library, contain the flights of fancy,

the searchings for truth, the recorded moods of our predecessors. They
are a most interesting monument of the literary enthusiasm of bygone

days.

But at present, The Haverfordian is the only outward manifes-

tation of the literary spirit among the undergraduates. For thirty years

it has served as a journal of all college happenings, in which frequently

the literary attempts have been quite overshadowed by cricket scores,

or accounts of foot ball games and illustrated lectures.

Now is the literary impulse at Haverford abiding and powerful

enough to require an organ for its exclusive expression ? It is in the faith

that this question is answerable in the affirmative, and in the faith that

the journalistic function can be fulfilled far more successfully by The
College Weekly, that we purpose for The Haverfordian new aims

and new ideals.

In the gradual process of development The Haverfordian has

outgrown some of the duties which its founders laid before themselves.
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The increasing complexity of college activities, the growth of the college

itself, and a certain literary Renaissance of which we have been accused

during late years, have rendered it impossible for one magazine satis-

factorily to bear the brunt of both literary and journalistic functions.

The recent establishment of The College Weekly makes it possible

for The Haverfordian to turn its attention more seriously toward main-

taining a consistent standard of literary merit.

The question of the value of our literary attempts need hardly be

discussed here. No one expects what we say or do now to shake the

world, or even to be remembered a hundred years hence. But the

value of self-expression with some attempt at finish of form cannot be

doubted. Youth is with us, with its glorious hopes, its warmth of emo-

tion, its sublime self-confidence. Let us not allow this fine enthusiasm

to die in empty gestures. The greatest end of education is the quick-

ening of the imagination. The man without this projective power, the

man who is poor company for himself by virtue of the barrenness of his

thoughts, can never be anything but a routine worker. In the words

of Stevenson, " Let us, by all means, fight against that hide-bound sto-

lidity of sensation and sluggishness of mind which blurs and decolor-

izes for poor natures the wonderful pageant of consciousness."

Surely the desire to express, even crudely, some of the thoughts

that may surge through us, is one that is very well worth while. The

only way to make a thought grow and expand is to give it expression.

What is unexpressed, dies.

And so The Haverfordian enters upon its thirtj'-first year with

renewed hopefulness, and a confidence that a future lies before it. But

the magazine cannot subsist on hopefulness alone. There are many men
in college who can write excellently, and it is these whom we would en-

courage to taste of the Pierian spring. This is the true water of life,

which cheers but does not inebriate.

We must admit that some contributors in the past may have been

treated somewhat cavalierly. There is a little poem by Catullus where

he speaks of a certain one who strives to climb the Pimplaean mountain,

but the Muses ward him off with pitchforks. Without wishing to com-

pare the editors to the Muses, their attitude may seem to have been

somewhat similar at times. Manuscripts have been handed in and with-

out being definitely accepted or refused, have vegetated in the editorial

drawer until positively mellow with age. Hereafter each contribution

will be carefully considered, and if found unavailable, will be returned

to the author.

The task of putting forth a creditable literary magazine is no slight
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one, but we think that there is latent talent in the college which will

make it possible. Let every man who feels the desire or the ability to

write do so, and we will produce a Haverfordian worthy of the name.

CLASS OR COLLEGE?

Although we fully realize that it is perilous even to allude in disre-

spectful terms to one of our sacred, hoary traditions, stDl the calls of

duty must be recognized. During the cosmic evolution, certain elements

and factors often fail to receive the proper amount of attention neces-

sary to assure their greatest efficiency. Natural laws often have to be

abridged and complemented by human ingenuity. It is only because of a

recent recognition of this important biological truth, that we venture to

suggest alterations in an attitude of mind held inviolable by some mem-
bers of our community.

The time has not been long distant when every force was exerted

to build an impregnable wall about each class from the time it entered

college.

The reasons for continuing hazing have been that it is the most

expeditious method of naturalization and that it manufactures class

unity as nothing else can. The idea seems to be that each freshman

class should be speedily transformed into a " Brotherhood of the Dis-

tressed and Needy". No one will gainsay that "Misery Loves Com-
pany." And in order to cement more strongly this feeling of companion-

ship, most upper classmen take upon themselves the stem duty of act-

ing snobbishly toward freshmen. Serious objections may be urged

against trying to instill any kind of loyalty into an individual by mak-
ing him as abject as possible. Nor do we believe that anything resemb-

ling good feeling can be permanently promoted in a society, a part of

whose members have the delightful task of being unpleasant to the others.

Whether these objections hold against hazing as formerly conducted

at Haverford or not, is entirely beside our present question. The sort

of hazing indulged in now is painfully farcical. A few intimations and

suggestions from Roberts Hall have long since abstracted all dignity

from the institution of hazing. Its only function at present seems to

be that of a safety-valve for surplus sophomoric exuberance.

All of us who have been intimately connected with our college life

for at least three years, know that we have been passing through a tran-

sition period. No one can deny that many of the barriers between

classes have been removed, nor can we see why this tendency should
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not be increased rather than checked. In the past there have been nu-

merous cases where feeling between classes has created lasting personal

animosities. Again we are not fully persuaded that the division of the

college body into four decidedly distinct and often antagonistic bodies,

is most conducive to college loyalty. In fact we have seen college elec-

tions decided by a strictly class vote, where the issue concerned itself

solely with the college as a whole and where there should have been

no appeal to class feeling at all.

Class unity is most certainly detrimental when we foster it at the

expense of college unity. In a college of one hundred and sixty fellows,

why should one's sympathies and one's friendships be limited strictly

to one's classmates? The most flaunted advantage of the small college

is that intercourse between all its members is purposely made free.

And yet it is possible to lose this important advantage by permitting

ourselves to be hemmed in by a set of second-hand, outgrown regulations

which we have neither the courage nor the ambition to discard. A generous

use of the sledge-hammer will often expedite the severance of a rusty

chain. Initiative should become less and less m^onstrous. Since

virtually all the pragmatic benefits conferred by hazing are lost and the

psychological ones equally dubious, we see no reason why the normal

student's life should not be expanded from one of class to one of college

interest. And particularly should we concern ourselves with this question

now. Within a year the college body will have at its disposal a new build-

ing to be used as a social hall. It depends upon us alone to determine

how great a function this building will fulfill in our social life. It can

fulfill an important function. Cannot each Haverford man show his

appreciation of this gift by voluntarily supplementing its aim?

A LEARNED AND LIBERAL LEISURE

Not long since,we heard from the lips of a European scholar of world-

wide reputation, a criticism of our American idea of college.

"The American youth," said Doctor MahafTy, "goes to college to

learn his life's work. And when he gets out into the world, he pursues

that work with all his notable American vigor. Through work he earns

leisure.

" Now comes the problem. He has learned to work, but what is

he going to do with his leisure?

" Ah, my friends, he should have been educated, not for his work,

but for his leisure!"
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That phrase of Milton's "A learned and liberal leisure" may well

make any of us humble. There is always the temptation to smoke an
hour away, or to euchre an afternoon ofif the schedule. So surely this is

no learned and liberal leisure! Where is your culture, even though you

are inclined to science? Is it not better to spend the hour over a

book, or to dream the afternoon off in the Fine Arts Exhibit?

For it takes more than a pleasant manner, good grooming, and a

clean life to make a gentleman. The value of a college education is that

it gives a young man four years of leisure at the most susceptible period

of his life, to occupy himself with interests that savor of eternity. It is

a precious time of withdrawal, before the heat and tumult of one's per-

sonal struggle with the world, a vacation from the narrowing influences

of provincial ignorance and prejudice. Here a man can steep himself

in all fair influences, remould his character in the light of fine ideals,

test his personal by the general equation, and make his good as far as

possible the universal good, so that afterward, his self seeking is something

large and noble. Whatever you intend to do after college, you can, in

college, store up a fund of the best that has been known and thought

in the world, to draw on in the narrowed horizon of practical effort

that is to follow.

We wish to congratulate the College Weekly on its racy and in-

cisive chronicling of current events in the college. It seems to be filling

a long felt want with marked ability. Its editors desire us to say that

sample copies will be sent to all subscribers to the Haverfordi.\n upon
request.



72 There is an article by F. B. Gummere in The AtlanticMon Ilily

for March, entitled "A Day with Professor Child."

oO It is with a deep sense of loss that we record the death on
January 7th, of F. Hazen Cope, as the result of an accident in Boston.

'83 William L. Baily was elected Secretary and Treasurer of the

newly organized Pennsylvania State Association of Architects.

'87 Captain Edward B. Cassatt who has been attached to the

13th Regiment Cavalry U. S. A. has resigned from the service and will

manage the Chesterbrook Farms at Berwyn, Pa.

'89 Professor Warner Fite of Indiana University will lecture on

Philosophy at the University of Chicago during the summer term.

'92 Professor Walter M. Hart of the University of California ex-

pects to go abroad in May for his sabbatical year.

92 Christian Brinton, A.M., had an article in the February Scrib-

ner's on "German Paintings of To-day."

'93 At a recent meeting of the Board of Managers Charles J.

Rhoads was chosen secretary of the Board in place of Howard Comfort
'70 who resigned after a service of twenty-four years.

94 There is a letter from W. W. Comfort in The Nation for March
4th, on "The Aeneid Twenty Years After."

'98 On February 4, 1909, a son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Richard

D. Wood.
'00 Walter S. Hinchman, A.M., of Groton School will take a prom-

inent part at the annual meeting of the New England Association of

Teachers of English, to be held March 20.
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'01 The engagement is announced of William Wayne Wirgman to

Miss Elizabeth Ryon of Shamokin, Pa.

'03 The engagement is announced of J. Kent Worthington, now
a resident physician at the Roosevelt Hospital, New York, to Miss Mary
Worsdall Spencer, a niece of Mrs. Charles Alexander Gambrill of 12 13

Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

05 It is with much regret that we report the death of Lindley

Smyth on February i8th. He was entering upon a successful literary

career and his future was full of promise.

'06 D. Herbert Schweyer was married to Miss Alice Taber English

of Richmond, Virginia, on February 2, 1909. They will live in Easton,

Pa., where Mr. Schweyer is engaged in the marble business.

'07 Ira J. Dodge is now located at Medford, Oregon, in the middle

of the great Oregon fruit-raising country, where he is engaged in the real

estate business.

Ex-'oQ Alan J. Hill is with Janney, Semple, Hill & Co., wholesale

Hardware House, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Ex-'lO Rodney M. Eshleman is connected with the Northern

Transit Co., a branch department of the Standard Oil Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Ex-'lO C. Frutchey is in the silk business in the Perry building,

Philadelphia.

Ex-'lO W. D. Shultz is on the crew squad at Cornell.

A joint meeting of the Alumni interested in cricket, and the under-

graduates was held in the Alumni Room, Founders Hall, on February

24, 1909. The Alumni who spoke were: G. Ashbridge '67, J. W. Sharp

'88, H. Baily '78, J. H. Scattergood '96, F. H. Taylor '76, C. C. Mor-

ris '04, H. Cope '69.

The following Alumni were present: E. Settle '6i, G. Ashbridge '67,

H. Cope '69, F. H. Taylor '76, H. Baily '78, W. P. Morris '86, J. W.
Sharp '88, C. J. Rhoads '93, W. W. Comfort '94, J. H. Scattergood '96, C.

G. Tatnall '97, A. G. Scattergood '98, T. Wistar '98, F. A. Evans '99,

A. C. Maule '99, J. P. Morris '99, W. W. Justice '00, F. C. Sharpless '00,

R. M. Gummere '02, A. C. Wood, Jr., '02, N. H. Thorn '04, C. C. Morris '04,

H. H. Morris '04, E. M. Evans '05, E. C. Peirce '05, A. G. Priestman '05,

J. D. Philips '06, H. Evans '07, F. D. Godley '07, J. P. Magill '07, J. B.

Clement '08, E. A. Edwards '08, J. C. Thomas '08.
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HE Haverfordiax, until the last few years, has al-

ways set aside a page for the discussion of exchanges.

We make no excuse for reviving the practice

now. Every college magazine should welcome

this opportunity of judging itself by the standards

of others. An exchange column affords the maga-

zine itself a point of contact with others striving

towards the same ends, and its readers a window
into the broad field of college journalism, which should be interesting

to every college man. The exchange columns of our contemporaries,

so often rich in suggestive comment and conscientious criticism, are the

most stimulating incentive towards mutual improvement throughout

the field.

An all too intimate knowledge of our own shortcomings makes us

very reticent to criticize other magazines, but we feel that the function

of the exchange column requires sincere comment, and to suppress this

when it is unfavorable is to forswear the end toward which we are work-

ing.

A general view of the February magazines is encouraging. In con-

trast to the abnormal and unhealthy tone of which college magazines

have so often been accused, the fiction is as a rule restrained and yet

appealing, and the verse is often of considerable merit. Another note-

worthy feature is the number of serious articles. It has seemed to us

that one of the dangers of the college magazine is that of too much
fiction with too little attempt at deeper thought. Almost every one of

the February numbers has preserved the balance of proportion in its

make-up.

We find a spirit and tone in the women's college magazines that is

very distinctive. Our fair contemporaries treat of the more common
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things of life, and by their delicacy and subtlety of expression achieve

a sense of reserve, a totality of impression and permanence of appeal

that is too often lacking in our far-sought themes and largeness of phrase.

We wish particularly to record the pleasure we have received from the

February MojtHi Holyoke. This is one of the few magazines which may
be read with interest from cover to cover. The verse seems to us of un-

usual merit, especially "Dreams in Scarlet," which has a slumberous

melody that recalls Tennyson's "Lotos Eaters." The story "A
Ringer of Door Bells'' is noteworthy for its demure humor and quiet

grace. The department entitled " In Short," a collection of short sketches,

is particularly attractive in this issue.

In our opinion The Amherst Literary Monthly departs from its usu-

ally conscientious standard in printing the dramatic sketch " A Fresh-

man Possibility," which seems in rather questionable taste.

The most striking article that has come to our attention is the one

on "College Offices" in The Harvard Monthly. It is an unusually far-

sighted analysis of one of the paramount dangers in college undergrad-

uate organization and politics that we wish every student might read.

We wish to congratulate The University of Virginia Magazine on

the suggestiveness and keen insight of its exchange department, which

is entirely in keeping with the admirable tone of the whole magazine.

The sonnet "My Lady o' Memories" has the delicate flavor of a bygone

generation.

The return of The Vassar Miscellany from historical anthology to its

usual type of contents is refreshing to outsiders, and the fiction that has

accumulated in the interim is attractive. The bit of verse entitled

"Winter Prison" is timely and vigorous in spirit and execution.

On the whole the February verse seems of unusual quality. We have

thought the following, both from fair Harvard, worthy of reprinting:

TO WILLIAM MORRIS.
Low hangs the moon above the hard white road.

The heavy-fingered wind oft tries the door.

We travelers, aweary of our load.

Sit near the tavern fire's cheery roar.

Upon the withered rushes of the floor;

And thou dost sing an everchanging lay,

Thou idle singer of an empty day.
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We hear the lilt of maiden voices sweet,

The dim dream-whisper of some woodland spring

;

We see the lithe Atlanta's flying feet,

The pageantry of heroes triumphing,

And for the light-winged songs that thou dost sing.

We poor way-farers cry, " God bless for aye

The idle singer of an empty day."

W. C. Greene, in The Harvard Advocate.

TO THE POETS.
The cup is empty—all your songs are spent;

The wine is spilled—your gayety is done:

Hence! babbling poets; hence! the night is gone

And day must end your listless merriment.

Go! quench these festal torches: light was lent

That you might lead mankind—and there was none

Among you who was faithful; no, not one

Of you but lolled and lisped in cool content.

Go! look not backward, lest your gentler eyes

See the dawn-fires; haste! lest your pampered ears

Catch a rude chant of new and vast emprise.

Hide yourselves quickly from men's mirth and jeers:

Haste! lest ycnt feel the fearful wrack of sighs

And learn the futile waste of human tears!

Edward Eyre Hunt, in The Harvard Monthly.
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THE EYES THAT WEEP

HE sun God kissed them and waked them up,

The poor Uttle poppies who wanted to sleep;

And the dew God dropped in each scarlet cup

A shining tear from the eyes that weep.

And the poor little poppies swayed and danced

In the smile of the God, but they wanted to sleep.

And the teardrops in the sunlight glanced

Flashes of light from the eyes that weep.

Her mother kissed her and bade her rise.

The poor little maiden who wanted to sleep,

And her mother saw in the dear blue eyes

Two shining tears from the eyes that weep.

And the poor little maiden rose and dressed,

And went to her tasks, but she wanted to sleep:

Sleep, and return to the Isles of the Blessed

Where there are no tears and no eyes that weep.

The sun went down, and poppies and maid

Closed their eyes, for they wanted to sleep.

But they lay next evening side by side.

The red with the blue—0, eyes that weep!

/. Carey Thomas II.



THE POETRY OF WILLIAM MORRIS

T is a strange fact—on the face of it—that the ardent

socialist, the practical worker and inventor in so

many fields of applied art, should have created for

us in his poetry a world the most remote from the

struggle of modem life, a world rich with the half-

forgotten memories of the golden age. But the

instinct of William Morris guided him rightly. We
may conceive his motto to have been: Work in

and for the present with every muscle and every sinew, and when you

are weary, solace yourself with dreams, not unreal, but reflections of

an ideal future glowing upon the mists of the past. It is a pity that

Morris's quiet example should not be more heeded by modem poetasters

who scream, somewhat like steam-whistles, "Let Greece and Italy bury

their dead. Give us poetry of the deafening present or away with poe-

try altogether!" But what have these men really given us?

No, we can not but feel that Morris was in the right of it. He toiled

manfully, no man better in fulfilling his immediate duties to his time,

but he felt that that time was not a fitting one for the purpose of the

poet. He saw that the modem man was already exhausted by the bur-

den and heat of the day, and instead of goading him into further discon-

tent, he offered him the refreshing draught of forgetfulness from which

he awoke in an Earthly Paradise.

Mr. Alfred Noyes, perhaps our most notable living epic poet, has

written for the English Men of Letters Series a book on Morris, for which

we could spare many better bigoraphies. He adopts not the method by

exposition but the method by suggestion. He finds throughout the

man's poetry the figure of a boy in armor riding through a forest. Mor-

ris had actually been that boy, and his later simple delight in the exter-

nal world, his quest of the ideal and his love of the Middle Ages make
the figure Mr. Noyes has chosen, an apt symbol. Again, the critic in-

sists on the tapestry-like quality of Morris's poems, the low tones in

which they are done.

But let us approach the poet for ourselves. At the age of twenty-

four in the medieval pieces collected under the title " The Defense of

Guenevere," he struck the mark ringingly. Anyone to whom Froissart

is dear can hardly have a greater pleasure than to read Sir Peter Harp-

don's End. It is so genuine, so humanly medieval, so all of a piece, that

we live it line for line. Then there is the cruel note of Shameful Death

and the Haystack in the Floods, for some reason we would not miss one
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echo. How strange, too, are some of the songs, like night-winds moan-
ing around a castle tower! The three poems that stand out, however,

are the " Title-giver," " The Eve of Crecy" and " The Gilliflower of Gold."

In these the red blood flows hottest, in these the clash of arms grates loud-

est. One is always in danger of being disrespectful to Tennyson after

reading Morris's "Guenevere," just as one tends to deride " Ivanhoe,"
" Quentin Durward," etc., after reading some of Maurice Hewlett's stories

;

but of course in both cases we are wrong. The nobler idealizations of Scott

and Tennyson must have precedence over the more literal figures of their

realistic rivals. Yet it is well for us to know the whole truth. It would

be a pleasure to dilate on the fairy tale charm of Rapunzel—how maiden-

ly she is, too, as she says
" I fear—and yet a sense

Of fluttering victory comes over me
That will not let me fear aright;"

—

Few who open " The Defense of Guenevere" will leave a poem in it

unread. One may predict that it will prove the most splendid of surprises

to any one unfamiliar with its abounding life and its color richly overlaid.

The remaining work of Morris, exclusive of the negligible " Love is

Enough " and " Poems by the Way," is epic. Now comes the test, not of

Morris but of the present day reader : has anyone the patience to follow

this admittedly diffuse writer through "Jason," " The Earthly Paradise
"

and " Sigurd "
? If we begin by counting the pages and wondering what

there can be to add to these twice told tales, we shall have forestalled a fair

decision. If we begin with a rush, skipping what does not interest us in a

mad search for memorable lines we shall tire as quickly as a runner on a

midsummer noon. No, Morris is not to be read as one reads his con-

temporaries. Morris alone has the long-lost charm of repose, he knows

the art of drifting.

After Chaucer, " The Life and Death of Jason " is the most readable

narrative poem in English. They who think Longfellow somniferous

and Tennyson over-sweet, will find in this poem epic, breadth, lyric

smoothness and just enough action to maintain a steady motion. One
abandons oneself as to a voyage on an ocean steamer, when the sub-

dued senses drink to tempered pleasure and chastened sadness, those

two vintages mingled in the cup of beauty. Jason will hardly awake a

taste for poetry, but to one who has read and felt

"The weariness, the fever and the fret"

of nineteenth century poetry, this epic will bring the charm of nepenthe.

Mr. Yeats in his essay called "The Happiest of the Poets," from "Idea

of Good and Evil,"—a book full of beautiful sayings: says of Morris
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that he is like nature, "whose delight is profusion, but never intensity."

He has "a perfect fullness of natural life," the abundance of the beech-

en boughs or the bursting wheat-ear." Again, of ideal men, Morris him-

self writes in his Utopian prose work, " News frow Nowhere," that they

lived in " much plenty and ease of life, though not delicately or desiring

things out of measure. They wrought with their hands and wearied

themselves; and they rested from their toil and feasted and were merry;

to-morrow was not a burden to them, nor yesterday a thing which they

would fain forget ; life shamed them not nor did death make them afraid."

These characteristics are true of the poet throughout, but peculiarly

so in Jason. What wider contrast could be found than between the lei-

surely modem epic and that most condensed and fiery of Pindar's odes,

the fourth " Pythian "
? It is enough to upset all preconceived notions of

classic and romantic. Pindar gives the whole voyage of the Argonauts

in a lightning flash; Morris sends the heroes on through sunlight and

starlight for countless ages, in every episode taking and giving delight

in making a short story long. One asks how he does this. In style by
never compressing a phrase or forcing an extra syllable into his penta-

meter line; in imagery by always describing in full, never fearing that

repetition may be commonplace or detail superfluous; in narrative by
courting the episode and in seeking rather to be faithful than concise.

The result is a union of unequalled ease with a splendid succession of

pictures. No single phrase compels the reader to stop in wonder to fill

out the scene, no complications of character set him to weighing men's

motives. The poet has told all there is to tell and the reader has but

to enjoy.

Of course Morris will be tame to some. He is not "lofty" or "in-

spring," but then his greatest negative virtue lies in not trying to be so.

Mr. Noyes finds the clima.x dramatic, but I can not agree with him. No-

where does the poem thrill or frighten me, though nowhere does it fail to

charm me. It is all the subdued tapestry, the simple, limpid child's

story. No doubt that is why Morris has not won his proper place in the

popular esteem, we so often demand heightened effects that we can hard-

ly become as little children to whom the world is wondrous and a story

something to be listened to with the awe of belief (thanks to Professor

Gummere for the phrase). To paraphrase Yeats, we have tasted too

deeply of the bitterness of the apple of good and evil to enjoy a vision of

the golden age with supreme contentment. Morris has the child mind to

such an extent that he enjoys not the flowers on the stars but the ele-

mental beauty of whiteness and burnished gold, as Mr. Noyes discern-

ingly remarks. For him the nightingale is " the brown bird," etc. Mor-
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ris is never quotable, he is all "atmosphere," and this atmosphere should

be first breathed in " Jason."

For " The Earthly Paradise " is not easy to read through. That one

should read it through to appreciate or even to understand it may be

granted, but alas! the flesh is weak. Do not venture on such an under-

taking in the winter, but if you like
'

' Jason
, '

' take "The Earthly Paradise"

away for your summer vacation when you can forget time, and you will

not fail of your reward. There are twenty-four stories; half classic,

half Teutonic, for Morris had early conceived a passion for the rude, pow-

erful sages of Iceland. If you must taste a sample, read " Ogier, the Dane "

or "The Land East of the Sun and West of the Moon," but as a matter of

fact each tale is good in direct proportion to its length, the best being,

despite its many faults of delay and digression, " The Lovers of Gudrun."

In this last we have heroic grandeur, that something which

"Saddens our lives, yet makes it great to live."

At the climax of this poem Morris reaches the absolute in his field as

no other English poet has done, the nearest being Arnold's " Sohrab and

Rustum." But there is more of actuality in Gudrun, the poet is of his

people, not above them, therefore we sufTer with them and do not merely

admire their fine rhetoric.

I own to preferring the Icelandic stones, but Morris's versions of

Atalanta and Alcestis are perfection in their way. Also "Cupid and Psyche"

is rich beyond comparison in color, too rich, I have always felt, to bring

out the spritual side of the story. Many memorable fables does the poet

employ, but in reality, as Yeats observes, he has but one story to tell

us, how some man or woman lost and found again the happiness that is.

always half of the body."
"0 death that maketh life so sweet,"

from one of the songs in " Jason " might be taken as a motto for the whole
" Earthly Paradise." Ah yes, we must not go to Burton Holmes lectures,

—such as I am now writing,—of this land, nor can we know it through

photographs and picture post-cards; we must live there, settle down
for the night to wander forth each mom into those rain-lush meadows
amid the kindly faces. Then first we shall know how truly glorious it is

for a man to be strong, how satisfying is the form of a woman
"Whose simple doom is to be beautiful."

We shall hear of great deeds; more, we shall share in them. And we
shall return to modem life not only more hopeful and more resolute, but

wiser in those underlying truths that feelingly persuade us what we are.

We Americans need in our philosophy more of that kind Epicureanism

of Johnson Cory's:
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MiMNERMUS IN ChURCH.

You promise heavens free from strife,

Pure truth, and perfect change of will;

But sweet, sweet is this human life,

So sweet, I fain would breathe it still.

Your chilly stars I can forego,

This warm kind world is all I know.

Forsooth the present we must give

To that which cannot pass away;

All beauteous things for which we live

By laws of time and space decay,

But oh, the very reason why
I clasp them is because they die.

We must not give a false impression. Morris is full of noble aspira"

tion but he has also in rare measure that honest earthiness which be-

longs of right in the composition of every complete man.

" Blood and brain and spirit, three

(Say the deepest gnomes of earth)

Join for complete felicity."

So writes George Meredith whose " Love in the Valley " is a finer example

than anything even of Morris of this need of the material to supplement

the mental and the spiritual.

Mr. Noyes calls Sigurd, theVolsung, the summit of Morris's achieve-

ment, but admits that the hillside may be pleasanter. That there is

something bare about this epic we must feel by comparison, but is this

not a discarding of ornament to leave the might of these northern he-

roes untrammeled? In these days of Wagner worship we may well de-

sire to know the story of the Nibelungs in its earliest and in many ways

most impressive guise. The "Sigurd" of Morris is Norse; Norse in its cir-

cumstantial brutality, Norse in its unwavering belief in the old myth-

ology, Norse above all in its purely Teutonic conception of herosim: the

hero who knows that his death is fated, but fights on with an abstract

•devotion to the highest virtue he knows, bravery, and

"Goes down smiling before many spears."

Sigurd is incomparably harder, in the matter of feeling, than either

of the other epics; there is perhaps too much truth in its cruelty. The

reader must decide for himself. At least it may be said that we can

hardly in English get a clearer notion of the ancient Teutons, their lives

and their ideals. Also if this poem be less pleasing than the others, it
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is more powerful. Too long it certainly is, indeed " Jason " is the only one

of the epics which is ideal as to construction, but then the story is so

compelling, each scene so vital that we should not be too strict as to-

proportion.

If "Jason" has the freshness of spring (and of the poet's springtime

of life), and "The Earthly Paradise" the luxuriance of summer and the

mellowness of autumn, Sigurd the Volsung is like a bitter blast of winter;

icily cruel, bleak, but nerving mind and body to valiant action. And
afterwards there will be a great fire roaring in the hall, the mead cup-

will be passed and we shall hear the desperate deeds of our ancestors,

those demi-gods who conquered the world for a pastime and threw it

away again like children who always seek a new plaything. This mak-
ing a game of battle as the Teutons did, witness the Anglo-Saxon words-

" sword play," "lust of battle," etc., is peculiarly well given. The Ber-

serks were so terribly earnest that their only joy, their only idea of heav-

en, was a contest to the death. We must not then expect the mildness-

of an Arcadian myth or a Sicilian idyll in Sigurd,

So we have spoken of Morris's most important poems. In " Poems-

by the Way," are some good Danish ballads and a few socialistic lyrics,

the most readable poem in the book being the fairy tale "Goldilocks,

and Goldilocks." "Love is Enough" is a tiresome pseudo-drama relieved

by beautiful songs, the best of which is in the Oxford Book. We must
not, however, leave our subject without a word on Morris as a literary

artist. His lavishness of picture, his profusion of color make him a new
poet's poet, his palette being at the service of any worthy craftsman

in the art. His command of meter appears in the various forms he used

for sustained epic: i.e., the heroic couplet in "Jason;" heroic couplet, octo-

syllabic couplet and Chaucer stanza in The Earthly Paradise, and sep-

tenary couplets in " Sigurd." Morris strangely avoided blank verse, not

wishing to challenge comparison with Milton.

" (Of Heaven or Hell I have no power to sing)

"

Indeed one feels that blank verse must be packed with meaning and the

use of it argues high seriousness and strong personal emotion. But now
that writers of verses hurry so, and are from over-nervousness seldom

able to do permanent work, we may well study the sustained excellence

and infinite variety of "the idle singer of an empty day."

Charles Wharton Stork.



A GRAND OPERA INCIDENT
I.

F course you have heard of the famous grand opera

war that was waged for so long between the two
great rival companies in New York. But I think

the facts have never before been made public of

how Mr. Conright.of the Petromolitan Opera House,

infuriated by the successes of Mr. Oscar Hatchet-

stein and the Hoboken Opera Company, tried to

break up the Philadelphia d^but of the latter, and
how the attempt was foiled by the genius of Mr. Hatchetstein.

The Petromolitan Company had for a number of years given per-

formances in the Quaker City, and regarded it as a great infringement

of their privileges when Mr. Hatchetstein proposed to do the same,

introducing the famous tenor whom he had just brought over from Eu-

rope. Accordingly Mr. Conright tried to prevent him from getting a

suitable theatre in Philadelphia, even tried to bribe him not to go, but

when Hatchetstein still persisted, and even thumbed his nose in scorn

at all opposition, Conright swore by all that he held sacred that he would

render ridiculous the Philadelphia performnace of Faust. And so, on

the fateful night, while Mr. Hatchetstein's company was proceeding

from their special train to the theatre, two burly ruffians leaped upon
the foreign tenor, thrust him into a cab, and made off with all possible speed.

But not satisfied with this step the unscrupulous Conright had

bribed one of the stage hands to remove surreptitiously the jewels from

the casket just before the famous jewel scene in the Third Act, and re-

place them by an active mouse. This, he knew, would completely un-

nerve Marguerite, so that even if the kidnapping of the tenor was not

successful this would effectually demoralize the performance. These in-

famous schemes having been carefully arranged, Mr. Conright himself

came down from New York by an evening train, having purchased a

proscenium box from which to witness the discomfiture of his rival.

II.

Oscar Hatchetstein, the impresario, was in a frenzy of rage and des-

pair. The Academy of Music was packed from dome to footlights with

one of Philadelphia's justly famous musical audiences, who were already

beginning to grow impatient. The curtain was to have risen on the long-

heralded grand opera revival at eight sharp, and here it was ten minutes

after. But where was the tenor? The world-famous Osurac, the silver-

throated singer from Milan, who was to make his American d^but before

the ^lite of Philadelphia in the title role of Faust

—

had disappeared!
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Mr. Hatchetstein tore his musical hair. (He was really bald, but

did you ever hear of a bald impresario?) It seemed incredible. He had
carefully packed the whole cast, scenery and all, on the special train

from the famous Hoboken Opera House, and had gone round distribut-

ing words of cheer and cough-lozenges. All were there then and he had
retired to his private car to have a hand (of bridge) with the chorus girls.

And now, when the stage was laid, scenery ready, and the orchestra just

about to begin the overture, Osurac, who had to be on the stage at the

rise of the curtain, was nowhere to be found.

Suddenly piercing shrieks arose from the dressing room of Mme.
Pentazzini, who was to doff twenty years and take the part of the girl-

ish Marguerite. Knowing the vagaries of the artistic temperament, Mr.

Hatchetstein hastened to the door with consternation written on his

face. The star lay prostrate on the couch while the maid was binding up

her foot. It was her ill-chosen custom to let fall a dagger onto the floor

three times before every performance. If it remained sticking upright

each time the omens were favorable. All had gone well on the first two

trials, but on the third cast Mme. Pentazzini had carelessly let the weapon

fall on her foot, and had impaled her toe.

This seemed the last straw, but the volatile impresario was not the

man to give in lightly to misfortune. Was he to disappoint the enthu-

siastic audience and mar the first Philadelphia appearance of his com-

pany? And besides, when looking at the audience through the peep-hole

in the curtain had he not seen that viper Conright sitting complacently

in one of the boxes, watching with a sarcastic smile the growing impa-

tience of the audience? Rather than gratify the malice of his rival he

would take desperate chances. What was that flaring advertisement he

had seen on Market Street?

GRAND OPERA IN YOUR HOME
By the Phonograph

Close Your Eyes and You Cannot Tell the Record From the

Original.

A gleam of inspiration crossed his mind.

Sending the Stage Manager before the curtain to explain that a

painful attack of gout on the part of Mme. Pentazzini (Editor's note

—

which part?) would delay the performance a few minutes, he ordered a

couple of men to run at full speed to the office of the phonograph com-

pany, and bring back the largest machine in stock, with the records of

Osurac in Faust. Hustling aside the inquisitive supes he himself rushed

to the dressing room where the Valet was awaiting the missing tenor.

"Make me up as Faust" he roared. "Vite! Vite! Vite!" his
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French getting the better of him in his excitement, and the astonished

man obeyed as quickly as he could. Fortunately Mr. Hatchetstein was
of very nearly the same build as Signor Osurac, and the costume dis-

played to perfection the graces of his manly fonn. ' I always was proud of

that leg ' murmured the impresario to himself as he gazed affectionately

at the member in question, now well displayed in tights. In his earlier

days he had sung tenor in a minor company, and had even essayed the

role of Faust, and although his voice, never very good, had failed him
utterly, yet he was quite familiar with the part and knew that with the

aid of the prompter he could act it all right. If only the phonograph

did not fail him, all would be well. He adjusted the tumed-up
moustache that Osurac always wore, laced in his embonpo-int a little more
tightly and surveyed himself in the glass. Even an expert could hardly tell

the difference between him and the absent singer, so well had the

dresser done his part. With a jaunty smile he strutted out on the stage.

The phonograph had just arrived. It was a tremendous machine,

as large as a small trunk, and the stage carpenter had enlarged the horn

with a sheet of tin so that it now was at least six feet long, and as much
in diameter at the mouth. They put it on a table and wheeled it up

against the back scene. The records were carefully sprinkled with talcum

powder to insure sweetness of tone. Mr. Hatchetstein strode onto the

stage, seated himself at Faust's study table and had the ray of electric

moonlight centered on his face. And then, amid an expectant hush,

the curtain went up.

Surely there never was such a performance either before or since.

The phonograph worked splendidly, Mr. Hatchetstein threw extraordi-

nary emotion into his gestures and movements. The action of his mouth
was magnificent, wonderful, and who could have told that the mellow

tones which thrilled through the theatre were not his? The well-pow-

dered records lent no suspicion of metallic quality to the voice, which

reproduced all the purity of the original. From the galleries, where sit

the true enthusiasts who come to see, not to be seen, came round after

round of applause as the notes floated up to them. Mr. Hatchetstein's

acting carried all before it. As the critic from the Press said, " his pathos

was so convincing, his interpretation so authoritative" that when the

curtain fell on the first act he was recalled again and again. Even Mr.

Conright, who knew nothing of the true state of affairs, was amazed.

When Mme. Pentazzini appeared in the second act as Marguerite

there was great curiosity on the part of the audience to see how she bore

her distressing attack of gout, but realizing how much depended on the

success of the performance, she displayed unusual fortitude and showed
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no sign of her wounded foot. Indeed, she acted her difficult part with

unusual sprightliness.

It was during this act that Mr. Hatchetstein, happening to be ofE

the stage for a few moments, had to rebuke the chorus-girls with some
severity for the noise they were making over an escaped mouse, which

had been discovered hidden away in a shoe-box.

But all went well until toward the end of the third act. The jewel

scene, which the villainous Conrright had awaited eagerly, passed by
tranquilly, and his rage knew no bounds. He was about to leave the

theatre when he noticed that the music seemed to drag.

Mr. Hatchetstein gazed around him in dismay. Evidently something

was wrong with the phonograph. Behind the scenes he could hear fren-

zied whispers, but he dared not relax, so he continued his love-making

to Marguerite. Slower and slower grew his passionate protestations as

the notes came more and more reluctantly from the phonograph. But

it was not within his power to respond. His only hope was that the

machine would hold out until the end of the act when it could be tinkered

up. Those behind the scenes dared not touch it now for fear of silencing

it altogether!

More and more pregnant grew the impresario's gestures, more and

more appealing his glance as the syllables fell haltingly from the phon-

ograph. "Do you really love me?" sang Marguerite, and his vehement

response was dragged out, syllable by syllable, over several minutes.

And then suddenly there was an awful pause, and he stood before the

blushing virgin with mouth open and eyes aflame, but no sound came

forth. For an instant there was a frightful silence, and then he heard a

clattering of footsteps behind the scenes. His eye fell on the wings, and

instantly he threw himself out of sight behind a rosebush as Signor

Osurac, pale and dishevelled, but correctly garbed as Faust, rushed onto

the stage . The orchestra struck up , Osurac's magnificent voice took up the

tale, and as the curtain descended a minute later the house rocked with

applause. The opera was saved. But behind a canvas rosebush lay

Mr. Hatchetstein in a dead faint.

I quote from the next morning's Philadelphia Ledger:
" Not the least striking feature of this really epoch-making perfor-

mance was the magnificent work of Osurac. He was in splendid voice,

and his altissimo notes were thrilling. His acting, too, was unusually

spirited. If possible, his voice seemed to tire in the last two acts and

seemed more natural and unstrained in the first three, when the golden

tones flowed with entrancing ease and sweetness.
" On the whole it was the most striking production of Faust on

record." C.D.M.



THE DESERT OF DEATH

E was a lean, sandy-bearded, soft-eyed man. He
put both hands on her shoulders, and looked into

her face. "Mirandy, I'm goin' across," he said.

The man was ready to start. He kissed her

fondly. " It's a matter o' two month, Mirandy.

It'll be lonesom; but you'll be a'right. You'll ha'

the pull. The trip's nothin'." "Alan, I'm goin

wi' you." His manner changed. "I don't want
no blubberin, nor no foolishness," he said sharply. He turned and looked

out over the plain. "And besides," he added, "thar'd be Hell to pay.

You stay here whar you belong." "Alan, I'm goin wi' you." The man
drew a gun and leveled it full in her face. " Mirandy, you go i' the house."

The woman disappeared through the door, and the man climbed to the

seat of the prairie schooner, and waved his hand.

Yet it was not absolute silence. The jingle of the chains, the creak

of the aged hubs, the rasp of the sand under the broad flat tires, and the

occasional crack of the long lash about the leaders ears;—the music of

the desert was there. The sun beat down on the straining mules, and the

man hung forward on the seat, his chin in his palms, his elbows on his

knees. "I might ha' done wrong" he mumbled, "but I done it fer the

best. Gawd knows it was hard." "Alan"— The man straightened up.

"Hell!" he said, "is three days o' this desert gettin my nerve, when I

got ten more comin'." "Alan." The sound came slowly from the depths

of the wagon, and was followed by the woman. " By Gawd," yelled the

man, so that the mules started suddenly. "Alan," you ain't mad aire

you? I had to come. It would ha' been so lonesom wi' j'ou away."

"Ye shouldn'e ha' done it, Mirandy, it was wrong, dead wrong. Don't

ye know, dearie, that I done it fer yer own good." He looked out on the

desert. " It's death." He shrugged his shoulders and started to whistle.

He patted her hand. " But atter all, ten days i' the desert won't seem

so long wi' you here." And the woman sighed contentedly.

Like the wheels of the schooner, the days roll around slowly in the

desert. And the man and the woman swung wearily with every lurch

of the wagon. The man was troubled, but, " it's a heap easier goin, with-

out that sun up thar a-bumin' daylight through them mules." He
paused to listen to the hiss of sand, as a sudden little gust swirled it

against the canvas. " Mirandy, we're lucky. It aint often a man can
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git a breeze out here." Again the hiss, and the man thought of fourteen

days rations for one, and muttered to himself "it's death."

The desert is not good; especially when one has been plowing aim-

lessly against the stinging sand, on half rations, for three long days.

At least, so the woman thought. She looked at the man, remembering

ing his oft repeated words, "now Mirandy, don't you git skeered. We'll

pull through a' right." The sun had come out again, but it was different.

Now the man was looking stolidly ahead of him into the desert. She

couldn't help it. She asked the question that had been so often on her

lips, "Alan, do ye know whar we're a-goin'?" "Yep," he answered,

without looking at her, "thar, ain't nothin' to do but keep goin."

The second off mule staggered, half recovered and plunged to the

sand. "It's all right, Mirandy; we'll do better without him, he ain't

pulled none fer two days." Mechanically he cut away the harness. The

wheels creaked again. The wagon moved on; but not far. Then the

man got out, turned the seven toughest mules loose, pulled his six-

shooter, and shot the other five in the head. " Mirandy, I guess we'll

camp here."

^ ^ Ji* ^ >I* ^ >I: ^

The man got down to prepare the meal. Left alone in the shade of

the canvas, the woman thought of the meal; just like the last,—and the

one before it,—and the one before that—and the one before that. Her

whole being revolted. She was not hungry, but "it's been so long,—so

long" she half groaned. She crept to the back of the wagon, lifted the lid

and looked in. She touched the tip of her finger to the surface, and to her

lips. "It's been so long, jest one swallow, jest one." With trembling

arms she held it to her lips without swallowing. " Jest one swallow, jest

one swallow." And the woman didn't see her image, for the bucket was

battered and old. "Oh Gawd, what ha' I done." The man heard the

cry, and came, and comforted her. " It's a'right, Mirandy, yer weaker'n

I. Now we'll last 'til some on' comes."

But the day came when the woman half tumbled as she got down
from the seat. And after the meal she couldn't get up again, and the

man couldn't lift her. So that night she slept on the desert. The cham-

ber of the man's revolver was empty.

He did not know how long he had been looking at the Thing in front

of him; but now he was looking with burning eyes. He shuddered and

lay on the sand with hand outstretched. He noticed the shadow of his

hand, placed his lips to it and madly sucked in the sand. But it was

hot and dry, and he spat it out again. He slept, but when he awoke

the fever was still upon him, and his throat was swollen, and his lips
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were cracked and dry. And little suns were everjnvhere. " One drop of

moisture, one drop of moisture," he was scarcely able to think it. He
half crawled to the Thing again and looked—and looked. He took out

his knife. And when he arose he was refreshed.*******
The man had never seen the sea before. He didn't remember at all

how he came there, but he knew he was there, and it was pleasant to be

there. The spray struck his face and it was cool. The swell rocked him
up and down. And he felt light. He could see the white-capped waves

coming toward him from the horizon. Yes, and there was another ship.

Strange that he hadn't seen it before. It was coming toward him, and

he saw the wind round out the sail. He was puzzled. Oh yes, he knew.

It was a pirate,—a pirate after his cargo. He tried to aim the cannon,

but somehow it wouldn't work. It seemed too heavy for him. He must

throw a bluff. " Hey there," he shouted " Git away. I got money aboard.

Git away, or I'll shoot, by Gawd, I'll ."

When the second schooner stopped a few moments later, he was

still breathing. They lifted him in tenderly. The two men looked at

the scene before them, and it was almost fear that was in their eyes.

" He made a good fight, poor devil." Again they looked. ." He'll never

know." J.W.P.,'op.

DEFIANCE

scholar, with mighty mind
That facts and numbers rattle through!

I cannot the fourth dimension find.

But oh ! I can love as well as you

!

Ho, you statesmen old and grave!

I cannot argue the way you do!

You may be the king and I the slave.

But Oh! I can love as well as you!

And you, you preachers gaunt and cold,

Who weary our souls and bid us rue

The happy moments that life may hold,

Oh I can love as well as you!

H. S. H.



A TASTE OF BLOOD

HAD gone for a week's visit to my father's farm, and
Cricket had come with me. He had by this time

grown up into a very respectable pup. The blood

of a hundred ancestors coursed his nimble body,

and beneath his unscarred coat his skin was as

pink as a rose. His nerves were strung like violin

strings, susceptible and vibrous to the faintest mo-
tion. Fanciers had ceased to conjecture, and it

was still an open question why Cricket with his crested bull-terrier pedi-

gree, betrayed so much of the blood of foxes. Such an enigma bothered

neither him nor me, for we were too profoundly absorbed in our new
outlook on life, and the wonderful things to be found in back alleys and

out-of-the-way places, to give any thought to a matter relatively so

unimportant. There were cats to be tended to, gardens to be ravaged,

chestnutting to be done, and all the lesser cares of juvenile life. The

alley and the back yard, the bam and the woods, all the places where

boys are forbidden to go, teemed with a thousand curious pleasures.

There was many a fight, and many a chase 'twixt the risk and the

achievement. Those were glorious, care-free days, full of new noises,

new tastes, new smells, full of the sight of earth and sky, days overrun

with new pleasures and crested with the sparkling joys of youth!

But we are at the farm. It is late Sunday afternoon on a crimson

October day, and as Cricket and I share the delicacies of pickles, coffee,

and ice cream together on the back porch, we look out upon a clear sky.

But the great pink ears flicker,—and listen. Yes, there is someone com-

ing up the gravel path. Cricket is up, and at the comer of the porch.

He growls.

"Dog," says I, and hastily I lead him into the kitchen. By this

time the rustic gentleman has come nearer with his dog—a great, ugly,

impudent looking bull-dog. I hold the screen door tightly, marvelling

at the hard, gristly body, the gnarled bow legs, the loose, supple skin,

all of which proclaim him no common champion. The rustic gentleman,

a gardener on a nearby estate, discusses crops with my father, while

Baron Hardyknute III (for I learned his title afterwards) sniffs the air,

and tugs at his lead with a restlessness that forebodes evil. My father

is no lover of dogs, but when the business was over, he remarked casu-

ally, "A good dog."

"Yep," says the visitor, somewhat disinterestedly. "Mr. Norton

bought him in Chicago,—paid two thousand dollars for him."
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"Humph!" says father, "blue blood."

"Yep," what they call a prize
"

Cricket dares to growl a challenge from behind the screen door, and
Bold Baron himself has interrupted. And now comes Hardyknute III

with all the fierceness of his namesake. Sixty pounds of wrathful bull

dog! " Surely," thought I, " the screen door will save us." But Hardy-

knute is of tougher metal than rusted screening, and roaring he plunges

through, like a trick dog doing paper hoops at a circus.

Cricket is a tingling ball of nerves, frothing at the mouth, facing

the onslaught like a Greek at Marathon—a fight worthy, indeed, of the

bluest blood in Chicago, and the truest blood that ever Dame Nature

by accident concocted.

But there was no battle of Marathon that day. For once I displayed

a presence of mind which not even Cricket would accord me afterwards.

Gripping his lead with both hands, I jerked him away from the pounce of

the Persian, and with myself as pivot, swung my surprised comrade

clear of the kitchen floor. Wider and faster I let him swing. I feared

Hardyknute. Round and round he went, roaring and leaping. Faster,

faster went Cricket. Now chairs are upset, now dishes and pictures

rattle to the floor; the tea is spilled over the stove, and clouds of steam

lend atmosphere to the occasion. Next I swing Cricket against the clock,

which, sounding its alarm, proclaims objection to such strenuous abuse

of time. Never have I experienced a more confusing oppression of smells,

noises and vapors. And now Bold Baron is at last dissuaded, at the

end of a horsewhip, from his fiendish design on my half strangled dog.

He backs furiously to the open, glaring and frothing, where he awaits

another opportunity at this impudent wretch who has been so unfairly

snatched from him.

He does not wait long.

Cricket is no sooner brought to earth from his dizzy aerial course

than he dashes out, to a field where there is room for fair and good fight.

No cavalier in mediaeval tournament ever charged more hotly. Never

did tiger pounce upon fair lady more savagely than Cricket the In-

scrutable pounced that day upon Baron Hardyknute III—of Chicago.

On that day, Cricket had his first taste of blood. Nor could he

have asked for better. Granted, it was more costly than his own, and

got for a cheaper price. Bold Baron trailed home his chain through the

dust, that day, and dropped sad drops of purest gore from an ugly rip

in his eye. And as he slunk away. Cricket laughed quietly to himself,

and turned to a cup of coffee that had cooled for him during the fray.

And since that time, no beast is big enough, no dog ugly enough, no
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mastiff terrible enough, to send even a first faint chill of fright up his

spine, The bigger the game, the better the sport, and in the language
of pleb dogs (as Cricket used to say to me), " Fear of a lord is the be-

ginning of folly." V. F. S.

VERSES

OW who art thou that thou art so content?

Come Puritan and say.

And dost thou think thy hours are nobly spent

To sneer along life's way?
Thy eyes askance must still behold in vain

The wonder of my happiness—and pain.

And who art thou to rate me as a fool?

Come Rou^ plainly tell.

Because thy life knows neither love nor rule.

And that thou choos't to dwell

Where no sweet ties of family are thine,

And all fair thoughts are drowned in thy wine.

f



WHERE MORNING WAITS

I.

HE even beat of the engines was scarcely noticeable

as the huge steamer ploughed steadily on . The calm

sea rose and fell in smooth, regular pulsations, as

the foam flew back from the vessels prow and the

star reflections shook and quivered. Harringford

took the pipe from his mouth and turned to the

the girl beside him.
" The sea and the wind and the heavens are all

peaceful to-night, Edith," he said, "the kindness of Providence before

to-morrow."

"I know," said the girl. "I never saw them so peaceful. One
should be perfectly happy on a night like this."

"The lazy breeze hardly lifts the smoke," said Harringford, "it

seems as though trouble and care belong to another planet."
" If I try hard enough I can keep it far enough away so that I only

feel the shadow," said the girl, "but after a while the realization of what
I must do overpowers me and the terror of it sweeps over me in a great

wave."

Harringford bent nearer to her and took her hand. "Edith," he

said, "are you sure? Is there no other way?"
"None," answered the girl gazing unseeing before her, "Oh I

am sure there is no other way." And her hand tightened on his until the

nails of her slender fingers whitened under the pressure.

" Your mother could not wait? I trust—I am positive that it won't

be very long."

"No, no," said the girl, "I can not. The doctor in London said

the operation must be performed at once, that it was the only chance.

And it took all of our money to come."

For a while they were silent, looking out over the quiet ocean as

the great ship rushed relentlessly on.

"It isn't as if the man were a brute," said Harringford at last.

" If he were, you could hardly feel that you ought to marry him. He's

merely a normal human animal with no soul. And his money may make
your mother well. It is only hard for us."

" Ours is not the first tragedy like that," said Edith Wallace slowly.

" There have been others worse off than we are, but oh "—and she turned

to the man beside her with eyes so full of honest pain that he wheeled

around and cursed the age in which he lived.
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When they parted, only a few hours remained before they would
enter the harbor. The stars were growing fainter and the dull white of

the early dawn had lightened the east when Harringford went to his

state room. They had agreed not to meet again and he feverishly gath-

ered together the things he had used during the voyage that he might

leave the ship at the first opportunity.

II.

The tops of the pine trees shook gently in the spring breeze. The
moisture from a night shower was heavy on the grass and bushes, and the

roads were damp and cool. The smoke of the engine that had pulled

the train up the long grade, hung sharply white against the sky. Har-

ringford alighted at the little station, turned toward a dog-cart which

he knew instinctively was the one he was seeking, and was driven off up

the damp road between the rustling trees.

Edith met him as he came up the steps of the large country house,

and they walked together toward the comer of the great verandah.
" It's been over the world and under the world and back at the last

to you," said Harringford as they seated themselves.

"I know," said Edith, "I got your note saying you were in South

America, at the time mother died. You said that you would either suc-

ceed or fail by what you were doing then, did you not?"

"Yes," said Harringford, "and I have succeeded when it makes no

difference whatsoever. Where is your husband to-day?"

"He has gone away for a week," said Edith, "and I let you come
to-day instead of spending a day in town with you as you said. It was

wrong I know but the dead, dead monotony of living this way is smother-

ing me. In the winter we go out and I meet people that can not even

talk correctly, people of wealth that are caricatures of refinement."

She paused. "And so you are here," she concluded in a somewhat less

strained tone.

"Yes," said Harringford after a moment, "I am here." '
*

"Come," said Edith gaily, rising. "We shall take to-day together

in the gold of the April sunshine, and defy all Fate. And when it gets

dark you will go away and that will be all." She turned to him and

held out her hand.

He rose and bent toward her and their eyes met. " Yes that will be

all," he said slowly, but they both knew that he lied and they were

glad."

All day they wandered over the great estate, exuberant in picking

the early flowers. As the sun was setting behind the giant pines they
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were walking through the dampening grass toward the house, and they

knew that the time had come.

"Edith," said Harringford, "this day has been the happiest that

I ever spent. I suppose because it was stolen from the gods that we all

worship."
" I wonder if stolen bliss is always sweeter," said the woman quietly,

"I wonder if the gods don't punish."

"I am sure they do," said Harringford slowly, "the deities of so-

ciety are stem and inexorable."

He would have taken his arm from about her waist, but she seized

his hand convulsively and held it.

"They are only the gods of convention," she said, "and their pun-

ishment is weak."

Harringford clenched his free hand hard, and turned his eyes away
from the woman at his side. " Don't Edith," he said sharply. "Their

punishment is hard and cruel and it never stops."

But the woman seemed not to hear. " In that house you wrote to

me about in South America," she murmured, half to herself, " where you

can look down on the sea breaking and watch the gulls build their

nests."

She stopped walking and turned her face to the man beside her.

The sun had set and twilight was fast becoming darkness. They were

very close.

"Do you think it is wrong?" said the woman calmly, "or are you

just afraid for me?" She lifted herself on tiptoe and looked intently

into his eyes. Slowly she raised her hands to his shoulders, but he

gently pushed her away and they went on toward the deserted house.

Darkness had come now and the silence seemed to press upon them.

The woman felt her senses strained and quickened. She seemed to feel

the man beside her thinking, and over and over his unuttered thought

repeated itself: "the woman pays, the woman pays." Suddenly the

house loomed up in the near distance. They ascended the steps together

as the door opened suddenly sending out a brilliant stream of light.

Seeing them the servant retired and for a moment they stood there.

Looking at Harringford she saw his face, clear in the shining light, the

face of "him that overcometh," and she was thankful. "Good-bye,"

she said, holding out her hand, "I am glad." The door closed on him

and he went slowly down the steps, P. C. K.



A PESSIMIST AND HIS LOVE

The Pessimist

LET me live, and let me love,

And let me toil for thee,

let us dwell 'neath God's blue bell

On the cliffs by the boundless sea.

Let wind and wave on the rock-cleft coast

Sing a ceaseless song to thee.

For the throbbing heart of God's green earth,

Beats low for thee—and me.

1 fain would live this listless life

By your sweet philosophy,

But you find a grace in every face

I cannot ever see.

Yet there's one good friend whom I could love,

Did he but know 'twas he!

While artless fools still choke his heart

He'll never care for me.

Where we shall dwell 'neath God's blue bell,

On the great cliffs by the sea,

'Tis far away from the striving day

And men's sad monotony
There we shall drink the wind and spray

As it rages in ecstasy

There we shall share one single note

In Nature's symphony.

His Love

Where the wind and the wave on the roaring rocks

Beat low for thee and me.

Glad will I dwell neath God's blue bell

Near the song of the ceaseless sea.

O let us live, and let us love

Love for eternity!

For the throbbing heart of God's universe

Sings secrets new to me.

V. F. S.



A CONFUSION OF VALUES

HERE is an underlying idea abroad in the under-

graduate consciousness that the prosecution of our

studies is of slight importance compared with the

maintenance of college activities. To be frank,

there is a very general acceptance of the maxim
"Don't let your Studies interfere with your Work."

Haverford is known among small colleges for

the number of activities it supports, and supports

fairly well. Is it not possible that in the eyes of thinking men this may
not be as glorious as it seems? Is it not possible that this may mean
an expenditure of time and energy which might much better be put upon
things more fundamental? In a college of our size it is impossible for

us to support as many college organizations as we do, without very

serious consequences. There is a feverish activity all about us in the way
of "running the college" as it is naively called, while there is all too

little serious attention to the paramount business of college life—that

of training and development.

President Woodrow Wilson struck the fundamental note in his mag-

nificent address given here in October.

"What are our students doing? Your students are doing every

thing except paying serious attention to their studies. And they are

not doing it because they are averse from study—they are not doing it

I believe, because they are unconscious of the beauty and desirability

of study; they are doing it because there are so many interesting things

to be done in the college to which they go that, really, they haven't the

time to be interested in study. And the things that they do are in them-

selves innocent and worth doing. The point is not that they are doing
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vicious things, not that they are doing things that lead to mere idleness,

not that they are doing things that are in any respect unworthy of cul-

tured and even of ambitious young men; but because they are excellent,

because they are interesting, because they are suited to engage the atten-

tion of honorable men they engage their attention entirely, and their

instructors get the residuum. College life has swallowed up the college

curriculum, and has swallowed it whole without digestion."

This matter of the division of our time between what is real work,

and what is called work, but is really play, will always be a moot ques-

tion. There will always be much to be said on both sides. But while

there is hope for the man who can see that there are two (or more) sides

to the problem, there is absolutely none for the provincialist who can

conceive of no other regime than the present one.

It is easy to point out the difficulty, but hard to suggest the remedy.

There are many college activities which it is healthy and even essential

to support. Perhaps all those we have now are worthy of maintaining.

But the sooner we realize that Haverford is a small college, and cannot

support interests that larger colleges can, the better. We have other

compensations that counterbalance.

It is generally held that a number of flourishing activities is the best

possible advertisement for the college. This idea of advertising is very

unpleasant, but if it is necessary let us face it. Would not the reputa-

tion of turning out each year a number of thoughtful, efficient men who
love sport as sport and work as work be more advantageous than that of

having all our students hotly engaged in maintaining an excessive num-
ber of mediocre organizations?

It all reduces to a fundamental confusion of values. We do not con-

demn legitimate sport or recreation, for nothing is better than that. We
do not deny that a certain participance in organizing and directing col-

lege affairs is a very good thing. But we at Haverford are confusing our

work with our play.

There are certain things which we can get only at college. We can

sing, twang a mandolin, play tennis and do slum work anywhere through-

out the wide world, but at college we have a few splendid opportunities

for development and preparation which too few of us are utilizing.

It is not to be thought that we are to devote all our time to books.

If we read too much we will have little time to think. We do not con-

demn student activities as such—indeed they are very useful. But we

do condemn them when they multiply unnecessarily and by making col-

lege life feverishly complex fail to function toward their avowed end.

Our plea is that when we work we should work, and when we play we
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should play. We must not confuse the two. Of course the managing of

college organizations may tend to develop executive ability, but they

should not monopolize the student's time. Too often we judge a man's

college career solely by the number of student activities he has been

the leader of. Let us remember that those who have less below their

names in the Class Book may have had time to do some real work, and

probably are the better for it.

President Wilson's ideal for the American college is:

" An organization, of which the faculty shall be just as intimate and

vital a power as the undergraduates themselves; and in which sport

will be sport and not an occupation; in which diversions will be diver-

sions and not the object of life; in which all the things that relieve the

strain of work will be reliefs from work and not from other, similar occu-

pations; and all of life shall be permeated with the consciousness that

these men are, at any rate, members of a great community devoted to

things which touch the highest ideals of the life of the individual and

of the country."

The greatest dangers for the college man to-day are the scattering,

demoralizing, idling tendencies of student life. The four years at college

are a critical time. "There be monks in Russia * * * * that will sit

a whole night in a vessel of water, till they be ingaged with hard ice,"

says Francis Bacon, quaintly enough. If we sit still and persist in ways

of never doing anything thoroughly, in unconsideringly following the

precedents of the past, very soon we will find these tendencies frozen into

rigid habits of dilettantism and inefficiency. There are no more stimu-

lating words than those of Professor James on Habit, in his Psychology:
" The man who has daily inured himself to habits of concentrated

attention, energetic volition, and self-denial, in unnecessary things

* * * * •^[\i stand like a tower when everything rocks around him,

and when his softer fellow-mortals are winnowed like chaff in the blast."

It is with the greatest of regret that we record that William

Wistar Comfort has accepted a full professorship in Romance Languages

at Cornell University. Dr. Comfort, who graduated from Haverford in

1894, has been connected with the faculty since 1901, and his sterling

qualities, both as scholar and man, have won the respect and admir-

ation of us all. Dr. Comfort's influence as a teacher has been inspir-

ing and wide-felt, and he has done much to advance the college in

other ways. His departure will be a distinct loss to the entiie Haver-

ford community.



'69 It is with much regret that we report the death of Wilham
S. Taylor of Overbrook on March 12. He was interested for many years

in both Kansas City, Fort Smith and Southern Railways and the Fent-

ress Coal and Coke Co. , serving both faithfully in the capacity of President.

'83 It is with a deep sense of loss that we record the death of Henry
N. Hoxie of Philadelphia on March 12. He was for many years Principal

of the Germantown Friends' School and afterwards one of the Principals

of the Haverford College Grammar School.

'81 Walter Penn Shipley, president of The Franklin Chess Club

of Philadelphia, officiated as British Umpire in the eleventh annual

Anglo-American chess match.

'91 Mr. and Mrs. Jacob S. Wain announce the engagement of their

daughter Miss Kathryn Leonard Wain and Mr. Alfred Collins Maule.

*94 W. W. Comfort has accepted a full professorship in Romance
Languages at Cornell.

'00 R. J. Burdette, Jr., is on the staff of The Okla as proofreader

and special writer. His address is 13 16 N. Broadway, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.

'00 F. S. Howson is connected with Rufus Waples representing

J. and W. Seligman and Co., of New York, selling investment bonds. '^

'00 Captain J. A. Logan is stationed in Washington, on duty in

the War department.
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'OO E.B. Taylor has been appointed engineer of Maintenance of

Way Department, C. and M. V. R. R., at Zanesville, Ohio.

'oo S. F. Seager is Secretary of the 01s Gas Power Company,
Lansing, Mich.

*00 G. M. P. Murphy has been made secretary of the Electric

Cable Company.

'oo F. K. Walter was appointed Vice-Director of the New York
State Library School, a state institution under the general charge of the

State Library.

'oo Rev. L. H. White of Fall River, Massachusetts, was made a

member of the State Board of Charities and Anti-Tuberculosis.

'04 W. P. Bonbright is travelling in Ohio for the Russell and Erwin

Manufacturing Company of New Britain, Connecticut.

'08 F. C. Baily is studying at Harvard.

Ex-'io On March 19th, P. J. Baker, of Kings College, Cam-
bridge, won the mile in the Oxford Cambridge sports, by 12 yards. The
time was 4 min. 27 3-5 sec.

The Editors of The Haverfordian would like to make the Alumni

Department more adequate. We feel that this can only be accomplished

through the co-operation of the graduate body. We would deem it a

great favor if the secretaries of the various classes would send their

names and addresses to the Editor of the Alumni Department at their

earliest convenience.
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The more we read the college magazines, the more do we feel the

imperative need of careful revision and thinking over on the part of

both authors and editors. Too often contributions—and especially in

verse—are printed that would obviously be the better for reconsidera-

tion and thoughtful rewriting. We have a theory that literary attempts,

even if they do not mellow with age, at any rate become more suscepti-

ble of improvement. Something that you write to-day may seem very

good; but put it away for a week and then look it over again. New view-

points will strike you, new possibilities, new ideas, new methods of

treatment.

Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon this matter of the careful

consideration of every article to be published. Assuming a conscientious

board of editors, the two essentials for a good college magazine are re-

serve power and careful revision. By reserve power we mean the fortu-

nate state of affairs where a magazine is not forced to draw upon all

available material each month

—

i.e. where it has abundance of matter

to select from, and does not have to print everything that is handed in,

much less go begging for contributions. The best of the available ma-

terial having been selected, the other factor comes into play. It should

generally be assumed that everything handed in is more or less in the

form of a first draft. With this in mind all contributions for the current

issue should be in the hands of the board of editors at least a week

before the "copy" goes to the printer. This leaves time for thorough

reviewing, and rewriting if necessary.

Of course there are objections to this method, the principal one

being the labor necessarily involved. But we are bound to think that a

more rigid censorship would be a potent influence for good throughout

the field of college journalism.

We always luelcome the essay as a refreshing landmark in the col-

lege magazines. In contrast to much mediocre fiction, the collegiate
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essay is often well thought out and carefully phrased. More than this,

it is interesting as representing a definite and personal point of view.

The March magazines contain a number of interesting essays. The
paper on " Charles Lamb" in The Amherst LiteraryMonthly is suggestive

but gives us rather the unfinished effect of a first draft. Careful rewrit-

ing would give a much more unified effect.

" Three Eighteenth Century' Letter Writers," in TheMount Holyoke,

"Edward Fitzgerald," in The Holy Cross Purple, "The New Kipling,"

in The Williams Literary Monthly, and the prize essay "Literature and

Democracy" in The Vassar Miscellany are all praiseworthy. None are of

unusual merit, but all are well written, individual and conscientious.

The article "Henr>' Milner Rideout, The Novelettist," in The Harvard

Monthly, is very interesting and preserves the difficult balance between

quotation and comment. It accomplishes its purpose in so far that we
have resolved to read the next book of Rideout's we can get hold of.

Easily the most striking article that has come to our notice this

month is " 'The Harvard Daily Truth'—A Vision," in The Harvard

Illustrated Magazine. The Illustrated is unique among our exchanges

for its avowedly serious and practical purposes, and its leading articles

are always worthy of attention. The author of the article referred to

emphasizes the lack of proper training for journalists at Harvard, and

advocates the establishment by the University of a model daily news-

paper in Boston.

AND YET-
Here do we part, you and the rest to stay

In the red valley where the lotus weaves

Glad pain with sleep; and up the rugged way
I go alone, and wish I might forget.

And yet—and yet

—

The sun is on the upland sheaves.

And all the grass with starry tears is wet.

Work! Work! Something to dull the ache

Of petty friends and little souls—ah, vain.

All vain the grief that you and you awake.

Gone is the old unutterable thrill,

And still—and still

—

/ hear from out the driving wraiths of rain

The brown thrush singing on the upland hill.

J. S. Reed in The Harvard Monthly.
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THE LETTERS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
.

"When you have read, you cairy away with you a memory of the
man himself; it is as though you had. touched a loyal hand, looked into

brave eyes, and made a noble friend."

N the whole history of hterature there is no man
whose writings have endeared him more to the race

than Robert Louis Stevenson. There is no finer,

more lovable personality to be met with in the

realm of books than this slender, brown-eyed

Scotsman. How truly do his own words, quoted

above, express the feelings with which we look

back upon his pages.

We all know Stevenson as a teller of fascinating and enthralling

stories

—

Tusitala, "The Teller of Tales," his dearly-loved Samoans
called him, and there are few of us who have not heard the tarry seamen
singing at the capstan bars, and known the thunder. of the long green

surges on the beach of Treasure Island. Many of us, too, know the power

and inspiration of his essays, and have lingered with delight over their

charming and healthy philosophy. But too few are familiar with his

letters, where he lays his mind bare to us, and where those already fond

of him may learn to love him for the greatness of his manhood and the

nobility of his soul. The striking words which he once wrote on the fly-

leaf oi Memories and Portraits apply even more truly to his letters:

" Much of my soul is here interred.

My very past and mind
Who listens nearly to the printed word

May hear the heart behind."
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Stevenson did not love writing letters, and referred to himself as

one "essentially and originally incapable of the art epistolary." But this

was one of his whimsical exaggerations. He was at times an irregular

correspondent, but I doubt whether more charming and delightful letters

were ever written; and considering his express aversion to the task, he

was wonderfully industrious, as Mr. Colvin testifies in the introduction

to The Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson. This collection contains about

460 of the most interesting and characteristic letters.

The charm and vigor of these writings makes us realize his wonder-

fully winning personality as nearly, I suppose, as is possible for those

who never knew him. In them we see his intense, sympathetic, hot-

blooded nature as it revealed itself to his closest friends. We do not find

Stevenson the consummate artist, but Stevenson the conversationalist,

spontaneous, whimsical, overflowing with mirth, the creature of mood
and fancy. In them, too, there comes to the surface that vein of sadness

which grew upon him more in later life, but which he never allowed to

cloud his conversation.

In his letters he lets his fancy run free. Facts —"sordid facts" as

he called them—were not the most important things. "I deny," he

writes, "that letters should contain news (I mean mine; those of other

people should). But mine should contain appropriate sentiments and
humorous nonsense, or nonsense without the humour." " Business

letters, letters of information, and letters of courtesy he had sometimes

to write," Mr. Colvin tells us, with unconscious naivete, "but when he

wrote best was under the influence or impression, or the mere whim or

mood, of the moment; pouring himself out in all manner of rhapsodical

confessions and speculations, grave or gay, notes of observation and

criticism, snatches of remembrance and autobiography, moralisings or

matters uppermost for the hour in his mind, comments on his own work

or other people's, or mere idle fun and foolery."

The reader does not want to be told about such letters as these

—

he wants to be left alone with them, to learn for himself the personality

of the man behind the pen; but it may not be amiss to quote a few here

to stimulate others to read them.

What we all love and admire most in Stevenson is his indomitable

courage. Well might he have said, in the words of his friend Henley,

" In the fell clutch of circumstance

I have not winced nor cried aloud.

Under the bludgeonings of chance

My head is bloody, but unbowed."
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Throughout his Ufe he was deUcate, threatened with consumption, shat-

tered by frequent hemorrhages, and had to live, as his wife said, "as

though he were walking on eggs." How many of his readers, knowing

only the gaiety and courage of his books, dream of the truth of the fol-

lowing words, which he wrote to Mr. George Meredith in 1893, a year

before his death:

"For fourteen years I have not had a day's real health; I have

wakened sick and gone to bed weary; and I have done my work unflinch-

ingly. I have written in bed, and written out of it, written in hemor-

rhages, written in sickness, written torn by coughing, written when my
head swam for weakness ; and for so long, it seems to me I have won my
wager and recovered my glove. I am better now, have been, rightly

speaking, since first I came to the Pacific; and still, few are the days

when I am not in some physical distress. And the battle goes on—ill

or well, is a trifle; so as it goes. I was made for a contest, and the Pow-

ers have so willed that my battlefield should be this dingy inglorious one

of the bed and the physic bottle."

Such was the heroic spirit that was confined in his thin, frail body.

And how does he speak of life? Is there ever a note of discontent? Of

disappointment? Of complaint?
" And still this world appears a brave gymnasium, full of sea-bath-

ing, and horse-exercise, and bracing, manly virtues?"

And then again he says " Gentleness and cheerfulness, these come

before all morality; they are the perfect duties. * * * If your morals

make you dreary, depend upon it they are wrong. I do not say ' give

them up,' for they may be all you have; but conceal them like a vice,

lest they should spoil the lives of better and simpler people."
" It is in such a world * * * * that I am very glad to fight out my

battle, and see some fine sunsets; and hear some excellent jests between

whiles round the camp-fire."

And so one might quote for pages, passages of simple, brave, manly

philosophy. Can anything be more splendid than this? It brings a

whiff of real courage—one is the better for reading it. Even of his trials

he could speak in genial vein. Just a month before his death he writes

rather humorously to James Payn:
" I have done perhaps as much work as anybody else under the most

deplorable conditions. * * * * j'H tell you the worst day that I re-

member. I had a hemorrhage, and was not allowed to speak; then, in-

duced by the devil, or an errant doctor, I was led to partake of that

bowl which neither cheers nor inebriates—the castor oil bowl. Now,

when castor oil goes right, it is one thing; but when it goes wrong, it
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is another. And it went wrong with me that day. The waves of faint-

ness and nausea succeeded each other for twelve hours, and I do feel a

legitimate pride in thinking that I stuck to my work all through and

wrote a good deal oi Admiral Guinea (which I might just as well not have

written for all the reward it ever brought me) in spite of the barbarous

bad conditions."

In spite of his delicate constitution, Stevenson was a lover of the

open air and the blue sky. Who does not know his capital little song.

The Vagabond, written to an air by Schubert:

"Give to me the life I love.

Let the lave go by me.

Give the jolly heaven above

And the byway nigh me.

Bed in the bush with stars to see.

Bread I dip in the river

—

There's the life for a man like me.

There's the life forever."

At the age of twenty-one he writes most charmingly to a college

chum, telling of a vacation ramble in the Highlands.
" I have been walking to-day by a colonnade of beeches along the

brawling Allan. My character for sanity is quite gone, seeing that I cheered

my lonely way with the following, in a triumphant chaunt. 'Thank

God for the grass and the fir-trees, and the crows and the sheep, and the

sunshine, and the shadows of the fir-trees.' I hold that he is a poor

mean devil who can walk alone, in such a place and in such weather,

and doesn't set up his lungs and cry back to the birds and the river."

One of his most characteristic thoughts comes in Prince Olio.

" There's no music like a little river's. It plays the same tune (and that's

the favourite) over and over again, and yet does not weary of it like men
fiddlers. It takes the mind out of doors; and though we should be grate^

ful for good houses, there is, after all, no house like God's out-of-doors.

And lastly, sir, it quiets a man down like saying his prayers."

This reminds one of his dictum in An Inlattd Voyage. " After a good

woman, a good book, and tobacco, there is nothing so agreeable on earth

as a river." Who would not cry Amen to that!

Stevenson also had an intense passion for the sea, as he thought, in-

herited. Every boy has- it, of course, but with Stevenson it was life-

long. He loved a ship "as a man loves Burgundy or daybreak." The
sea-travel was to him the redeeming feature of light-house engineering

(for which he was originallv trained) ; and he writes " I love the sea as
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much as I hate gambling. Fine, clean emotions; a world all and always

beautiful; air better than wine; interest unflagging: there is upon the

whole no better life." In 1887 he writes from Saranac Lake to a cousin:
" I have been made a lot of here, and it is sometimes pleasant, some-

times the reverse; but I could give it all up, and agree that was
the author of my works, for a good seventy-ton schooner and the coins

to keep her on. And to think there are parties with yachts who would

make the exchange!" His wish was gratified, partially at least, less than

a year later, for from 1888-1891, nearly three years, he and his wife

cruised about the South Seas in various yachts and steamers. Except

for the absence of his old friends, this was probably the happiest period

of his life.

Akin to his love for the open road and the sea, and characteristic of

his ever youthful spirit was his healthy enthusiasm for "books of ad-

venture."
" Sailor tales to sailor tunes

Storm and adventure, heat and cold,

* * * schooners, islands, and maroons

And Buccaneers and buried Gold"

were probably even more exciting to him than to his enthusiastic boy

readers. I quote from a letter of his to Henley, in 1884.

" I do desire a book of adventure—a romance—and no man will

get or write me one. * * * * j want to hear swords clash. I want a

book to begin in a good way; a book I guess, like Treasure Island, alas!

which I have never read, and cannot though I live to ninety. I would

God that someone else had written it! By all that I can learn, it is the

very book for my complaint. I like the way I hear it opens; and they

tell me John Silver is good fun. And to me it is, and must ever be, a

dream unrealized, a book unwritten. O my sighings after romance!

Chapter I.

The night was damp and cloudy, the ways foul. The single horse-

man, cloaked and booted, who pursued his way across Willesden Common,,

had not met a traveller, when the sound of wheels

—

Chapter I.

"Yes, sir," said the old pilot, "she must have dropped into the bay

a little afore dawn. A queer craft she looks."

"She shows no colours," returned the young gentleman, musingly.

"They're a-lowering of a quarter-boat, Mr. Mark," resumed the old

salt. " We shall soon know more of her."

"Ay," replied the young gentleman called Mark, "and here, Mr.
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Seadrift, comes 3'our sweet daughter Nancy tripping down the cUff."

"God bless her kind heart, sir," ejaculated old Seadrift.

Chapter I.

The notary, Jean Rossignol, had been summoned to the top of a

great house in the Isle St. Louis to make a will; and now, his duties

finished, wrapped in a warm roquelaure and with a lantern swinging

from one hand, he issued from the mansion on his homeward way. Little

did he think what strange adventures were to befall him!

—

That is how stories should begin. And I am offered husks instead."

In this connection another letter of his is interesting, written in

the same year, with his mind evidently running on the same topics. He
hears that a friend, Cosmo Monkhouse, has " fallen in love with

stagnation," and he writes from his invalid chair as follows:

"Seriously, do you like to repose? **=!=* I do not know what
people mean who say they like sleep and that damned bedtime which,

since long ere I was breeched, has rung a knell to all my day's doings and

beings. * * * * Is there not some escape * * * from the Moral Law?
Shall we never shed blood? This prospect is too gray * * * * To con-

fess plainly, I had intended to spend my life (or anj"- leisure I might have

from Piracy upon the high seas) as the leader of a great horde of irregu-

lar cavalry, devastating whole valleys. I can still, looking back, see

myself in many favourite attitudes; signalling for a boat from my pirate

ship with a pocket-handkerchief, I at the jetty end, and one or two of

my bold blades keeping the crowd at bay ; or else turning in the saddle to

look back at my whole command (some five thousand strong) following

me at the hand-gallop up the road out of the burning valley: this last

by moonlight."

How characteristic is the spirit of this, written when he was sitting

propped up by pillows and with the medicine bottles on the table beside

him!

The following letter, written to Henley in 1881, will interest all lovers

of Treasure Island.

"I am now on another lay for the moment, purely owing to Lloyd,

this one (i. e. his stepson, Lloyd Osborne) ; but I believe there's more coin

in it than in any amount of crawlers; now, see here, 'The Sea-Cook,

or Treasure Island: A Story for Boys.'
" If this don't fetch the kids, why, they have gone rotten since my

day. Will you be surprised to learn that it is about Buccaneers, that it

begins in the Admiral Benbow public house on Devon coast, that it's

all about a map, and a treasure, and a mutiny, and a derelict ship, and
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a current, and a fine old Squire Trelawney (the real Tre, purged of lit-

erature and sin, to suit the infant mind), and a doctor, and another doc-

tor, and a sea-cook with one leg, and a sea-song with the chorus ' Yo-ho-ho

and a bottle of rum' (at the third Ho you heave at the capstan bars),,

which is a real buccaneer's song, only known to the crew of the late Cap-

tain Flint (died of rum at Key West, much regretted, friends will please

accept this intimation) ; and lastly, would you be surprised to hear, in

this connection, the name of Routledgef That's the kind of man I am,

blast your eyes. Two chapters are written, and have been tried on Lloyd

with great success; the trouble is to work it off without oaths. Buc-

caneers without oaths—bricks without straw. But youth and the fond

parent have to be consulted."

Looking back over these rambling remarks I see I have fallen into

the error which is almost unavoidable when talking about so delightful

a man. I have been gossiping and quoting rather at random. But let

it stand. I have tried to let him speak for himself. As Matthew Arnold

once said of Keats, "To show such work is to praise it." If I can per-

suade anyone to take up Stevenson's books—either for the first time, or

with the delicious anticipation which belongs only to re-reading, I will

have accomplished my design.

I cannot refrain from quoting what is probably the best thing ever

said about Stevenson's writings. J. M. Barrie, his friend and country-

man, charmingly describes Stevenson's peculiar charm:
" Mr. Stevenson's books are not for the shelf, they are for the hand;

even when you lay them down, let it be on the table for the next comer.
" Being the most sociable that man has penned in our time, they

feel very lonely up there in a stately row. I think their eye is on you the

moment you enter the room, and so you are drawn to look at them, and

you take a volume down, with the impulse that induces one to unchain

the dog. And the result is not dissimilar, for in another moment you

two are at play. Is there any other modern writer who gets round you

in this way?"
On a far-off Samoan hill-top, swept by the winds and overlooking

the vast ocean and the surf-beaten reefs, is a lonely slab of stone. Be-

neath it lies all that is mortal of this kindly man who died as he had

lived, brave and happy; but in his letters and books his personality

lives for us, and shall live, and behind the vigorous and friendly words

we see the shining brown eyes and thin, strong face of Robert Louis.

Stevenson. C. D. M.



THE VAGABOND

OME love a life

Of toil and strife

And some a snug abode

;

But give to me

The liberty

Of singing on the road.

let me thrill

With stream and hill

And have no baser goad,

Than only this:

To know the bliss

Of singing on the road.

I'll beat the time

To any rhyme

And harness on my load

To tramp along

To some wild song

A-singing on the road.

It's "left foot right"

From morn till night

In a wondrous merry mode

I'd tramp away

Each summer day

A-singing on the road.

H. S. H.



PIRATES

lARIE Louise, aged ten, was obviously dissatisfied

with the existing state of affairs, and as she sat on
her bed and surveyed the clean frock before her,

she swung her plump legs in disgust. " I don'

wanna wear clean close every day," she protested,

with an unmistakable pout. " I don' wanna stay

home an' play dolls. I wanna have fun, an' be

a pirate, an' a cannibal, an' shoot people,—an'

—

an' all sorts of things!"

Marie Louise ought to have been born a boy, for never did a more
fiery Viking spirit burn in mortal breast. From the time she was an

"unbreeched human entity" a zeal for adventure had spurred her on to

the most unheard-of undertakings. When she had been discovered bath-

ing with the boys down in the creek her mother had thought that this

was the climax of unconventionality, and that nothing more was to be

feared; but the very next day she astounded the policeman on the block

by marching up to him and requesting the loan of his revolver for a few

minutes, "There's a horrid old Tom cat up in our garden," she said,

"an' I'm goin' to shoot 'um!" And when the bluecoat laughed at her

she marched off in high dudgeon. Her father always smiled at her ex-

ploits, and said she would outgrow them, but Mrs. Cochran felt differ-

ently. She was in a perpetual flutter of nervousness about what Marie

Louise would do next. It was impossible to forbid the child to do things,

for no one could foresee what would enter her active little mind. " You
never told me not to borrow p'liceman's pistols," she said, quite sincerely,

to her mother, her large brown eyes wide open with surprise.

But lately Marie Louise had been very good, and her mother really

thought she was outgrowing her tomboyishness. For three afternoons

she had not played ball with the boys nor gone fishing in the creek, but

had stayed near home and played at "jacks" or paper dolls. But now,

on this beautiful Saturday morning in June, the reaction had come, and

she eyed the clean ruffled frock with disgust.

"I wisht I had some overalls" she sighed. "I want to be a pirate,

an' pirates don't wear ruffles." But the breakfast bell rang just then so

she put on the dress and ran downstairs.

Marie Louise was a thoughtful little girl, and knew that a declara-

tion of her buccaneering intentions would distress her mother, so she

said nothing of her plans. After breakfast, when she had done her piano
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practice, she slipped quietly out of the front door and ran dowTi the

street to see Martha. Martha was Marie Louise's boon chum, not quite

so daring, perhaps, but a worthy second in all her exploits. " Lead, and
I follow," was her motto, for she felt that whatever Marie Louise did

must be all right.

The two houses were only a few yards apart, and Marie Louise met

Martha just coming out.

"Oh Muwsvy," said the latter, "I was just coming to see you."

But Marie Louise did not stop for the ordinary topics of conversa-

tion. She glanced around to see that no one was within ear-shot.

"Promise you'll never tell?" she whispered breathlessly.

Martha was used to these sudden confidences, so she answered

tranquilly in the affirmative.

"Hope to die if you do?" continued Marie Louise.

"Yes."

"Crook fingers?"

"Yes," and they solemnly intertwined their little fingers to ensure

secrecy.

"Well, let's be pirates!" said Marie Louise, in a thrilling whisper.

Martha's eyes danced, and she skipped with glee at the thought;

but then her face sobered. "How can we?" she asked. "Do you know
how?"

"Sure I do," was the scornful retort. "You wear a red hank'cher

on your head, an' carry a cutlass, an' sometimes a wooden leg. I read it

all in Treasure Island."

" I don't want a wooden leg," objected Martha.

"Oh, well, that's only for specials," said Marie Louise. "We can

pretend. Let's get a disguise, an' then we can go down to the creek an'

hunt for the treasure."

Martha led the way into the house, and they crept up the backstairs

to the nursery to seek materials for proper piratical costumes. Here

they rearranged their clothing ruthlessly.

" I don't want this old dress," said Marie Louise, and removed it

promptly. " I got bloomers on anjr^^ay." Martha followed suit, and then

two bandanna handkerchiefs were found, one red and one blue. " I

think p'rhaps I better use the red one," said Marie Louise, "if I'm go-

ing to be John Silver. Don't you?" she added politely. "You be Tom
Morgan."

"Who's John Silver?" asked Martha, taking the blue handkerchief

and adjusting it round her head.
" Oh, he was a sea-cook with one leg."
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"Well, you've got two, haven't you?"

"Well, I can make believe, can't I, silly?" retorted Marie Louise.
" You've got to use your 'magination in this game. I can limp, I guess."

"What's Tomorgan?" persisted Martha, somewhat bewildered by
these changes of name.

" It isn't a it" said Marie Louise in scorn. " He's a bloody pirate."

The costumes were quickly arranged. Both buccaneers were chastely

attired in bloomers, those of John Silver being white, and of Tom Morgan
blue. Silver wore an old red sweater, much too large, tightly girt in by
a belt, through which a cap pistol and a wooden cutlass were thrust.

Tom Morgan disdained to wear anything over his "Mother's Friend"

waist except a bright red sash, which supported an ugly looking dagger

and another pistol. Thus accoutred they slunk down the back stairs

and out into the open air. Disregarding screams from the cook, a quick

dash through the garden and down the lane carried them to the long

sloping meadow that led down to the creek. Here, waist-deep among
the long sun-warmed grass dotted with fragrant daisies and clover, they

halted to reconnoitre.

"Which way shall we go?" queried Morgan. "How do I know?"
returned Silver. "We must look at the chart," and he drew a much
crumpled paper from his bosom.

To Morgan the chart looked much like a Butterick pattern, and he

thought he saw the words "No. 360609, Ladies' Walking Suit," but he

refrained from comment.

"North leads to the treasure," said Silver solemnly. "Forward,

gen'lemen of Fortune!" and they set off through the long grass. Silver's

limp was discarded as too fatiguing.

A thrush whirred up in front of them. " Oh! we ought to have Cap-

tain Flint with us!" exclaimed Long John Silver.

"Who?" said Tom Morgan, adjusting his handkerchief, which

would slip down over one eye.

" A parrot—he ought to sit on my shoulder an' babble curses—the

book says so."

" I guess we better not. He'd be a nuisance anyway!"

"Oh, Tom Morgan, you're a little silly! We got to do the way it

says in the book. Now come on, or I'll tip you the black spot! There's

a treasure waiting for us not far off."

Poor Morgan did not understand the allusion to the black spot, but

he was afraid to ask for explanations and they proceeded in silence.

The day was very warm, and the June sun beat relentlessly on the two

gallant little figures breasting through the long grass'. The bare legs
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were scratched by the stems, and large drops of perspiration trickled

down two small noses. Silver's bloomers were no longer sno'wy white,

for too close attention to an imaginary compass landed him ignomini-

ously in a small ditch and stained the seat of his pantaloons a sodden

brown. Tom Morgan stumbled over a concealed root and fell to the

earth with a jar that produced more than one real black spot on his sun-

burnt shins. It grew warmer and warmer, and finally Silver was glad to

remove the sweater.

"I'll tie it on my cutlass an' use it for a flag," he said.

"Pirate flags ought to be black," objected Tom Morgan.

"Well, it's been soaked in blood," retorted the resourceful sea-cook.

They pressed on bravely until the stream was reached, where Sil-

ver called a halt.

"Gen'lemen of fortune," he said impressively, "shall we hunt for

treasure, or go in wading?"

Tom Morgan cast a longing glance at the cool water.

"In the book they get the treasure," added Silver hastily.

"Let's get the treasure," said Morgan.

Long John pored closely over the chart. " Twenty steps beyond that

tree," he said finally, pointing to a large oak on the bank of the creek.

"I'll race you to it."

They started gaily, but half way Silver, who was leading, stumbled

and fell. He rose again quickly, his face still smiling, but suddenly his

expression changed, and he burst into tears. Tom Morgan saw an ugly

bruise on his leader's leg, and putting his arms around the sufferer,

sought to console him.

"There, there, Muwwy, it'll be all right in a minute," he murmured
tenderly.

"It won't be all right, my leg's broken, an' I'm not Mu\\T\'y, I'm

John Silver, an' I think you're mean, you don't play right!" wailed the

disconsolate sea-cook. The tender-hearted Morgan saw he had taken

the wrong tack. He waited a moment till the tears had subsided and

then whispered "John Silver!"

"Well?"

"You're all right, John Silver! You see, it was your wooden leg!"

The logic of this did not seem to impress Silver at first, but then he

jumped up, rubbed a grimy face with his arm, and said " Come on, let's

get the treasure!"

But when they reached the big tree, they found a small boy sitting

on the bank, absorbed in fishing.

"S-s-s-h!" said Silver. "It's Ben Gunn!"
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But Ben was sharp of hearing. "It's not!" he cried. "My name's

Jimmy Barnes!"

"Well, I'm John Silver, an' she's Tom Morgan, an' you can be Ben
Gunn if you want to," said Silver generously. He could afford to be

generous, for, as he explained to Morgan, "Nobody minds Ben Gunn."
Besides, he was such a little chap, only nine years old!

They explained the situation, and Ben was delighted. He drew

in his line, detached the bent pin, hid it carefully in a hollow in the tree„

and they attacked the spot where the treasure hoard should be.

It was hot work digging with sticks, for they had forgotten the-

spades. Deeper and deeper grew the hole, and tireder and tireder the

pirates, but nothing was to be found. At last Silver's stick broke,and

he cast it away in disgust. "Someone else must of got it all," he said

gloomily

Ben Gunn gazed at him in dismay. He hesitated, and then his

freckled face lighted up. " I know a secret!" he said blithely.

"That's nothing," said Silver. "So do I."

"Me too!" said Morgan, not to be outdone, and then tried to think

what it was.

Ben Gunn's face fell, but he was shrewd for his years, and knew the

ways of worn— of buccaneers. He picked up his stick again and fell to

scraping in the hole. For several minutes there was silence. Then a

plaintive voice fell upon his ear.

"Ben Gunn!" it said.

No answer.
" Ben Gunn!"
Still no answer.

"Ben Gunn, I won't tell!"

"Me either," said Morgan.

Ben peered thoughtfully into the depths of the excavation, examined

a small pebble found there, polished it on his knee, slipped it into his

pocket, and then turned towards the others.

"Swear?" he said. "Hope to die?"

Silver and Morgan affirmed solemnly, and Ben Gunn seemed satis-

fied by these theoretical oaths. He led the way back to the tree, and

drew from its recesses a battered tin box.

"Goody! The treasure?" gasped Silver.

Benn Gunn nodded, and shook the box, which resounded within

with scrapings and scramblings. The pirates waited with bated breath

as he slowly raised the lid, and displayed three vigorous crayfish.

"0-o-o-h!" exclaimed Morgan. "Where'd you get 'em?"
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"Catched 'em!" said Ben Gunn, proudly. "They're devil-crabs

—

^wful dang'rous!" and he displayed several livid spots on his fingers.

"Do they bite?" asked Silver.

"Try, an' see!"

Silver extended his hand towards the smallest crayfish, and then

hesitated.

"Does it hurt much?" he asked.

"Not if you're brave," said Ben Gunn, contemptuously, and put

his hand in front of the smallest one. The crayfish seized a finger prompt-

ly, and hung on grimly. Ben let it hang a minute or so, then shook it

off, stuck his hands in his pockets and began to whistle.

John Silver was not to be outdone, and put a small brown thumb
temptingly before the largest crayfish, which seized it instantly. The
sea-cook's face grew pale, and his lip quivered, but he said nothing.

Finding the thumb tough and indigestible, the crayfish dropped off af-

ter a long minute, and John Silver put the wounded member in his

mouth. " Good for you," said Ben Gunn admiringly. Then they both

turned on the luckless Morgan.

"Are you brave, too?" asked Ben Gunn. "Girls with blue eyes

usually ain't!"

The buccaneer resented this vile insinuation. " I'm not a girl, I'm

Tomorgan, a bloody pirate!" he cried, and plunged his hand recklessly

into the tin box. Three pairs of nippers seized it, and the wretched pi-

rate scarce suppressed a cry of pain, but after the previous examples of

Tieroism he was determined to do or die. He stood quite motionless for

fully half a minute before stammering, the maligned blue eyes full of

tears
—"W—will that do?"

"Gee, you are plucky," said Ben Gunn. "I take it all back." So

Morgan shook off the incensed crayfish.

"Let's put away the crabs," said he, ruefully surveying his small

brown hand. This proposal was carried nem con, and the unfortunate

crustaceans were once more immured in the tree.

Ben Gunn felt he had been somewhat outdone in the ordeal by
crayfish, so he changed the subject. "Can you swim?" he asked Silver.

"Yes," said the sea-cook, "but mother said I wasn't to, never again,

without a bathing suit." And certain soft portions of his anatomy ting-

led as he thought of the spanking he received on that occasion.

"Well, then," said Ben Gunn, "let's hunt buffaloes. I know where

they's some awful big ones!"

In this and kindred pursuits the long summer morning slipped away,

and it was not until they heard the 1.15 train that they thought of the time

.
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"John Silver," whispered Morgan, as they lay side by side in the

jungle of tangled grass-stems, stalking an antelope, " It's pretty near

lunch time."

"Is it?" said Silver, suddenly realizing that he was very hungry.

"I guess we better go home. " So bidding farewell to Ben Gunn, who
trudged off along the creek, they set out across the field.

"Daddy comes home on that train Saturdays," said John Silver,

as their good ship ploughed its way over the meadow—no longer a

meadow, however, but the broad and rolling ocean. " Let's jump out

on him an' scuttle him!"

Thus it was that Mr. Cochran, while walking up the lane from the

station, was boarded by two hot and hilarious little pirates.

"Oh papa!" shouted Marie Louise, as she swarmed up the rigging,

" I'm John Silver an' Martha's Tom Morgan, an' we've been hunting for

treasure an' found a secret, an' Ben Gunn, an Oh! we had such a good

time, an' please, please don't tell us not to do it again!"

Mr. Cochran looked down at the disreputable buccaneers. John
Silver's bloomers were stained a dull brown and green from crawling

through the jungle, and were badly torn where a buffalo had gored him.

The red sweater, sadly elongated as to arms, was tied bulkily round his

waist, like a life-preserver. Tom Morgan's " Mother's Friend " was daubed

with mud, and both pairs of sunburnt legs were covered with scratches

and bruises. Mr. Cochran felt like frowning, but the merry little faces

were irresistible. He smiled down at them good-naturedly, and pro-

ceeded slowly up the lane with one small buccaneer hanging on each arm,

and both talking hard.

" Now, chickabiddies," he said, as they got near home, " Run in by
the back way, and don't let your mothers see you till you've changed

your clothes."

Mr. and Mrs. Cochran were sitting at lunch when Marie Louise ap-

peared, radiant after a bath and in a clean frock, with a new ribbon in

her hair.

"Where have you been all morning, childy?" asked her mother,

smiling at the dainty little vision in white.

"Pirating," said Marie Louise happily, and showed a brown thumb
with a small blue mark on it. "See?"

C. D. M.



A FLIP AT BACON.

^ACON, in a number of his essays, speaks with deli-

cate innuendo about the art of poetry. The subtle

but deprecating things he says are put with a hu-

mor that almost apologizes. Yet the ridiculous

idea has occurred to me that perhaps he means

them. It would be a very natural thing indeed

for a man of Bacon's genius to have sighed a little

to himself at the flourishing popularity of this

fellow Shakespeare. Any man of culture may well regret his lack of

power in poetic expression, and if he be a man of genius contemporary

with a more popular rival, he may be justified in not seeing so much
in the other fellow after all. However, I have culled a few savory sar-

casms from some of the essays, and you may take them for what they

are worth.

In the essay on " Studies," you will find the remark, " Histories make
men wise; poets witty." If you are right in that, my dear Bacon, then

you certainly have read little poetry. If I desired to be witty I should

read a joke book rather than poetry. But perhaps witty here means
keen, clever, sharp wilted. If that is so, perhaps you are right. We
will not argue on that. For if you never said worse about poetry, you
would never have hurt my feelings.

Turn then to "Truth," wherein it is said, "One of the fathers in

great severity called poesy 'vinum daemonum,' because it filleth the

imagination, and yet is but the shadow of a lie." You do well, Sir Francis,

to put this unkind cut into a father's mouth, and to give us that apolo-

getic appendage "in great severity." But after all you would have me
chew on the suggestion that poetry is "but the shadow of a lie." I am
sorry; but I do not hunger for such thoughts. If you would say more
things like " That is the best part of beauty which a picture cannot ex-

press," then I should like you better, and you too would be a poet.

In " Religion" you come down on the poor poet with all your mas-

siveness. It is said thus: "the quarrels and divisions about religions

were evils unknown to the heathen; for you may imagine what kind of

faith theirs was, when the chief doctors and fathers of their church

were poets"! Is this sarcasm or a faux pasf Or are you trying to say

something nice about the poets? Perhaps it is meant to satisfy both

prejudices ?

And in " Adversity" you quote Seneca, " It is true greatness to have

in one, the frailty of man and the security of a god." And you add,
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"This would have done better in poesy, where transcendencies are more
allowed." Now what, pray, are transcendencies? In the obsolete the

word means the overdone, high flown, flowery. The modern man calls

it supereminence. And since you have not lived to-day, good sir, have

you not sinned again?

Even in so material a subject as "Building" you hurl a bolt at

poesy. Your command is this :

" Leave the goodly fabrics of houses for

beauty only to the enchanted palaces of the poets, who build them with

small cost." O, Bacon, must you pounce on the poor poet in even this

prosaic subject? Has not poet sweat to write a living line, or to build

an enchanted palace? And pray what poet has worse than loved?

Nay man, even to-day we have our little sighs over things; but nobody
sighs over the poets! V. F. S.

A SKETCH.

It was an unwonted sight in a quiet American city to see soldiers

issuing from so unmartial a thing as a trolley car. I was as yet at

some distance, but I saw that there were musicians with their instru-

ments and a few with guns. Some seemed long in making their exit

and one or two were assisted in their descent in very unsoldierly wise.

But there were their military caps and their long overcoats, gay with

vivid blue linings. There could be no mistake about it, they were

soldiers, perhaps in all thirty or more.

As I neared them the drum rattled and they formed on the curb

in a wavering line. Besides the band, there were but a scant dozen or

more, and the drum disclosed that this was Post 59 of the Grand Army
of the Republic. They were old, grisled fellows, each wearing as fierce

a mustache as he could. Some were bent, one or two seemed feeble;

and despite their long coats the air smote them keenly, I could see. The
drum rolled again, and they formed two by two. It was a valiant ef-

fort at alertness, if just a bit grotesque and pitiful. And they passed

down the street to the tune of "Marching Through Georgia." I lifted

my hat to them, and in memory of the dim, gone past; for there at the

cemetery gate there awaited them their silent comrade and predecessor, in

his black plumed hearse, wrapped in the flag they had all defended.

Felix E. Schelling.



THE CHORD WITHIN.

HE gleaming white

In the changing light

Shows pure against the green,

Where the mantled cloud

Of the pine trees' shroud

Leaves all the world unseen.

The free wind stings

As it airily flings

The swirling flakes on high,

While the branches shake

And the dead boughs quake

Beneath the slaty sky.

The storm ne'er dies

And the wide world lies

As the tempest breaks again.

For a whispering song

Is calling long

In a sobbing, wild refrain.

And I must away

For the eager day

Is drawing me on to you,

And I only live

To hope and strive

Forever to be true.

But the call of the wind

Is the call I find

In the blue of the summer sea,

And in storm or fair

My only prayer.

To be worthy love of thee.

P. C. K.



A PLEA FOR SCHOLARSHIP
T is to the credit of undergraduate journalism that

not infrequently the reader of the college maga-

zines meets articles of vital significance. Such a

one is the paper by Laura E. Richards entitled

"A College Awakening," in the April Wellesley

Magazine.

Those of us who have feared that college life

is tending away from its original ideals of scholar-

ship and seriousness, and that the feverishly complex college " Activi-

ties," though admirable in themselves, are non-fundamental, find in

this article a sane and measured exposition of our views. The arraign-

ment of the women's colleges for their ceaseless whirl of "Activities"

is no less applicable to men's colleges, and especially to the ambitious

small institutions where leadership in undergraduate organizations is

concentrated in a smaller group of men. We, with generations of Quaker

tradition behind us, have perhaps less to fear from this danger than

most. But to those who have observed the spirit of the college with

some care the problem is undoubtedly a vital and present issue.

We quote from the above-mentioned article:

As a means, then, of fitting the student for life, the Activities, so

large in number and great in variety, which we tolerate in our colleges

appear to me a failure. And chiefly a failure, because all this restless

hurrying to and fro makes the girl deceive herself into thinking she is

building up character, into fancying she is doing a greater service to God
and the community by holding a prayer-meeting, by absenting herself

for a week to attend a missionary conference, by visiting the poor in Bos-

ton, by giving a play, by being president of a club, than by intelligent
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devotion to the real business for which the community should stand,

the business of intellectual work.

After all, it reduces to a question of our conception of the college.

On the one hand the colleges have been accused of degenerating into

country-clubs. On the other is the somewhat naively-voiced under-

graduate horror of isolation and monasticism. But after all there are

worse places than a monastery!

Is there not some golden mean between the two? Is not the ideal

of Scholarship worth consideration? Scholarship, in its old and finer

sense, means leisure, which means time to think; and time to think

means development and personality and inborn convictions—all that

distinguishes a man from a clothes-wearing animal. It means time to

become acquainted with the ideals for which men have died, and the

world-old problems which cannot be settled by callow youths in a com-

mittee meeting. It means earnestness and humility and broad-minded

sympathy. It is not unpractical, but intensely so, for it fits a man for

life by giving him some conception of the essences which underlie all

human activity. A man should have some knowledge of the theory of

living before he plunges into the confusion of life itself.

And is this incompatible with the healthy fun-loving nature of

youth? Need a man be a worse cricketer or a less genial companion be-

cause his eyes are thoughtful and he cherishes certain ideals and feels

the thrill and wonder of it all? Might not the college be a community of

strong and happy young men, eager for all that is worth while and not

afraid to work for it ; unanimous in the contempt of all that is mean and

low, but not above striving to remedy it; and above all, a place where

they might gather for a few years to obtain some acquaintance with the

theory of living before joining in the dust and smoke of the firing-line?

Is this selfishness or cowardice ? We think not. It is the truest prep-

aration for the imperative duties of life. Let us pray that our college

may deserve the grand old name of "Alma Mater"—a kindly mother,

beneath whose tranquil wings we may find the strength and wisdom of

manhood ere we go forth with unsoiled hearts to mingle in the warfare

of the world.

THE GENTLE ART OF CONVERSATION
There are few pleasures in this world like the pleasure of conversa-

tion with a well informed man who is also a good talker. He seems to
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have so many points of contact by which we may form a pleasant inti-

macy.

Out here at College for some reason or other the art of conversation

hasneverbeen developed as it should. Not that we don't spend enough

time in talking, probably far too much. But the quality is decidedly

below the level of what it ought to be among those who are receiving a

higher education. The majority of men are of one of two types. We
have the fellow who is rather light weight. He is pleasant and agreea-

ble enough to be sure. He talks very well on certain topics: women,
the morality of drinking, athletics and the weather. Anything off these

lines is completely out of the range of his intellectual activity. The
second type is rather rarer but makes up for it by compensating disad-

vantages. This man starts a conversation with a definite end in view.

He has something on his mind which must be unloaded at all costs. He
enters your room, lights his pipe and launches forth. Generally it is

religion, philosophy or some simple and inexpensive way of reforming

the universe. Sometimes it is an author he has just read. In that case

we are deluged with lists of his works, extracts of his verse and common-
places of his life. If we are alone at the time of this visitation we main-

tain a respectful silence. If there are several in the room we yawn,

whistle and interrupt until the flow of information is sufficiently checked.

In neither case do we gain anything worth while in comparison with the

time consumed. On the other hand take a cultivated man who has

knocked round a good deal in the world. An hour or two of such conver-

sation, carried on with the least possible strain, gives one a great feeling

of invigoration. There is a feeling of freshness and readjustment which

does not wear off for some time.

A real conversation is by no means alternately producing and ac-

cepting facts with another man. At first the ideas seem uninteresting

and we lag along. Then something comes up which starts a slight argu-

ment and we have enough to keep us for an hour or two. The point in

question may be of very little moment. That makes no difference. We
have had a certain amount of training for the wits which no amount of

good reading could take the place of. While we are in such an argument,

we need not be afraid of saying anything except what we mean. After

all the speaker has an advantage over the writer. There is something

alive about words spoken which seems to be lacking in words written.

The writer is very much like the preacher in this respect. He is talking

to strangers and there are some things he must say and some he must

not—a limitation never found in friendly conversation.

It is very doubtful if after we leave College we shall have very many
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opportunities for serious conversation. Conventional society seldom

goes deeper than the articles ia the popular magazines and generally

merely reflects them. One is also obliged to defer too much to the feel-

ings and prejudices of others to be entirely sincere. The professional

men we ordinarily meet are not very interesting. Their profession seems

to be too absorbing to admit a large number of outside ideas.

A wide range of reading, a varied acquaintance and a clear brain

are more or less essential to the really good talker but the " soul of con-

versation" is personal sympathy. We hear a great deal to-day about

being broad minded. What is broad mindedness but a sort of universal

sympathy for the aims and ideals of others? How can we ever come
to know of the aims and ideals except through intimate conversation

or less well through books? Conversation is a pleasure, a power and a

means of closer relationship with the rest of humanity. Is it not worth

cultivating?

If The Haverfordian is to be a vital expression of college senti-

ment and an open court for the discussion of the persistent problems

of college life, it is essential that both undergraduates and alumni should

contribute more spontaneously. Careful presentation of questions in-

teresting to the entire Haverford brotherhood are especially welcomed.

Let the magazine not be merely the reprinting of enforced work done for

English V. And let everybody write. The number of permutations and

combinations of a dozen or so well-known names on the Table of Contents

may be diverting, but it is very wearying. Let there be an infusion of

new blood.

We take pleasure in announcing the election of Victor F. Schoep-

perle, 1911, to the Editorial Board.



'OO The engagement of Fred Sharpless to Louise Langree of South

Bethlehem, Pa., is announced.

'02 David A. Roberts was married April 15 to Miss Helen Bush-

nell of Plainfield, N. J. Among the ushers were W. C. Longstreth, L.

C. Seller, A. C. Wood and R. M. Gummere, of the class of 1902.

'04 Bert C. Wells is in the asphalt paving business in Wichita,

Kansas.

'04 W. M. Wills is still with the Standard Supply Company, 17 10

Market Street, Philadelphia.

'04 Chester R. Haig expects to graduate this spring from the

medical department of University of Pennsylvania and take his state

board examinations.

'04 Joseph W. Clark is still with the Philadelphia house of the

Western Electric Company.

'04 The class officers for the coming year are George K. Helbert,

President; J. M. Stokes, Jr., Vice-president; W. M. C. Kimber, Secre-

tary and Treasurer. The Committee which published the fifth Record

of the Class were George K. Helbert, Robert P. Lowry, Thomas T.

Megear, Wm. M. C. Kimber.

'05 C. A. Alexander was married last fall and is still with the

Cambria Steel Company.

'05 C. S. Bushnell has left the Pennsylvania Railroad and is now
in the employ of the Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y.

'05 M. W. Fleming was elected Assistant Principal in the High

School at Bellefonte, Pa.
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'05 J- L- Scull has left the Automobile Business and is now with

the Standard Roller Bearing Company of Philadelphia.

'05 S. G. Spaeth is still doing graduate work at Princeton and ex-

pects to go abroad next summer preparatory to teaching.

'05 C. J. Teller is now superintendent of the Jewish Orphan's-

Home at New Orleans, La.

'05 The class officers elected for the ensuing year are Earnest M.

Evans, President; Leslie B. Seeley, Vice-president; Benjamin Eshle-

man, Secretary and Treasurer.

'06 Edmund F. Bainbridge after spending two years studying chem-

istry at State College is now with the Emery Mfg. Co., Bradford, Pa.

'06 Walter Carson is still teaching in the Camden High School,

Camden, N. J.

'06 Boardman Hopper after spending a year at State College

studying mining engineering is now in the banking business.

'06 Jesse D. Philips is now with the Bell Telephone Company, sta-

tioned at Trenton, N. J.

'06 Franklin G. Sheldon is with the Webster Lumber Company,

Newton Falls, N. Y.

'06 Raphael J. Shortlidge is still studying in the Graduate School

in Harvard University.

'07 The engagement of Francis Godley to Miss Miraba Brown of

Downingtown, Pa., is announced.

'07 Butler Windle played on the University of Pennsylvania

soccer team this year.

'07 Wilbur H. Haines has been appointed head coach of our Foot

Ball Team for 1909.

'08 C. S. Miller has been appointed Assistant coach for 1909.

'08 George W. Emlen has been sent by Shaw Bros, and Wilson to

their plant at Buffalo, N. Y.

'08 The engagement^of C. K. Drinker is announced to Miss Kath-

erine Rotan of Waco, Texas.

'94 William Strawbridge was recently married to Miss Barbara

Warden.
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The Eighth Annual Dinner of the Haverford Association of New
York was held at the Hotel Manhattan, New York, on April Eighth.

While not the largest meeting of this Association it was one of the most

successful ever held. The good old Haverford spirit of brotherliness was

most evident.

The Association was honored by having present Dr. Wm. Wistar

Comfort '94, Samuel Parsons '61, Joseph W. Sharp '

Jr., '88, Chairman of

the Alumni Athletic Committee; James Wood '58, President of the Alum-

ni Association; and Franklin B. Kirkbride '89.

Mr. James W. Cromwell '59, President of the New York Associa-

tion, introduced the speakers.

Dr. Comfort gave an interesting account of how the College is keep-

ing up to date with its weekly paper and the wireless apparatus on Foun-

ders Hall. He expressed his regret at being about to leave Haverford

for Cornell. He fully upheld the policy of President Sharpless in main-

taining at Haverford a very strong faculty for its size.

Mr. Samuel Parsons gave a very good history of Central Park in

New York, with which he has been connected during the terms of office

of 28 different Park Commissioners.

Mr. Joseph W. Sharp '88 brought us the good news that arrange-

ments are being made to send a cricket team to Canada this year.

Henry Cope '69 encouraged the New York Association to continue

the good work of keeping up our interest in the College.

The business meeting was then held and the officers for the ensuing

vear elected. They are

:

President—Samuel Parsons, Jr.

Vice-presidents—Frank H. Taylor, Walter C. Webster.

Secretary and Treasurer—Frederick A. Swan.

Dinner Committee—W. C. Webster, L. H. Wood, A. H. Cookman.

Those present were: A. Busselle Ex-'94, David S. Bispham '76, G.

A. Barton '82, J. W. Cromwell '59, S. W. Collins '83, John H. Congdon

'69, Henry Cope '69, M. P. Collins '92, W. W. Comfort '94, C. H. Cook-

man '95, H. H. Cookman '05, C. Collins '94, A. S. Cookman .02, J. B.

Haviland '02, W. T. Hilles '04, F. B. Kirkbride '89, R. C. McCrea '97,

Samuel Parsons Ex-'6i, W. B. Price Ex-'54, John Roberts '93, J. H.

Sharp, Jr., '88, F. A. Swan '98, A. K. Smiley, Jr., '06, B. V. Thomas '83,

D. S. Taker, Jr., '94, W. C. Webster '95, L. H. Wood '94, P. L. Wood-
ward '02.



"Scorn not the sonnet," though its strength be sapped
Nor deem malignant its inventor blundered

—

The corpse that here in fourteen lines is wrapped
Had else been covered with a hundred.

HUS sang a Columbia student in 1 894. And apparently

the fifteen years interim has made no difference in

the number of turgid sonnets that are printed

monthly by the college magazines. Curious, is

it not, that those who aspire to the lasting bays of

poesy should almost always make their first at-

tempts on the wings of the sonnet? Verbu7n sap!

We must take issue with the exchange editor of The Redwood, who

criticizes the quality of the verse in the women's college magazines.

He says: "Here, where we should think their tenderness, their sympa-

thy, their patience and capabilty for taking pains, in a word their femi-

ninity would make itself most apparent, they seem least at home. Per-

haps this is because the subjects they attempt are too serious. At any

rate we find all too few of those delightful little flights of fancy that we

should expect."

On the contrary, we maintain that there is a grace and charm and

a vital spirit in the feminine verse that is really very striking. To be

concrete, in March there were !' Weltschmerz" {Vassar Miscellany), a

poem of real power and feeling, and "The Adventurer" {Smith College

Monthly), a ringing little piece in the true Kipling vein. In the April

magazines we find "Youth" and "The Watcher" in The Vassar Mis-

cellany, and "From the Hill" and "The Verdict of Pan" in The Mount

Holyoke. All these are genuine poetry. Without striving for an "ocean

roll of rhythm" they have caught the spirit that quickens and appeals
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And nowhere could the "delightful little flights of fancy" that The
Redwood misses spread their wings more .gracefully than in the "In
Short" department of The Mount Holyoke. We always turn first to

this little inlet where the cockleshells swing so blithely at their cobweb
hawsers. This month we liked "The Blue Butterfly," "The Verdict of

Pan" and the charming little sketch "The Wandering of Dorothea."

We can already foresee that in our "Anthology" at the end of the year,

in which we purpose to give the titles of all the bits of verse that have

pleased us most, there will be a goodly number from " In Short."

The Columbia Monthly prints a most happy paper on Mr. Frank

Dempster Sherman, that light-hearted poet whose verses we find so de-

lightfully strewn here and there in all sorts of places, from The Atlantic

Monthly to The Youth's Companion, The quotations from Mr. Sher-

man's verses are singularly well-chosen and deft!/ introduced. We
cannot refrain from reprinting one

—

" A lyric is a tiny bird

Gay lover of the garden blooms,

Whose little heart is ever stirred

By colors and perfumes."

The two poems which we enjoyed most in the April issues were
"Youth" and "The Watcher," both in The Vassar Miscellany.

YOUTH.

Gladly I sacrificed it, at the need.

To the unsmiling gods of Every-Day

—

Who, as they drew it from me, did not heed

The prayer with which I gave my Youth away.

But will the kind gods of the Afterward,

The kind gods who remember, and who wait

To recompense for journeys that were hard,

Will they give back my Youth—beyond the Gate?

Elizabeth Beatrice Daw {iQog)

in The Vassar Miscellany

.

"The Watcher" seems to us of really unique quality and we reprint

it entire.
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THE WATCHER

From the high meadows of the night

She plucks the blossoms of the stars;

She twines them into flaming strands

To deck her dream-ships' spars.

She lades her ships with sweetest hopes,

And sends them sailing far to Spain;

She sits upon the gray sea-wall,

Until they come again.

" Spain is a sunny land," she sings,

" They say that it is wondrous fair,

And when my ships come in, I, too,

Will build a castle there.

" Of jasper, and of porphyry,

And Parian marble, rose and white.

It shall rise up in majesty.

And glow with lovely light."

She sits upon the gray sea-wall,

And years and years have passed away,

While day fades mistily to night,

And night dissolves in day.

She sees brave ships come sailing home.

To meet with laughter or with tears.

But hers, that she had made so fair,

Come not in all the years.

She sits upon the gray sea-wall,

And watches toward the eastern sea,

"I dare' not leave my place," she says,

" Perchance they sail to me.

"Spain is a sunny land
—

" her voice

Thin quavers in the wintry air

—

"And had my ships come in, I too,

Had built a castle there."

Genevieve Janet Williams {191 1)

in The Vassar Miscellany.
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VALE
HE glorious morning of our day is past

Transcended by the light of radiant noon

Which fading round about, makes dim

The world which we must leave too soon.

For hallowed, in the mellowing light of dusk.

The place we have loved, our hearts enthrall

With sacredness of all the holy years

Since first we harkened to their madrigal.

We may have gathered wisdom from afar

The world may greet us with free, outstretched arms;

But we would pause and linger yet awhile.

Protected by thy care; afar from bold alarms.

The thought of others who alike have shared

Hopes and regrets of these the seasons gone,

Conjures the vision of the future's night

Where naught is seen; where we must venture on.

The gathering dusk enshrouds us, myriad stars

Are glowing in the distance of the skies;

A joy that throbs amid the deeps of pain

Attunes our hearts to unheard melodies.

P. C. K.



THE ART OF WILLIAM DE MORGAN

and then stop.

ILLIAM De Morgan writes as people in real life talk.

He frequently makes grammatical errors common
to colloquial speech. He ends his sentences with any
word at all, and as soon as the idea is given. The
conversations in his books are built upon the belief

that people outside of books don't talk in completed

sentences; they string a lot of words together until

they see understanding dawn in the hearer's face,

That is realism to its utmost extent.

Seemingly Mr. De Morgan defies the law of unity, but he plainly

keeps that of coherence; for the advance from one stopping place in

the story to the next is so gradual that the reader gets none of the jolts.

The movement in his novels is leisurely, calm, collected. Before the

story is finished, the reader realizes that its central idea has been kept

well in hand; that only in appearance has the author violated the

principle of unity.

The reader feels that Mr. De Morgan is just talking away with

his pen for his own amusement and has forgotten all about literary effect

or the impression he is making upon the critics. Of course, one is al-

lowed the privilege of the acquaintance of these delightful character

creations. Before the close of the volume, many of the acquaintances

have become friends, and one parts with them with real regret, giving

them all a hearty handshake and a mental promise to come back and,

by rereading the book, visit them often in the future. For these men
and women are not puppets on which the author hangs his plot; they

are the kind of people we all meet outside of books; they talk and act

as if walking on a street or sitting in a trolley car and not as if holding

forth on a printed page.

William De Morgan says to you, "These people are very good

friends of mine and I should like you tp know them. I want my friends

to know each other." For you and he are good friends from the start.

He takes for granted that you are enjoying his long talks as much as he

is himself; and the strangest part of it all is, that, no matter how far

and how frequent are his digressions, you are enjoying yourself to the

utmost.

Much of the charm of Mr. De Morgan's stories is in the way he

tells them. What would be considered didactic and unessential in an-

other writer, becomes, with Mr. De Morgan, bits of comment or side-
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information too good to keep to himself. These frequently show his in-

sight into human nature to a remarkable degree. In one place he speaks

of a whist-party, in which, strange to say, each player's opponents held

the good cards for the entire evening!

Mr. De Morgan continually tells his readers when they may skip

without missing anything essential to the story. But to him who would

enjoy De Morgan to the full, I would say. Don't skip! For to do so is

to take a walk in the country without stopping to pick the wild flowers.

As an example of his character portrayal, take Sally Nightingale,

in "Somehow Good." Sally is only fairly pretty, a little inclined to be

heavy, (she is going to be much too stout when she gets older, the au-

thor throws in in a delightfully confidential aside) slangy, constantly

scolded by her mother for being so, and yet laughed at in the same
breath. Sally is the apple of her mother's eye and she almost realizes

it, but it doesn't spoil her in the least. She continually makes fun of her

admirers both to their faces and behind their backs. She calls her most

favored lover, Dr. Vereker, "Poor Prosy" and refers to him as " her medical

adviser." She tells him that the way he looks at her makes her afraid

he'll ask if she'll stick out her tongue or if he may feel her pulse!

Sally whirls the bewildered Prosy around her little finger in fine

shape, until he confesses to her that he is in love. Without knowing

who the girl is, Sally, jealous but not admitting to herself that she is so,

tries to help him out. He thereupon tells her the truth, and Sally fin-

ally "gives her medical adviser some encouragement."

And then Prosy's mother, Mrs. Vereker, what a master-creation

she is !* Sally, who was " not an angel—not a bit of it—no such embar-

rassment to a merely human family," called her the Octopus, although

she tried for Prosy's sake to be patient with the old lady's imaginary

illnesses and uncomfortable virtues. " For Prosy had a mother whose

temper was notoriously sweetness itself, but was manipulated by its own-

er with a dexterity that secured all the effects of discomfort to its bene-

ficiaries without compromising her own claims to canonization." The
old lady always contrived to put herself in the position of one who has

been neglected. For instance. Dr. Vereker returned to his mother a

little later than expected after a most enjoyable walk with some friends.

He was greeted by a voice that was patience and long-suffering personi-

fied: "I am glad, dear Conrad, that you forgot about me. You were

in pleasanter society than your old mother's. No one shall have any

excuse for saying that I am a burden on my son. No, my dear boy, my

Although'she is in some respects like Ma Wilfer in Dickens' "Our Mutual
Friend," Mr. De Morgan has given us an artistic portrait, not an artistic caricature.
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wish is that you shall feel free." Thus she always took the zest out of

any pleasure in which Prosy occasionally indulged.

But these two characters are merely typical. There are many others

as lifelike, as natural. Rosamond, The Major, The Other Major (vile

old gossiper and mischief-maker that he was!) the Professor and his

wife, Tishy and her lover, that "young counter-jumper" in a depart-

ment store, who numbered among his claim^s to consideration the pos-

session of a genuine Stradivarius, what a mental gallery of fine oil por-

traits they are! They are not mere photographs, as some critics have

claimed; they have been painfcd with that matchless art in which sim-

plicity hides the cunning. /. C. P.

A SONG OF SADNESS

LEAVE the world behind

All ye that have lost the quest

Go mind the call of the wind

And draw to the ocean's breast.

For only the deep drawn breath

Far, far from the scorn of men
Can make life sweeter than death.

Until you return again.

When you long for the wind's caress

And the joy of a bounding sea

Then only the wind can guess

The depths of your agony.

Then return with the wild free song

Of the ocean in your ears

And laugh with the world and be strong

When the wind has dried your tears.

lo.



THE JUNIOR PLAY

It is conceded on all sides that the only excuse for the existence

of the so-called small college is its excellence and a certain individual

flavor, a suggestion of the unique, in its achievement. To take an

obvious case in the way of athletics, this College has always placed

cricket at the head of its sports, and has always held its reputation

for excellence in the game. It is true that an appallingly small num-
ber of colleges or schools can be found in the cricketing list, and that

the championship, when obtained, is not trumpeted throughout the

length and breadth of the land; still, the game is a noble sport, and the

achievement has just that flavor of individuality, of the unique, which

'is needed for the reputation of the College. To give up cricket and sup-

port a fifth rate team in baseball would be a plain case of academic sui-

cide in athletics. Whether the principle should be carried to its logical

conclusion in such a matter as football, and the college should abandon

the Rugby game for the Association variety, in which it ranks with the

leading colleges of the country, in another question, and, as Herodotus

would say, must be left to the learned in such things.

It is clear, however, that the principle of excellence and individual

distinction should be kept steadily in view when one approaches the

problem of that entertainment which has now become a fixed responsi-

bility of the junior class and an event for the late spring. Our excellence

in this case is obvious. In middle and late May our grounds present a

scene which can be surpassed for natural advantages by no college or

university in the whole valued file. When a scientific association made
up of Englishmen met in Philadelphia twenty odd years ago, and the

members were invited to a reception on the Haverford College grounds,

they not only found a welcome change from the heat of the city, but

declared one and all that no place in this country had given them such

a sense of the beauty and charm of an old English park. Well, there

is one feature which enters largely into the solution of the problem. It

is proposed, therefore, that an open air play, in the fashion which has

grown so rapidly during the past decade, should be given on the lawn.

The play, it is urged, should be performed by men chosen from the

whole student body, and should be in charge of a club formed for the

general purpose, acting on this occasion in the interests of the Junior

Class, under the supervision and at the charges of the Class Committee.

Here, however, the "principle" looms before us in more questionable

shape. Even the whole college could contribute a relatively small num-
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ber of men apt and willing for such a performance, supposing always

that the performance is to be of a distinct and individual excellence.

It is not enough that the affair should be "really very well done, con-

sidering the size of the College and the available material,"—which is

the ultimate praise usually accorded to our dramatic efforts of recent

years. There should be no such condescending and humiliating verdict.

Something must be sought and found for this occasion which one does

not find in the usual College play, which can be handled easily by a few

performers. It is not easy to indicate just what this " something" ought

to be; but, on the other hand, to solve the problem, to find a satisfactory

form of entertainment which shall really attract the spectator as unique

and more than worth while, is an exhilarating and by no means impossi-

ble taste. There are possibilities of revival in certain byways of literary

achievement now lost to view and overgrown by weeds of neglect. Or,

again, let one consider the Westminster play, which is really one of the

annual events in English life, looked for each year with keen anticipa-

tion, and reported in the leading journals on equal terms, almost, with

the Eton and Harrow match or the Oxford and Cambridge race. Hav-
erford will not undertake a Latin play with local hits ; but a variation of

the idea is not out of the question.

Here, then, is a chance for bright and eager invention, where the

difiiculties are indeed great, but where the triumph of success would be

commensurate. Let the students of Haverford furnish an adequate

solution for the problem of the Junior entertainment, and they will add

another strong link to the chain which binds the graduate to his college

and causes him to congratulate himself as citizen of no mean academic

city. F. B. Gummere, 1872.



A COMMUNICATION

To the Editor of the Haverfordian :

Sir: You have asked for a few words on the substitution of an
open air play for the customary Junior Play. I am told that the old

performance has fallen into the "slipper'd pantaloon", which is well;

if in its moribund condition there still persist the absurdities of the same
thing in its flagrant hey-day, almost any substitution were beneficial.

But 1 really feel too ignorant of the exact situation at Haverford to write

on the desirability of a substitution ; I shall therefore confine my remarks

chiefly to the desirability of an open-air play, whether substituted or

superadded.

Forgive me if I remind your readers of a common historical fact;

for the only certain way to discover positive values in this matter is

to assure ourselves of the educative influence of such a play as has been

suggested. When they fleeted the time carelessly in the golden world,

"they" were instinctively dramatic—whether we take their golden days

to mean Greek or Roman antiquity, the Elizabethan Age, or the time

"when knightwood was in flower." Processions, pageants, church fes-

tivals, actual plays reflect very clearly the dramatic instinct of ages

which we somehow feel possessed something which we are sorry to lack.

While there is an element significantly tragic—and comic!—in our

earnest, black-suited existence, there has been lacking for a long period

a keen dramatic sense; in the hum-drum routine our expression has

grown monotonous, colorless; our earnestness is not always admirable;

and some future cynic may find it in his heart to depict our typical citi-

zen in terms of "pounds, shillings and pence." We are becoming aware

that the blessing of Puritanism was not without its curse, that in our

return to the golden days we are often painfully theatrical and rarely

dramatic.

This may seem like straying far afield, but I feel very strongly that

it is futile to undertake an innovation which may involve many people

and many years unless we are sure of more than a momentary desirabil-

ity. I confess that it is too large an order to discuss here the exact edu-

cative value of dramatic revivals; but it is perhaps not too much to

remind ourselves that any culture which ignores in its study (and study

to-day means the laboratory as well as the lecture room) the high dra-

matic development of civilizations represented by Sophocles, Shakes-

peare, and Schiller is an incomplete culture. The laboratory method
for play-study lies of course in revival, in meeting at first hand the prob-

lems of stage production. If such revival means no more than gusto,

it is not wholly bad; and if it means an increased appreciation of good
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literature, a keener insight into life, and an artistic achievement, it is

decidedly beneficial.

With these premises granted it is clear that the play should be a

masterpiece—preferably, in an educational institution, an old master-

piece. Here there is plenty of precedent: many of Shakespeare's plays

are acted every year by College men, in and out of doors: "The Knight

of the Burning Pestle " was given a short time ago by California students;

recently I saw the undergraduates of Tufts College perform " Old Fortu-

natus" most creditably; and frequently Greek plays are reproduced

with positive success. What is more, whether these things are educative

has passed beyond debate. Indeed, it is just possible that the prospect

of improvement in the professional stage, now faintly but surely discern-

ible, is due to the increased intelligence of College-bred men.

What is still less debatable is the value of out-door performances.

The subtle connection -mth nature of that kind of art which itself is

nearest nature, the getting away from the tawdry glitter of the stage

to the unerring beauty of the grass and trees,—the value of these things

cannot be easily overestimated.

The real question which confronts us, I suppose, is: How shall we
reconcile such performances with Junior Day? I once knew a delightful

German inventor who to the question "why?" always replied promptly

"why not?" May we not then change our question to "how notl"

The marvel is that Junior Day has solely flourished on such meagre

fare; there can be no serious objection, surely, to adding the perform-

ance of a good play. The underlying reason for Junior Day is, of course,

to give the Juniors a chance to entertain their friends. The addresses

of old, however excellent, did not always delight. Futile and debili-

tating was the next move —horse play; it was born with one foot in the

grave and now happily perisheth. Yet it is obvious that Juniors and

their guests must do something more than eat and talk. Why should

not the Haverford players, with lines well conned, with prologue which

should "seem to say" "Ladies,"—or "Fair ladies,—I would wish you,"

—or " I would request you," well-schooled to "o'erstep not the modesty

of nature "—why should not these Haverford players stroll up and per-

form before the guests "star-scattered on the grass"? Few will resent

having to attend a performance of Shakespeare, and some may relish it.

Out-of-doors, moreover, there will be an informality in keeping with

the occasion; while, at the same time, the careful, conscientious repro-

duction of a good piece will do credit to an educational institution.

There are no doubt certain (uncertain?) young men who object that a

really good play is not really good fun; but they, I take it, are not

Haverfordians. Walter S. Hinchman, igoo.



A SOPHOMORE VIEWPOINT

The Jttnior Play has been a custom of such long and excellent stand-

ing here at Haverford that the recent move on the part of the faculty,

towards its abandonment has excited much interesting comment. By
the student body, it is understood that the reasons for the apparent

suppression of the play do not much concern the toothless, satire which

the play presents, and which by some is believed to correct many eccen-

tricities of budding genius in and about college; they rather concern

the interference with studies in the Junior Class, and the burden which

the play seems to impose upon the successive classes of outdoing one

another each year.

In spite of the apparent decision in the m.atter, many modifications

and substitutions for the customary plays have been discussed, in which

the general sentiment clings to the old idea of some attempt in histrionics.

Those who are in closer touch with the situation have not failed to look

to the alumni for some suggestion in the solution of the difficulty. And
from this underlying influence in the support of everything Haverfor-

dian, rumors comes of a plan to provide for some finer sort of original

dramatics, in which, although the parts shall be taken by those best

qualified throughout the college, the Juniors shall nevertheless be given

the opportunity to continue their precedent of entertaining the friends

of the College. And this without necessarily involving the inconvenience

of doublet and hose.

It is not believed that a broadly conducted dramatic association

would add to the complexity of life in our smiall college. In the face of

the discomfort occasioned by the Junior Play, it would seem rather to

relieve a complexity by putting the matter on a broader basis. And so

with much less waste of time and energy withal, such an association

would, by selecting the best talent, and by relieving some of a task not

always congenial, raise the standard and the manner of the plays pre-

sented.

To make Junior time a real occasion, it has been strongly urged by

those more susceptible to the pastoral beauty of Haverford, that the

faculty be petitioned to grant a day or two of holiday. On the first of

these a reception would be held. And on the next, a lawn party with

its attendant teas, games and concerts, this followed in the evening by
the play.

Moving spirits in the college happily suggest the open air play, a

practice which has found much favor throughout the country. For
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plays in " God's Green Inn" are always both brilliant and effective, and
do a great many kind things for the "amateurishness" of the occasion.

Under some such plan of organized dramatics, provided the work
is done seriously, many benefits would be felt by those interested in the

drama from a more or less artistic viewpoint. And under some such

plan of a Junior Fete, the martyrs of former years may look forward to

play time as a time of willy-willy rather than of hurly-burly. The whole

college would whisper abroad, "The Play's the Thing!"

V. F. Schoepperle igii.

AN ANGLER'S WISH

WOULD like a place to linger

And to watch the waters flow .

In the quiet of the evening

Hear them murmur as they go;

Just the lapping of the ripples,

And the breathing of the breeze.

Just the sunlight on the water

By a bridge beneath the trees.

'Midst the thyme and mint and cresses

Ever fish with happy heart

Trembling rod and well placed casting

Giving practice to my art.

E. P. A.

I



'WHEN FORTUNE FAVORS^

HE day's work was done, and the sun had sunk to

his rest a half hour since. The boys meandered up

to the front of the house, there to dispose them-

selves on the ground in attitudes more comforta-

ble than artistic. To do so was the rule. But every

rule has its exceptions, and this rule had a partic-

ular exception in the person of Mr. Andrew Under-

wood; perhaps more recognizable in his present

environment as Andy. For Andy had meandered toward the kitchen.

Quietly but confidently he entered it, washed his hands, armed himself

with the extra dish-towel, and proceeded to transcend the curriculum

by drying a considerable number of plates, cups, and saucers upon whose

surfaces the dish water still glistened. As, one by one, these were rap-

idly relegated to the category of the dry, they were replaced from a

large pan over which presided a person of faultless form and feature,

and whose color would have shown to a greater advantage in a stronger

light.

Andy was clearly master of the situation. During this entire per-

formance he had not uttered a word. And his mastery was a recog-

nized fact not only by himself and the lady of the dishpan, but by the

entire household; or perhaps better, by the entire ranchhold. For sev-

eral moons it had been the privilege of Andy, and of Andy alone, to sepa-

rate at nightfall from the boys, and to seek the kitchen and its fair occu-

pant. Andy had come (five months ago) ; Andy had seen (five minutes

after his coming) ; and Andy had conquered (on sight) . The sentiment

of the boys was that the Lord had given, and had taken away. He had

given Andy; and, as far as they were concerned, had taken away the

girl. And it were both unfair and needless to hint at the particular or-

der of blessings that were accorded to the name of the Lord.

But all this was a matter of the past. An entire understanding had

since grown up, so that now it was the most natural thing in the world

for Andy to rule supreme in the local social sphere. The rest of them
sought solace in an assumed indifference, and in the delights of the some-

what more cordial social circle offered by the town, twelve miles away.

There was no longer even any hard feeling. Andy was not king. He
was the whole kingdom.

But the ship of state was so familiar with her wonted course that the

steering had become altogether a matter of habit. Night after night
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ensued the regular dish-washing ; and then the little stroll out on the hill,

with all the comforts generally attached to such outings. Were it not

that dead men tell no tales, a certain uncultured individual formerly-

specified as "Bill" might give us further particulars concerning these

comforts. But unfortunately Bill was discovered, returning from such

an evesdropping adventure; and the boys did the rest.

To-night, so customary had the evening performance become that

the dish-washing was completed in entire silence. As the last dish was

placed on the shelf, Andy's tongue came to life, and he sang softly to

himself, "And it's all over now."

"Not on your life it's not," said the girl. "Perhaps your memory
don't include the fact we generally goes for a little walk when this cere-

mony is over. It's a fine night, too, Andy!"
This was not at all an unusual condition of the weather in that cli-

mate; and Andy candidly admitted the truth of her remark. But apart

from this, he still remained taciturn.

They went straight back from the ranch house to the little hill.

"Let's sit down, Kid," said Andy. The girl was willing, and a friendly

bunch of beargrass was handy, so down they sat. As was not his usual

custom, Andy removed his arm from her waist. He filled his pipe, lit

it, and began to puff. So far, so good; but when the pipe was well on its

way, and the arm was not restored to its habitual position, the girl be-

came disconcerted.

" What's the matter, Andy? " she asked. " You're unusual' quiet to-

night. Tell me about it." Andy said nothing. "Something gone wrong

between you and Dad, is it, Andy? You'd better tell me about it, any-

how." With which she cuddled up very close beside him, and looked

anxiously up into his face. But when, even at this, the arm was not

restored, she knew that something really must be wrong.

"Go on, Andy, boy!" she said. "Tell me what's up.

Andy at length was moved to speak. " 'Tain't nothin' wrong. Kid."

he said. "That's why I feel so bad about it."

"Well, then—," started the girl. But Andy interrupted. "Here's

the strength of it. Kid," he said. "When I was singin' back there, I

was doin' like they call an allegory."

"A what!"

"An allegory! That is, when I says 'Its all over now,' I means it

sort of double."

"What!" she cried.

"Wait a minute. Kid. You know that you and I has gotten pretty

thick here lately. And I think so much of you. Kid, that I wouldn't
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think o' doin' nothin' but the square thing by you." The girl's heart

beat fast. "But Kid," he continued, "I've been thinkin' a good deal

lately, and I've been tyin' to study out just what the right thing is.

More'n that, I've been feelin' just a bit uneasy lately, and like I wanted

to be movin' along."

"Don't tell me that, Andy," she said. "Say you don't love me, or

anything; but don't say you're goin' off. I couldn't stand that, Andy;

honest!"

Andy said nothing.

"You ain't ashamed of me, are you? You know Dad's well off.

And, you ain't ashamed of me personally, are you?"
" No, Kid. It ain't anything like that. Only I've just been feelin'

as tho' I ought to be movin' along. You know I always was res'less, and

I've just been feelin' that way lately. I guess I'll have to go, Kid."

"Oh, Andy!" she cried. "Do anything but that. You must stay,

Andy. You needn't marry me if you don't want to; but stay anyhow.

Will you?"

"Kid, you know I wouldn't do nothing dishonorable far as you're

concerned. That's out of the question. 'Taint that way, anyhow. I

just feel as if I must be movin'."

There was a little sob from the girl beside him. This was followed

by another, and another; and then the tears began to fall, and he heard

his name mingled with the sobs. This was too much; he put his arm
around her, and pressed her tightly; and with his other hand turned her

face up toward his. " 'Taint as bad as that, is it. Kid?" he said.

The crying partly stopped. "Yes, Andy; I'm afraid it is. If you

went off, my heart would just about be broken. You see you and Dad
are all I got; an' I guess its mostly you."

There was a pause. "Nevermind, then. Kid," he said. "I won't go."

After sometime had elapsed, Andy remarked, " it's late. Perhaps

we'd better be gettin' back to the house." So back to the house they

went.

Long after the candle in the back room had been extinguished; long

even after the maid in the room had entered the land of dreams, a m.an

sat on the corral fence and watched the window where the light had been.

But his gaze would ever wander from the window to the hills off to the

south; and then to the mountains still further on. Two voices were

calling to him. One a quiet, soft little voice, with now and then a sob

in it. The other, a strange and unfamiliar voice; the voice of the un-

known, calling to him from the mountains away to the south; calling

with a voice that was irresistable.
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A horse neighed in the corral behind him ; he turned; it was his own.

He jumped down from the fence, got a lasso, caught the horse, and sad-

dled him. He went to the bunk house, and got together his scanty out-

fit. On the floor lay a dime novel. He tore out a fly-leaf, got a pencil,

and wrote a few lines. He folded the paper, and placed it where she must
find it.

Then he returned to his horse, packed the outfit on the saddle, and

rode away into the night. Once, behind him, a coyote howled. He
started, stuck the spurs into his horse, and was gone at a gallop.

At the ranch, next morning, the day broke clear and smiling, with

the customary universal disregard of an individual fate. The girl dressed

and went out gaily into the sunlight. As she opened the door, a piece of

paper with a stone on it arrested her attention. She took it up, and read

on the outside, "for Miss Marjory Wilcox." Within were a few words,

poorly written. They were: "Dear little girl, I know you'll take this

kind of hard, but I guess I couldn't help it. I never was half good

enough for you, anyway. Andy."

As to the latter clause, I think most of the boys would have agreed

with him. But the workings of a woman's mind are hard to understand

And perhaps that is why breakfast was not ready, that morning, at the

usual hour. G. H. Deacon.

EART of Mine,

Come let us think no more;

But in this wine

We'll drown our cares galore.

Come, Love, apart,

(For life is short, you know)

And speak your heart

To me, before I go.

Lips cannot kiss

When they have turned to clay.

Life, Love, is this.

Let's have it while we may.

lo.



PURE LUCK

,UST let us have too iv thin:i ' Pure Luck Scrap'," says

Pat O'Brien to the man behind the cigar case. " Ye
see, Moike, th' wurruk in th' toobe is harrder. A
mon nades a good choo whin th' prissure is so

hoigh.'

"How is it in the soobway, Pat?"

Pat struck a dignified attitude, and crammed
his mouth with a " frish choo" before favoring the

archangel's namesake with a description of the tube.

"Ye see, Moike," be began, "they wuz workin' on this toobe tin

years ago. But the wather got throo, an iv course there wuz some

excoitmint. Well, the doinamite wint off about thot time. Tharty wuz
kilt, an' afther thot it wuz all off. Nobody wud wurruk. Well, now
they got wan iv these here air prissure mechines—sinds air down the

toobe. No Occidents ony more. Thot air kapes the river from fallin'

in, you bet!"

"An' is th' toobe raelly throo th' mood?"
"Shure! an' d'ye think they'd find rocks on th' bottom iv a river?

Th' air prisses out all this mood—why it wud push in an' drown the lot

iv us!"
" Stars and Stripes! an' you must git plinty iv air down there

!

"

"Air! ugh! too mootch air! Thot's th' raezon fer th' shifts. Ivry

hour there's a noo shift. My gorry how thot air horts yer ears. Why,
mon, if you'd stay down there more'n a hour, it wood sind ye t' Saint

Patrick!"

"Stars and Stripes! Well, don't fergit to coom up whin yer hour's

out."

"I won't," says Pat, and with a last vigorous spit at the sawdust

box, he is off into the street.

Jersey City is overcrowded with just such crude, good-hearted,

hard-working people as Pat O'Brien. Freight carters, truckers, muckers,

cheap stores, Jew-stands, noise and dirt. Everything in Jersey City is

sordid and deadening, and the murk oppresses you as if all the rotten-

ness were built up upon the dust of a ground-out race of immigrants.

The people try hard to be happy. And perhaps with all the sweat of

men, the roar of rough pavements, the musty smell of tumble down
houses, and the vile colors of besmeared bill boards, proclaiming any-

thing from the "Parisian Widows" to "Jones New Process Baked
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Beans, "—perhaps in spite of all the general rottenness, the people glean

enough happiness to make life worth while. They are at least spared

the misery of most New Yorkers,—the misery of aping the rich.

Anyway, Pat liked it. He felt much better in Jersey, with his din-

ner pail and his overalls. He knew where he could get the biggest whis-

key for ten cents, or where the best free lunch,—soup or a " dog," or some-

times a pan of fish cakes,—or even a cabbage salad. The boys all ate

from the same fork, but, do not be so finicky. And then there were prize

fights and the Sunday "rot gut" at the club.

So Pat is very happy this Saturday morning. To-night is pay, to-

morrow is Sunday. The boys all wave to him from the great freight

trucks in the street, and P. O'Brien smiles to himself with a conscious

dignity. Not every man in the Shamrock Club can swell over a new job,

where he gets double pay for half time. Not every man can chew two
packs of "Pure Luck" every day. Next month Pat will come out in a

new suit, and maybe, if the job lasts long enough, maybe, if Kittie is

willing

But the warning whistle blows for the shift, and all these splendid

speculations vanish in thin air.

" On the job, you sandhogs! " And with the boss they are off down
the tube. The tube is a busy place. There are drills and cranes, carry-

ing great steel beams. There are carloads of wet cement, directed in

great caissons down deep into hard pan, down into the bed rock of the

river. The great steel and concrete tube pushes forward inch, inch,

inch at a time. Pat works in the shield. The shield is a great steel worm
at the very front of all the work. It is a cylinder which they push into

the mud of the river, much as a boy pushes a tin can into the sand at the

seashore. Inside of the shield are air locks, into which the men can re-

treat if the mud presses them closely. But the work is done in the face

of danger, and if the mud should threaten, you jump for your air lock,

and take chances. If you get in and get the door shut, you can easily

open the door into the tube itself and tell the boys about it. But if

—

The outer door is made tight and the signal is heard for the

air. There is an unseen rush into the compartment. The atmosphere

thickens, and becomes heavier and more oppressive. Precious pressure,

mere columns of nothingness, holding the great Hudson out of the sub-

terranean gnawings of men! One almost feels himself buried in the

deadening air. The pressure cramps the senses, and loads body and soul

with an unseen, indefinable weight. It is a veritable interment in nothing,

a clogging of life itself in almost almighty emptiness.

Now the minutes drag. The hour is nearly over. The faces of the
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men distort with tantalizing heaviness. Eyes bulge and glare. The
very breath of life is driven off with maddening difficulty. And now after

all this painful waste and gruel of flesh and bone, one minute will see

the end, and the blessed daylight.

The hope of the whistle keeps many men alive. Pat sets his teeth

into his quid of Pure Luck and continues to sandhog with all vigor.

"Oi'll be out in a minnit," he muttered.

And he is. The silt yawns in front of him, a great bubble of com-

pressed air leaps into the mud. Pat is caught upwards, the bubble

plunges into the sediment—into the ancient deposits of the Hudson.

Upwards it rises, carrying Pat surfacewards, gurgling and growling over

its prey like some demon spirit of the river.

An uncertain consciousness now crept over, now abandoned his

stupid brain. Everything was white, he thought, everything so bright

and sweet, everything so quiet and still and calm. Now he seemed to

hear strains of faint music, now an essenced incense bathed his soul in

an ecstacy of sense stupor. He smiled dubiously and wondered—and
then he slept again.

Now again he awoke. Was that an angel beside him ? He wondered

how it had all happened, how he had died somewhere and how—^but it

was all so strange. The angel put her hand on his forehead. He tried

to think. What did that mean? His brain mused and dreamed, lulled

along by a sense that all was well. And finally with an effort, he shook

off the tenacious stupor, and demanded, "Where am I?"

The angel smiled, and someone said:

"Poor fellow, he's delirious."

"There you are, old man," called out the doctor cheerily. "You're

all right, aren't you?"

"Oi'm all right, all right, but oi'm not an ould mon—yet!"

Recollections of Jersey came swimming back to his brain—the

"toobe" and "Kittie" and "Moike." Now he knew. Not heaven but

a hospital!

Next afternoon Mike Geary came in. The wardens grinned at his

swallow tail coat, faded to green since his wedding day. But Mike wore

a Sunday smile that rivalled his tie and pin for perfect gaiety, and in

this mood he was irresistible.

"Well, well, well, well. Pat, ould boy, y'are th' Iiero iv Jarsey

City! Why, mon, yer face is in ivry noospayper in Noo York! Th'

froont page too! Stars an' Stripes, Pat how d'ye fale onyway?"
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" Fool o' mood! How did they git me out?"

"Out? Why ye came out. Well, here is the "rotme.j" with a illys-

trayshun iv ut. Gory! Y' got sucked oop in some kind of a air booble,

wint throo twinty foot o' mood—

"

"Yis," interrupted Pat, "an' stuck!"

"Nope—throo th' mood, throo th' wather. Whin y' hit bottom
iv th' river ye started skyward loike graysed loightnin'. Onyway an
excarshun boat goin' to Stayten island wuz above. The people, they

wuz takin' in th' sky scrapers, so they moight be sooprized to see P.

O'Brien come oop froom—well here, the payper sez 'th' dipths iv th'

river.' Shot a good tharty foot in th' air. Stars an' Stripes! They
had a boat out afther you before ye coom down kersplash ! Dead drownd-

ed as McGinty! The paypers say th' prissure on the bottom will kill

th' Devil. Nointy foot! Well, the ould Nick got a short hand thot

toime. I giss! Why anither tin foot, an' ye wud ov cracked yer ould

head on th' bottom o' that excarsion boat!"
" Oi woodn't a' felt it," says Pat

—"but oim glad—fer Kittie's

sake. Oim dyin' fer—fer a choo, Moike."
" Gory, Oi 'avent a bit on me. Oi'llsind ye some whin oi git back."
" Look in me pants," says Pat.

Mike pulled out a stained and half used pack.

"Pure Luck!" reads Mike triumphantly.

"It sortinly wuz!" says Pat. V. F. S.



THE JUNIOR PLAY

It seems as though the Junior Play as it has been conducted is a

thing of the past. The faculty have condemned it on several counts.

The tendency is for the burden of the play to grow greater every year

as each Junior Class tries to outdo its predecessors.

Various substitutes in the way of a Junior Entertainment have been

suggested. Of course it is probably for the class of 191 1 to propose some
alternative for next year. But it is admittedly the biggest social event

in the college, and a matter in which everyone is vitally interested.

The editors of The Haverfordian have thought the question over with

some care. We wish to propose an open air play, and publish this month
contributions from two alumni whose opinions we have asked on the matter.

We have heard many friends of the college say how delightful an

open-air play out here would be. Ben Greet, when he was here some
years ago, said the Haverford lawn was one of the best places he had

seen in this country for an out-of-door play. Of course the question of

weather presents itself. But this could probably be solved by arranging

an alternative night. If Friday evening was wet, the play could be

given on Saturday evening. Or again, if the weather was inclement, the

performance could be held in Roberts Hall.

The most serious objection urged against the present Junior Play

is the burden it imposes upon a class of thirty or forty men. The play

must be written, music composed, harmonized and orchestrated, songs

written, scenery painted, the stage in Roberts Hall remodelled (and then

restored to its usual state of impracticability), scintillating hits on the

professors must be provided at all costs, the gymnasium must be decor-

ated, the lawn lighted with Japanese lanterns, refreshments and an

orchestra provided, and so on ad nauseam.
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Now, suppose an Elizabethan play (not necessarily one of Shakes-

peare's!) were given on the lawn. No play or music or songs would have

to be written, no scenery painted, no choruses drilled, no remodelling of

Roberts Hall, no professorial hits, etc., etc. It would undoubtedly be

a relief to the performers. Possibly also to the audience!

An open-air play would thus do away with a great deal of the drud-

gery of the present Junior Play. It would throw more emphasis on the

actual acting. It would be not only possible here at Haverford, but

would be a delightful and distinctive college custom.

The suggestion has been made that instead of a Junior Play we
should have a College Play, at which the Juniors might act as hosts,

thus continuing their custom of entertaining the friends of the College.

With all respect to Junior Classes, it is evident that by having a College

Play the standard of the performance would be considerably raised.

Instead of having the parts arbitrarily assigned by a committee them-

selves totally ignorant of dramatic technique, the roles might be de-

termined purely by competition, just as for a college team, and the per-

formers chosen by an outside coach. In this way, too, only those really

anxious to take part would come out for the play. The play would be-

come more than a merely pleasant occasion. It would mean a more
intimate insight into the spirit of the richest field of English literature.

This suggestion is not made with a view to depriving the Juniors

of privileges which have been theirs in the past, but rather to lighten

their burden. There always are some Juniors who are not enthusiastic

about the play and feel that the game is not worth the candle.

It is undoubtedly true that the Junior plays in the past have done

much to unify the classes and foster class spirit. But would not a Col-

lege Play foster college spirit just as much? And is it necessary to pro-

mote class spirit, which always seems to exist quite healthily without

encouragement ?

Of course the custom of having the Juniors entertain the college

and its friends is not to be criticized. A day might be set aside to be known
as Junior Day. In the morning might be interclass games of various

kinds, in the afternoon a garden party or fete of some sort, and about

sunset the College Play. Later on in the evening refreshments might be

served on the lawn, which would be lighted up as of old.

As we have said, it probably lies with igii to take the first step.

But let it not be done hastily or rashly. Let college sentiment be aroused

and representative opinions sought among undergraduates and alumni.

Think it over during the summer. Next fall will be time enough to take

more definite steps. The suggestion of The Haverfordian is primarily
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an open-air play, and secondarily that it be presented by the College

rather than by a Class.

HEBRAISM AND HELLENISM

Haverford must wake up ! It must begin to appreciate what things

it has, and with more serious intent, beware of that optimism, which is

not optimism at all, but only the blindness of self satisfaction. We
need a social renaissance here at Haverford. We need talk of other

topics than those of frivolities and athletics. We need a susceptibility

to those best things which we learn have been said and done, a wider

appreciation of the best things that are being done in other colleges,

this with a grain of originality for ourselves. We need less of a self

conscious interest in the arts, a freer discourse in those interests which

make life richer, and give an aesthetic enjoyment to the perception of

things. More of this kind of life we need—and badly.

The new hall seems to ofTer for next year an opportunity for greater

and better things. When we enter at the gates of this new social life

which Alfred Percival Smith is throwing open to us, we ought to feel that

here there is room for finer expansion of life in a field quite unknown to

Haverford before. The activities which may go on under such a roof

are unnumbered. When we think of the Harvard Union, the great com-

mon club, and the influence it exerts, not through any organized efforts

of its own, but through the contact with each other that fellows get

there, we wonder why the New Building should not be just such a place—
a rendevous for informal gatherings of wide awake men—this group

interested in literature, that in debating, another in dramatics, another

in art, another in music, each interesting and interested in its own little

way, while the standard topics of athletics and things neither here nor

there are shelved only to be used for a semblance of politeness to

those who are too shallow for the appreciation of things worth while.

Those mediums of expression which bring our friends nearer to us,

which make us feel the soul quality of a man, do not come in the pro-

vincial topics of a little college, but rather in those interests which

"savour of eternity"—interests which teach us that here is a man with

a big ideal, whose self-seeking is something grander, something nobler

than the mere show of decency, a man not afraid to test the personal

equation by something more than a slap on the back, and the patronage

of a hashed over topic of conversation.
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In many colleges at these clubs, every winter afternoon, groups of

men, real, live men discuss things in general worth talking about. They
not only talk; they more often give expression to those ideas of art

or culture in which they are absorbed. There is an air of genuineness

in their work which makes broader their every outlook on life. The
Haverford spirit must awake and learn. It has enough of Hebraic

fervor and regard for conduct. Enough? Ay too much! Let it have

culture. Let it have a look into Emmanuel's land!

DR. SCHELLING

Twice a week during the past year we have observed the tall and

attenuated form of a certain gentleman with a cloth bag full of books,

approaching our classic precincts from either of the two trunk lines

which connect us with the neighboring metropolis. Any student of

Elizabethan English will know immediately who we mean—Dr. Felix

E. Schelling, of the University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Schelling has brought something of the university spirit into

our rather provincial class room. He has carried out many heavy

tomes from Philadelphia for us to look at, and (perhaps) to read. He
has borne kindly with our shortcomings. He has given us an insight

into the beauties of the literature of which he is so true a lover. He has

won the respect and admiration of us all, and if he ever visits Haverford

again, he will meet with a most cordial welcome. The Haverfordian,

on behalf of his students, takes this opportunity of thanking Dr. Schell-

ing for what he has done for us.

The collection of "Haverford Essays which have been prepared by
some former pupils of Professor Francis B. Gummere in honor of the

completion of the twentieth year of his teaching in Haverford College"

has just been published. It comprises ten essays by the following men:

C. G. Hoag, A. M.; S. G. Spaeth, A. M.; W. S. Hinchman, A. M.; C. H.

Burr, A. M.; A. G. H. Spiers, A. M.; J. A, Lester, Ph.D.; C. W. Stork,

Ph. D.; W, M. Hart, Ph. D.; C. H Carter, Ph. D. ; W, W. Comfort, Ph.D.



'Sp Franklin B. Kirkbride has been elected a trustee of the

Stevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken, N. J.

'90 The engagement is announced of Robert E. Fox and Miss

Anna E. Trostel of York Springs, Pa, The -wedding is set for June 29.

'94 William J. Strawbridge was married to Miss Barbara Warden
in Germantown, on April 21.

'95 J- Linton Engle has left the Biddle Press and is now connected

with the Franklin Printing Company as manager of the Publishing

Department.

'97 Alfred Collins Maulewas married on May 15, to Miss Kathryn
Leonard Wahn of Haverford.

'00 J. S. Hiatt is teaching in the Germantown Friends, School,

Germantown, Pa.

'00 Capt. J. A. Logan is attached to the office of the commissary

General, War Department, Washington, D. C.

'01 William Edward Cadbury has consented to serve next year

as secretary of the Simkin Fund.

'02 A. G, H. Spiers' has been appointed a member of the Hav-
erford College faculty^for 1909-10 as associate professor of Romance
Languages.
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'04 William Parker Bonbright was drowned while bathing at

Atlantic City, on June 3. Bonbright entered Haverford College from

the Haverford School, and soon became distinguished for his high

scholarship. He was a member of the Cricket Team that toured Eng-

land in 1904; was an editor of the Haverfordian, and was a member
of the Phi Beta Kappa, graduating with the highest average that has

been reached in recent years. After continuing his studies for one year

at Harvard, Bonbright was engaged in business until the time of his

death

'04 Arthur Crowell is employed by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic

Survey in the Phillippine Islands.

'05 C. A. Alexander 2nd is now married and living in Johnstown,

Pa.

'05 H. H. Godshall is connected with Keasbey and Madison Com-
pany, Ambler, Pa.

'oS G- ^^- Starkey has been appointed district superintendent of

Public Schools in North Vassalboro, Maine.

'05 N. L. Tilney who is taking his last year in the New York Law
School expects to enter business in New York.

'06 Thomas Crowel is connected with the American Iron and

Steel Manufacturing Company at Lebanon, Pa.

'06 Gordon H. Graves is studying in the Graduate school of Co-

lumbia University, N. Y.

'06 W. K. Miller is studying law at the University Law School

and expects later to locate in Allentown, Pa.

'06 Francis R. Taylor is studying law at Harvord University and

expects to be admitted to the bar in February 1910.

'07 The engagement is announced of S. J, Gummere to Miss

Marjorie Tatnall, of Haverford.

'08 The Class of 1908 held an informal reunion at the college, Sat-

urday evening. May 29. Those present were Whitson, Guenther, Burtt,

Scott, Drinker, Bushnell, Longstreth, Thomas, Shoemaker, Wright,

Collings, Hill, Musser, Elkinton, Strode and Brown.
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CCORDING to our promise, we print the titles of

those articles in the college magazines which have

pleased us most during the past four months. We
have not made our selection merely from those

things which seemed good at first sight, but have

based our choice largely on second readings. We
have tried to include only what seemed to show
real merit and promise.

It is customary at this time to express the pleasure with which the

work of reviewing Exchanges has been accompanied. On our part such

expression is more than conventional. Press of work has often rendered

our criticism hasty and crude; but the task has been in the main thor-

oughly enjoyable. The field of undergraduate journalism is broad and

interesting; and many of the names with which we have grown familiar

will be heard from in days to come.

ANTHOLOGY, FEBRUARY—MAY, 1909

FICTION.
Amoranza Learns John Colton
As An Officer of the Law Maurice T. Dooling, Jr.
As Handsome Does Marjorie Newell MacCoy
By the Same Door Maurice T. Dooling, Jr
Catof Brother Boniface, The John Putnam Loomis
Goal, The
His Right to Live
Lolo
Morrigan, The
Oak Ties
Princess-Errant, The
Quarantine
Ringer of Door Bells, A
Sting of Victory, The
Stone Cat, The
Surprising of Sarah Tuttle, Mabef Hotchkiss

The
Symphony in D Minor, A Anonymous
Wandering of Dorothea, The M. F. B.

Shirley P. English
Henry Beston Sheahan
De Lysle F. Cass
F. Schenck
Louis J. Heath
Marjorie Snyder
Isabel Titus
Helen Abbott
Shirley P. English
Miles J. Breuer

Columbia Monthly.
Redwood.
Vassar Miscellany.
Redwood.
Willia7ns Lit.

Univ. of Texas Magazine^
Harvard Monthly.
Amherst Lit.

Harvard Advocate.
Amherst Lit.

Wellesley Magazine.
Mills College Magazine.
The Mount Holyoke.
Univ. of Texas Magazine.
Univ. of Texas Magazine..
The Mount Holyoke.

Harvard Advocate.
The Mount Holyoke.
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"When Every Goose a Gilbert Wolfe Gabriel
Swan "

Winged Stone, The J. S. Reed

Aabor
And Yet

—

April and the Scholars
Army of Unalterable Law
The

Blue Butterfly, The
Call of the Krag, The
Dreams in Scarlet
Prom the Hill

Ma' Rose
Mouse, The
My Lady of the May
My Lady o' Memories
Pagan Creed, A
Problem in Philosophy, A
Rose Window, The
Sea Lure, The
To William Morris
Verdict of Pan, The
Watcher, The
Weltschmerz
Winter Prison
Youth

VERSE.
John Stocker Miller

J. S. Reed
R. E. Rogers
,H. T. Pulsifer

Emily Rose Burt
John J. Ellington
E. R.
Marian L. Gay
Harold C. Whiteside
C. P. Aiken
"C"
Anon5^mous
Edwin Partridge Lehman
A. M. W.
Sarah Hincks
Maurice T. Dooling, Jr
W. C. Greene
Esther Loring Richards
Genevieve Janet Williams
Elizabeth Beatrice Daw
Julia Susan Lovejo)'
Elizabeth Beatrice Daw

Williams Lit.

Harvard Monthly.

Harvard Monthly.
Harvard l\Ioiiihly.

Harvard Monthly.
Harvard Monthly.

The Mount Holyoke.
Univ. of Virginia Magazine.
The Mount Holyoke.
The Mount Holyoke.
The Red and Blue.
Harvard Advocate.
Columbia Monthly.
Univ. of Virginia Magazine.
Williams Lit.

The Mount Holyoke.
Vassar Miscellany.
Redwood.
Harvard Advocate.
The Mount Holyoke.
Vassar Miscellany.
Vassar Miscellany.
Vassar Miscellany.
Vassar Miscellany.

ESSAYS.
Achievement of Mr. Hardy,

The Julian Park
Mr. Frank Dempster Sher-Leon Eraser
man

Theoretical Vagabond, A Genevieve Janet Williams
Three Eighteenth Century

Letter Writers Anna L Miller
University Life of Some

English Romanticists, The Roger Sherman Loomis

Gattle Route to Europe,
The

College Awakening, A
College Offices

"Harvard Daily Truth,"
The

Plea for Leisure, A
To Europe on a Cattle

Steamer

LEADING ARTICLES.
Robert A. Morton

Laura E. Lockwood
Charles Milton Rogerson
Hans Von Kaltenbom

"M"
Louis I. Jaffe

Wiliams Lit.

Columbia Monthly.

Vassar Miscellany.

The Mount Holyoke.

Williams Lit.

Harvard Illustrated Maga-
zine.

Welleslcy JMagazine.
Harvard Monthly.
Harvard Ilhistrated Maga-

zine.

Harvard Advocate.
Trinity Archive.
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A FLOWER

INCE, in a desert, you let fall a seed

And left it there, as if you did not know

'Twas dropped, on parched and sandy soil to grow.

And yet, of all God gives the earth to feed

A tiny growing plant it had no need

—

The hand from which it fell gave overflow

Of life and strength; it grew and bloomed as though

Upon that spot Caesar himself did bleed.

Again you came and found a flower full-grown

Out of the seed of love which you had sown;

You plucked it, but it could not wither where

You wore it ever near you, in your hair.

Yet will you always wear it there apart

From where it should be, resting by your heart?

F. R. C.



THE CXOISTER AND THE HEARTH

HAT a difference is there between truth and fiction!

" Quentin Durward" and "The Cloister and the

Hearth" are historical novels dealing with the

same time and with nearly the same country.

The former gives us a picture of the latter part of

the fifteenth century, a wonderful picture indeed,

accurate and interesting, told in a way so fasci-

nating as to make us forget that we see but a pic-

ture which, masterpice as it is, is yet entirely destitute of depth, a mere

surface. "The Cloister and the Hearth" however, while it may be just

as truly fiction in the sense of being composed by the author, gives us

not only the manners of the times, but there is in it a something that

irresistibly constrains our appreciation, our complete sympathy with

all the feelings of the middle ages.

There is in the middle ages a mysteriously powerful attraction that

grows on one. Those people were children. They believed in spirits,

in many things so unpractical that we are apt to misunderstand their

unreserved idealism, calling it credulity or something worse. Those

were the days when, in the midst of hard conditions that would be un-

bearable to us, a youth could dream himself into infinite happiness, for

there was no certain knowledge. Ignorant he might be,—yes! but what

would he have taken in exchange for the bliss of unlimited imagination

!

Then nothing was impossible, when angels were real, when the world

of knowledge and science was waiting to be opened, and the monk could

find peace in the adoration of the impalpable.

If you would be most delightfully initiated into the spirit of the

middle ages, and see the bright side of the century when Huss was burned

read "The Cloister and the Hearth." Good fellowship, informality, the

visions of youth at a time when long vistas of culture and knowledge

were just being opened to the raptured sight, these mingle with super-

stition, squalor and misery. There is no romance in this book. A phrase

of real life is presented. There is hardship borne manfully and joy that

is happier for daily sacrifice. Do you know why men gave up for the

cloister prosperity, comfort, ambition, nay love itself? Learn to feel

the idealism of those times, and be enchanted by their incorrigible read-

iness to ignore the material world. L.A. P.



THE LOVER REFLECTS

I

LOVE, she loves not, it would seem,

Ah, what an advantage it gives her!

I battle for life in the stream,

But the struggle nor pleases nor grieves her.

Last night, as she gave me the rose,

I begged, and her fingers touched mine,

I was wild as the sea when it flows,

And my blood ran blind as with wine.

But she was as cold and as fair

As her cold, fair mistress, the moon.

That moved through the midnight air

In the magic of blossoming June.

The white waves sparkled and burned.

And my heart grew fainter—and bolder;

But I looked in her eyes as she turned,

The moon was not brighter or colder.

Charles Wharton Stork.



lOLA, THE SIN-EATER

HE snow on the topmost peak of Mount Snowdon
shown out from the blue sky with sparkling brill-

iancy, while the valleys below were growing dim
and misty. Now and then could be heard the

faint cry of a herdsman as he drove his flocks be-

fore him over the soft grassy plains nestled in the

valleys. On a narrow mountain path a man was

standing, watching the scene with fascinated eyes.

The sun was sinking behind a distant hill, which cast huge grotesque

shadows on the side of the mountain. He watched these shadows

creeping swiftly and noiselessly up as if they wished to surprise its snow

crest and overcome it without resistance. He felt a desire to warn it

of its danger, when it suddenly seemed to grow dim, struggle for an in-

stant, and then fade into mist, as it sank into a shadowy background of

clouds.

With a sigh he turned and walked slowly down the path towards the

little Welsh village of Llanberis. As he neared the village he passed a

number of peasants, but none spoke to him, and many turned their

heads away as he passed. He noticed this, but he only tightly com-

pressed his lips, and with bent head moved on. Why should they speak?

Was he not lola the Sin-Eater? Loathed by all the village, feared and

scoffed at by the children, and called only in time of death? Then a

iearsome peasant would climb to his little cottage high up on the moun-

tain, and cry from a safe distance, " lola, you are wanted in the village!"

and run hastily down the path, glancing with fear behind him. It was

in this manner that he had just been called, and now he was on his way
to Llanberis

He could hear faintly the sobbing death chant of the people; for

Owen, the great warrior, was dead. As lola drew near, tall and sombre,

a hush fell upon the swaying multitude of mourners; and when all saw

who was there, the stillness of death filled the little village. Straight to

the bier he went, and for a moment stood perfectly still. Then, upon the

body, he placed a plate of salt, and upon the plate a piece of bread.

Lynet, the fair daughter of Owen, handed him a bowl of milk. For an

instant their eyes met, and Tola's hand trembled as he drank from the

bowl. He then took the bread and ate it solemnly. Turning slowly

and facing the mourners, he began to speak in a deep, melancholy voice.

" I, lola the Sin-Eater, do hereby pawn my soul for the sins of the

departed. From now, all the sins which he hath committed are mine,
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let no man call him evil. Being dead, and sinless, he shall not walk in

death, and shall rest in peace."

He ceased, and for a moment stood looking at the people who moved
restlessly under his gaze; then, having received his groat, he walked

quickly away through a path made willingly by the throng.

Is it to be wondered that he was utterly detested? Everyone be-

lieved that he took upon himself the sins of all those over whom he per-

formed this ceremony, and he was thought irredeemably lost. It was
even whispered that he was in league with the Devil, and took back sins

from whence they came, so that they might be used again.

lola lived on, alone in his little hut. He had always dreamed;

dreamed of beautiful and etheral things; but now, for the first time, he

had something real of which he could dream. For a second he had

looked into the eyes of Lynet ; and now new channels were opened in his

dreamland, which his imagination explored eagerly, leading his timid

mind into lands of wondrous beauty.

One evening, as he wandered along a rough mountain path, he saw

the figure of a woman walking swiftly up from the village. He watched

her curiously as she toiled upward, and idly followed, wondering where

a woman could be going alone at dusk in that part of the mountain.

Even the men of the village feared the wild men of the hills, who often

in the twilight could be seen prowling about in search of a stray sheep

;

and many were the tales of their cruelty to peasants who had lingered

too long on the mountain side after night had fallen. At last she stopped,

and he saw her kneel. Suddenly his body grew tense, he leaned forward

and watched her eagerly; she was kneeling by the grave of Owen.
When she rose, she walked slowly down towards the village, passing close

to the spot where lola stood hidden behind some bushes, and he recog-

nized Lynet. He watched her wistfully until she was lost to his sight

upon the plain beneath; and then he also went to the grave of Owen.

Strewn by loving hands upon the mound were fresh flowers. For a

long time lola stood gazing down and dreaming. The shadows crept

higher and higher; over the whole side of the mountain the thick blan-

ket of darkness was quietly laid, and still he stood there; dreaming of

the loving hand, which, even in death brought tokens of love. Silently

he kneeled down, drew a small blossom from the rest, and pressed it to

his lips. Then, suddenly realizing his boldness, he turned and fled.

Every evening lola went to the grave of Owen, and every evening

he saw Lynet come and leave fresh flowers. But one night, while he

watched her bending in sorrow over the grave, he saw dark forms
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creeping swiftly towards her. He knew what this meant. The wild men
of the hills, lured by the precious amulets buried with the body of Owen,
had come to rob his grave. But would they harm Lynet? He waited,

quivering with excitement. Suddenly he saw the blue flash of steel

above her. With a sharp cry he sprang from his hiding place. A second

later he grasped the raised arm, which had hesitated at his cry, tore the

dagger from its hand, and faced the outlaws. For a moment he held

them at bay, fighting desperately; but they rallied, attacked him from

all sides, and beat him to the ground. Suddenly one of them cried in

terror, "It's lola, the Sin-Eater!" and they fled wildly.

lola staggered to his feet.

"Lynet, are you hurt?" he gasped.
" No, no," she cried, "but you?" And she started towards him.

"Don't, don't touch me," he shrank from her, "I am hurt, here;

but you—you— " he paused, his body swaying, and both hands pressed

to his head. Suddenly he pitched forward and fell, his limp body
stretched across the grave of Owen.

For a long time lola lay on the straw in his little cabin, hovering

between life and death, from a blow he had received while defending

Lynet from the grave robbers. Each afternoon Lynet came to him and

watched over him until evening. She secretly brought him food and
medicine, (had it been known she would have been driven from the

village), and she was at last rewarded by seeing him grow stronger and

better under her care.

Often as he tossed on his straw, his mind wandering from fever, he

talked of Lynet; and she listened with surprise as this strange man,

this outcast of her people, unconsciously lay bare before her his inner-

most thoughts. Never had she heard any one talk as he; at times he

seemed filled with peace and joy when he imagined that his love for her

was returned, and she was awed by the depth of his pure, passionate

adoration. At other times he seemed stretched on the rock of despair

as he weighed her purity against his assumed iniquity, and he tossed

about and raved in such agony of mind that she feared for his life and

sanity. And then again he would talk of God; his God, the God of the

birds and flowers; the God of all nature, the God who valued a man
for what he was, not what he did or what he seemed to be; and to Lynet

he was different from any man she had ever seen, and she sat beside him

in wonder. His long communing with nature had broadened and en-

nobled his mind, and in his secret life his soul lived in perfect harmony
with all nature, only from man was he an outcast
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He told her how he had kissed the flower left by her hand on her

father's grave, how he had watched her every evening as she toiled up

from the village, how he had longed to comfort her in her sorrow. And
Lynet, her hand caressing his forehead, quietly listened to it all.

When lola was able to leave his bed, Lynet would take him for

little walks after dusk, and she was surprised to find that all the elo-

quence which had moved her during his illness, had left him. The day

came when they decided he no longer needed her care. On her last visit

they went together to the grave of Owen, and while she knelt beside it

he stood near, thinking of the combat when he had saved her life, and

of the joy it had brought to his life, but which was now to be taken

from him forever. He turned to her quickly, and in her eyes he saw

a light which to him meant the fulfillment of his dreams.

"Lynet," he said, his voice trembling, "you love me?"
" Yes," she replied, simply.

He started towards her, then stopped. At his feet between them
lay the grave of Owen. He stood for a moment irresolute; and then,

with a cry of pain, he lifted his hands above his head and held them
outstretched to the heavens, while he half moaned, " All the sins that

they have committed are mine," and then turning, he swiftly fled to his

cabin. Lynet watched him until he was out of sight; she understood.

Falling to her knees she buried her face in the flowers on the grave.

That night, in the cool air. Tola sat outside his little hut. During

his many years of solitude he had grown accustomed to think aloud,

and now he unburdened his heavy heart into the sympathetic ear of

the night.

" lola, the Sin-Eater. He whose soul is pawned for the rest of a

hundred souls, whose soul is burdened with their cast-off sins, whose

very name stands for all that is evil; is loved."

He stood up and looked down at the little village.

"You would not sleep thus," he cried, "if you knew that the

daughter of your dead chief had given her love to me. You, who scorn

me, who spit upon me, who lay the blame of every evil at my door;

you turn from me as though I were a leper; but she, she sees through

the leper's skin and sees the soul within, the man himself, and loves

him. And yet, she is one of you. Should she come to me she would be-

come an outcast like myself; despised, loathed, avoided. She would

be forced to turn from all she holds dear, to leave all she has loved and

cleave to me, to be ever looked upon with pity and with scorn, to be

pointed out as one whose soul is lost. It cannot be."

He sighed and turned away. For awhile he sat upon a stone, si-
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lent. Suddenly he jumped to his feet and shaking his clenched fist at

the little village, cried:

" What right have you to come between me and what my God has

given me? You pack of cowardly wolves, she is mine, all mine, and no
power shall take her from me; yelp and snarl if you will, but you dare

not touch me. Do you think I have no soul, no manhood, no power to

love or hate? Do you think because I play at childish mummery over

your carrion dead that I become a devil, a fiend? Do you think because

I go among you meekly and bear your jeers and taunts submissively

that I fear you? Do you think that now one joy has come into my life

that I will let you tear it from me? I love her; God gave her to me;

she is mine."

His passion spent, he seated himself again upon the stone, and

rested his head on his hands.
" Lynet," he murmured, " Lynet, I love you. And they are your

people. If you should come to me you would not lift me up but I would

drag you down. If I should marry you your pure and simple soul would

be bruised and beaten by cruelty you know not of, and you would

shrink away in pain, as the little mountain flowers v/hen the cold waters

of the melting snow pour down upon them; but you could not escape.

No, I love you too well for that, we cannot marry. I will go away,

some place over the mountains, it does not matter where, and leave you

in peace." He rose slowly to his feet and turned to his cabin. Creeping

over the mountains he saw the pale glow of the rising sun.

It had hardly grown lighter when lola appeared at the door, his

few belongings slung over his shoulder, and looked down at the little

village for the last time. How often had he watched the beautiful and

everchanging lights as the sun came slowly from behind those distant

hills; how often had he listened to the songs of the awakening birds,

and seen the flowers sparkle in their dewy freshness as they felt the

bright warm touch of the coming day. And now he was to leave it all;

to leave that home now for the first time endeared to him. As his eye

wandered down the rugged path where he had so often watched for

Lynet, he saw her slowly climbing up. He felt a sudden desire to turn

and flee lest strength should fail him, but he could not. When she was

beside him they stood for a moment silent.

" I felt you were going," she said at last. He did not question this

or seem surprised—he had felt she would come.

"I came to say good-bye," she continued, extending her hand.

He took it in both of his and looked earnestly into her eyes.

" It is best," he said, " I dare not stay. I am going over the moun-
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I
tains to the village of Festiniog where no one knows me, and where I

can start this life anew. I feel a manhood that has just been born, for

in my other life I knew hate and deceit, but now I know love and self

respect, and a new path has opened before me, even without you." He
turned slowly, and started on up the mountain. Then he stopped,

looked back to where she stood, and returned to her side.

"Lynet," he said, "may I kiss you good-bye?"

Again Tola started up the mountain; not lola the Sin-Eater, but

lola the Man, purged from all his sins.

F. R. C.

SONG

HUS far we have been together

On land and ocean blue.

We have buffeted wind and weather

And have wept for the other's rue.

We have sung our songs of gladness

And have laughed and made merry too,

But in me was your care and gladness

And mine—in you.

And that was how we parted,

But yesterday, we two.

You had nobody else but me
And I—^but you.

H. S. H.



EPISODES IN THE LIFE OF AN IRISH WAITRESS

IV. Barbara's Diary.

ANUARY I. I think I'll be after keeping a dairy.

A dairy is a fine thing for proving an allybi, which

is, proving you wasnt somewhere where you

really was. Mother used to say to me, Barbara

Flanigan if you kape a dairy and if ever you was
arested for murther then you can prove you

wasnt within ten mUe of the corpse. Plase God! I

got no murther on my conshence, or suden death,

I hope I never get none. Amen!
What I was going to say about the allybi was, for instance, if I don't

say nothing in here about being out with Casey Morison the other

night, nobody'll know about it. And if the Mrs. wants to know where

I was on such and such a day I can say I don't remember mum, but I'll

look in my dairy and see.

I guess I better get up now, it's near 6 o'clock an awful cold maming.
January j. This was a nasty wet day. Yesterday was cook's day

out. Last night I was laying in bed rading the third volume of The
Bloody Dishrag, or Who Slipped on the Cellar Stares and in she come and

fell down on her bed and then she groaned, and she said she was dyeing.

I smelt poteen, just as strong as garlic it was, and acushla! I I knew
what was up but she groaned that fearsome I was rale scairt for a min-

ute. I give her the paregoric bottle, which was nearest to hand, and then

I says. Shall I get the Mrs. ? I says?

No, let me die in piece! says the Cook! Oh Wirra ! and she climbed

into bed with all her clothes on and fell asleep.

This marning she woke up real pious. The Mrs. heard her singing

hyms and knew something was wrong. But we got through all right,

except she spilt the mashed potatoes on the floor.

On looking this over I guess I better make 2 dairies, one for me to

remimber by, and one for the Mrs. in case I want to show her the dairy.

This way:

For the Mrs.

A wet day.

Poor Cook was desperate ill in

the night.

Shined the silver this afternoon.

Fed the cat.

For Me.
A wet day.

Cook came home drunk

Tis her only wakeness.
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January 4. This was my day out I wore my new suit and hat I got

at Eisenberg's Friday bargains. I met the Perfessor on Lennox Street.

He didn't recognise me. Casey met me down town and we went to a

Vodevil, which was fine. Som of the jokes were ticklish good and I

tried to mimorize siveral to tell to Cook (she has a grand sinse of humor
but when I got back and woke her up to tell her thim I cud only re-

member one.

Coming back I sliped on some ice and jolted my backbone consid-

erable. It makes me rale onaisy when I set down. I hope it'll wear

off soon.

January 5. Casey and me has a plan. You know, we're going to

be maried when we get enough money to setle down on (I ain't broke

it to the Mrs. yet) and Casey's working hard to be premoted to a sar-

gent. Well, I says to him the other day, Casey dear! I got an inspire.

Would a daring rescue and headlines in the paper, help you any?

Why, shure, says he, but what — Ah, there you are, says I

!

never mind, we can fix it. Suppose I was to be walking down by the

docks, p'rhaps, says I, and was to fall overboard! Suppose you was

hanging round, then you cud be afther making the gallant rescue, why
not? That's what Lord Vere de did in The Bloody Dishrag, says I.

You'll have a photygraph in the paper and get your stripes for shure.

Well! says Casey, like the thoughtful swateheart that he is.

Supposin' you was to drown?

Musha! says I, I can swim a litle bit. Cook was afther showing

me the other day, when she came home with too much egnogg on board.

Besides, I won't be in the wather long, for you must come in afther me."

So we fixed it for next Thursday.

January 7.

For the Mrs.

Swept the dinning room.

Claned the silver.

Turned off 3 pedlers.

Fed the cat.

P. S. the cats got flees.

January 8.

For the Mrs.

One of the gold fishes died.

For Me.
We got a new pet now, a parot, an

ungintlemenly bird uses bad

langage and calls out Barbara!

barbara ! all the time and brings

me downstares from the top of

the house ! id like to ring its neck

I put some inseck powder on the

cat and he went and rubbed it

off all over the Mrs.'s bed.

For Me.
The cat got him.
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This was a bad day

!

Cook droped the mashed Potato

on the floor, we scraped it up
all rite.

Drunk agen.

Cook wasnt well. The punch bole fell off the top

shelf in the pantry somehow I

don't know how.

Also the botom fell out of the ice-

chest !

The plumer came and opened up
the dranes. The Mrs. is going to

Atlantic city for a few days.

January lo. We had a bad scare last night. Casey took me out to

the policemen's ball over tO the station house and the Perfessor lent me
the lach key to get in with and I got back about i o'clock and got in

afther some treble all right. I was coming through the dinning room
when all to once the parot starts to scrache Murther! Fire! Burgulars! !

I was that scairt I sliped agen a chair! Pitch dark it was and down I

fell entirely and the chair too! Also a big tin tray on the table fell off

and made a noise like fire alarms! The perfessor woke up and rushes

downstares with a pistol. Hands up! he yells. I strugled to my foot-

ing and says it's only me, Barbara ! Oh dear me ! he says peevish

like! Why didn't you say so before?

I was that nervous you cud have knocked me down with a dish

clout and when I got upstares, there was Cook saying her prayers, she

thought the house was being burgled.

January ii. This was the grate day when Casey saved me from a

wathery grave.

I went down to the docks the afthernoon, and saw him there, stand-

ing beside a street comer. So I walks along by the edge of the wather.

It looked awful cold, and I saw a carot floating in it and it was sort of

gresy like Monday soup. I began to get scairt, but I thinks of Casey's

stripes and screws up my courage. Pretty soon I sliped on a banana

peel and over I went—aisy as aisy.

Musha ! but it was could ! ! Me head went under once and me clothes

got heavy and I thought I would drown shure and me head went under

agen and then came a splash and somebody grabed me and some one

threw a rope and afore I knew it almost we was dragged up foment the

pier agen, Casey with his arms round me and me too full of wather to

even spake. Everybody pats Casey on the back and I knew he was a
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sargent for sure. I was that happy I didn't mind being so wet looking

like a drowned rat nothing less and every sole looking at me.

We rode back in a pathrol wagon, for I wouldn't go in no amby-
lance not me. Oh Casey dear, says I ! Now they'll have your photy-

graph in the paper and you'll get your stripes!"

My own brave little Barbara! he says or words to that eflfect

and then with the driver lookin' on he

—

If I'm going to get slushy, I got to quit this dairy which ain't no

place for it. It don't look good in writing anyway.

C. D. M.

THE STARGAZER

E dwells in silence, and the friendly stars

Fill all the chambers of his soul with peace.

He loves the hilltop, and the fading day

Finds sunset glows reflected in his eyes.

He knows the stars that stud the darkening blue

And to his simple heart their silence brings

The thoughts that quicken all true gentleness.

"The beacons of the night time they" (he says)

"To guide the wandering spirit home to God."

C. D. M.



THE THIEF AND THE SQUIRE

MAIDEN fair,

Upon the stair,

Once sat tip very late.

"Not all alone?"

I hear you drone,

Oh no, she had a mate.

The time it flew,

The clock struck two,

The maiden looked dismayed;

She shook her head

And then she said,

"Oh, see how late you've stayed!"

" I did not know
That it was so,"

The brilliant youth replied

;

' 'The time doth fiy.

And so must I,"

And as he rose he sighed.

"Is this your hat?"
" Oh no, not that,

I don't wear number nine;

Where it can be

I do not see.

Not one of them is mine.

t

i

"Oh, dear, I know.

You've got to go

Clear up in father's room,

Upon the bed,

I think you said.

You left it there this noon.
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The brave youth winced,

He was convinced

That papa loved him not

;

If by mistake

Pa should wake,

He feared it might be hot.

With stealthy tread.

And no small dread,

He entered papa's robm;

His hat was there

Upon a chair,

But he tripped on a broom.

In vain his feet

He tried to keep

Alas, he was not able;

There was a smash,

A mighty crash,

A chair and then a table.

On hands and knees

The youth did squeeze

Under the big oak bed

;

And trembling lay.

In great dismay,

His arms about his head.

The squire cried out.

And poked about,

With his big riding boot

:

"Hi there, ye thief.

Come out from 'neath

My bed, or I will shoot!"
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The maid below,

Quite scared did grow,

At what was taking place

;

So loud she screamed,

To pa it seemed,

Some danger she must face. I

The old squire thought

Of course he ought

His helpless daughter save;

So down he went.

On rescue bent, f
For he was very brave,

The maiden blushed.

And looked quite fussed,

When papa came down mad;

"Oh, father dear,

Why are you here, ' J
And so improper clad?"

With chattering teeth, '

From underneath

The bed the youth then came;

A thought he had

Which made him glad,

And braver he became.

Both left and right.

With aU his might.

The furniture he threw;

An awful roar

Came through the door

Before the youth was through.
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He then came down,

With haughty frown,

To those who were below;

"How's this, young man,"

The squire began,

"Now I would like to know— ''

'' 'Twas nothing, sir,"

With lofty air.

Then interrupts the youth;

"The thief I caught.

And when he fought

I threw him out, forsooth."

"Now that I see

Your bravery,

I will object no more;

Take her, my son,

I make you one,

And bless you everymore."

F. R. C. "11



GAUDIMUS IGITUR

AVING swept the dust from the editorial chair and

table, inserted a new nib in the editorial penholder,

and reaccustomed ourselves to the use of the first

person plural of the pronoun, the first thought

that comes to us is to express the pleasure we feel

in resuming the editorial pen. Such expression is

more than conventional. Those of us who have

been privileged to pass three years here realize

even more keenly than ever how dear a place old Haverford holds in our

hearts; and the vivid panorama of college scenes which has been run-

ning through our minds all summer is gratefully transcended by the

reality. No matter where or how we have spent the vacation months,

our hearts must thrill with a rather poignant pleasure at the renewal of

the dear old sights and sounds. Once more the volleying cheers ring

across Walton Field in the crisp autumn air; once more old Barclay's

blaze of lit-up windows beacons over the campus; and from far-off

Merion shines a distant twinkling to echo the cheery All's Well. Once
more the pleasant clatter of knives and forks is hushed while the swelling

notes of the Football Song thunder through the dining hall; and outside

the autumn moon bathes the outlines of the buildings in its pale radiance.

Such appeals does old Haverford make to the senses. Of the re-

sumption of intellectual and social interests we must of course speak.

Pardon us if we limit our remarks to the horizon of this magazine.

The prospects for The Haverfordian seem hopeful. The maga-

zine has been held up as an ideal of attainment for the conscientious

toilers of English V; and gladdened by this prospect the editors feel it

not unreasonable to hope that it may no longer be necessary to turn out
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the magazine between noon and dusk of the day before sending the

"copy" to the printers. Rumors of retrenchment come to us from the

business end of the magazine—but it is hoped they are exaggerated.

Let us once more urge all those in whose breasts exists the flame of lit-

erary aspirations to hand in their contributions early and often. As

a distinguished predecessor of ours said, with keen insight—while we
cannot promise to print everything that is handed in, we most certainly

cannot publish anything that is not handed in.

President Woodrow Wilson in his Phi Beta Kappa Oration deliv-

ered at Harvard last summer suggested the more intimate comradeship

of faculty and students as the means of fostering the spirit and love of

learning among undergraduates which it is undeniable that our colleges

do not generally produce. It has often seemed to us that for a small

college there is here at Haverford very little out-of-classroom inter-

course between teachers and taught. There was even at one time a

curiously prejudiced attitude of mind on the part of the students to-

ward such intercourse. Chance encounters of professors and students

were looked upon suspiciously as indicating some deep-laid designs on

the part of the latter to influence their marks (!); and such a thing as

walking or taking afternoon tea with a member of the faculty was with-

out the pale. Happily, these things are, we hope, passing away, and

probably the Haverford Union will afford opportunities for more inti-

mate contact between faculty and students. But the difference between

a correspondence school and genuine first-hand teaching lies in the

infusion of the teacher's personality—which often radiates but meagrely

in the class-room. It is only where the dominie is not only dominie but

personal friend as well, that the finest results are appreciable. It is per-

haps not our place to dilate on this question ; but our strong conviction

that life at Haverford leaves much to be desired in this respect has

prompted the words.

Having come thus far in our resume of the situation, let us, ere we
have done, justify its title. We all (we hope) feel that it is well to be

here. We are glad and proud to be under the colors of the good old

Quaker college famed these many years for the simplicity and sturdiness

of her ideals. Let us be glad—and at the same time let us not end there.

Let us strive loyally to maintain her ideals, and with a sense of true pro-

portion and the relative values of things let us strive for the ends most

worth while.
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BRONSON OF THE RABBLE
From the press of The J. B. Lippincott Company has come to us an

editoral copy of Dr. Hancock's new novel "Bronson of the Rabble."

"We have thoroughly enjoyed reading it and wish to offer our congratu-

lations to Dr. Hancock upon its production.

"Bronson of the Rabble" is a truly American novel which compels

interest. It deals with the period between the year 1812 and the time of

Jackson's inauguration in 1828. The scenes are laid in Philadelphia.

George Bronson, the son of a blacksmith, attends school, as servitor,

with the children of the so-called "gentry." His dismissal, the joy of the

father, and the destruction of the boy's ambitions are brought about by
an untimely fight with one of his schoolmates a senator's son. Bronson,

being of the rabble, is expelled from the School.

This is the first and by far the least of a series of wrongs suffered

by Bronson at the hands of the senator's family.

Dr. Hancock's delightful romance tells of Bronson's slow but sure

rise in the world, his marriage, in ignorance, with an unworthy girl, his

disillusonment, his revenge upon the senator's family; and finally his

reconciliation with the old senator and marriage to Katherine Forester,

the senator's ward.

The keynote of the novel is struck in Bronson's schoolboy essay,

" Reflections on the Liberty Bell," from which we quote, "We are free,

I can see that, for we have our own flag and King George don't meddle

in our affairs any more. But I don't see that we are equal. *****
It looks as if we were underlings to somebody. I'm going to give no more

respect than I get. Mother wants me to be a preacher and I'll be a

preacher if I get the call, but preacher or no preacher, I'm not going to

swallow the treatment I get from some folks about here much longer."

We were particularly impressed by Dr. Hancock's clever develop-

ment of Bronson's fight against the limitations of his class.

Jackson's shadow hovers over the story from the beginning, but he

does not appear until the end.

Inasmuch as the autumn college magazines are not yet in our

hands, and it seems somewhat out of place to discuss the June numbers

at this time, we omit the Exchange Department in this issue.

We take pleasure in announcing the election of Frank Roland

Conklin, 191 1, to the Editorial Board.



'qS It is with deep regret that we record the sudden death of

Marshall Warren Way, of West Chester, on July 27, 1909.

'98 The Eleventh Annual Reunion and Dinner of the Class of ' 98 was

held at Haverford, Monday afternoon and evening of June 12th. In

the afternoon the Class showed its old-time superiority and form by
defeating the Class of '05 in base ball. Following the annual Class Swim,

dinner was served on the lawn in front of Founders' Hall. Those present

were J. H. Haines, A. S. Harding, F. G. Hulme, W. C. Janney, S. R.

Morgan, Dr. S. Rhoades, A. G. Scattergood, F. R. Strawbridge, T.

Wistar, Jr.

'00 Fred C. Sharpless will be married to Miss Louise Sangree, of

Haddonfield, N. J., on October 26, 1909.

'00 Captain James Addison Logan has been ordered by the Com-
missary general of the U. S. Army to Tours, France. He expects to serve

there for the next eighteen months

'02 The engagement has been announced of C. Linn Seiler to Miss

Evelyn Norton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Norton of New York.

'02 Galloway C. Morris was married on October 5th in St. Peter's

Church, Milford, Connecticut, to Miss Elsie Walker, daughter of Dr.

John S. Walker of Philadelphia.

'03 H. Hodgson is surveying San Juanico Straits, between the

Islands of Samar and Leyte. He will return to the United States by way
of Australia and Europe in the winter of 1910-11.
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'03 Otto E. Duerr has left the employ of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company, with whose San Francisco office he was

recently connected and has entered the ministry of the Unitarian Church.

He is now living in Everett, Washington, where he is the miaister in

charge of the First Unitarian Church.

'04 Arthur Crowell, who is associated with Hodgson in surveying

the San Juanico Straits, will return in the winter of 1910-11.

'05 E. C. Peirce,who has been ill for severalweeks in the Hahnemann
Hospital, expects to return to his home in Haverford shortly.

'06 Francis R. Taylor has opened a law office in Philadelphia.

'07 F. D. Godley is now in business with his father, Philip Godley,

in the storage warehouse on Dock and Granite St.

'08 Passmore Elkinton was married to Miss Mary Bucknell on

October 5, 1909.

'08 C. L. Miller is studying law at the University of Pennsylvania.

'09 Frederich A. Myers Jr. is in business with his father in the

real estate firm of M3-ers and Barth.

'09 D. L. Phillips expects to be married to Miss Marion Crosman^

of Haverford, on December 24th.

'09 Charles Thompson is studying medicine at Johns Hopkins.

'09 Clarence C. Killen is connected with the Swift Co. packing

house in "Wilmington, Del.

'09 F. R.Taylor, T. K. Lewis and F. McC. Ramsey are in the med-

ical school of the University of Pennsylvania.

'09 OnWednesday evening, September 22nd, the class of 1909 held

their first reunion in Room 21, Barclay Hall. Those present wereS

Deacon, Underhill, Brey, Crowell, Green, Hamilton, Sharpless, Kitchen,

Lewis, Lowry, Lutz, Miller, Moore, Myers, Pennypacker, Philips, Ram-
sey, Shoemaker, Spaeth, Stokes, Taylor, Warnock and Sandt.
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HER EYES

ALF closing, dreamy, soft, they gazed at me;

Then, for an instant, lit with sudden fire

Of pent-up passion and of wild desire.

Which strove to break their prison bonds, to free

Themselves at last by giving me the key.

Yet as I looked the light seemed to retire,

The silken lashes droop, the flame expire.

Drawn back again in strong captivity.

But still they held me bound; a softer glow

Of tenderness and love seemed to arise

And offer all the treasure that they hold.

Yet when I reach to grasp it, then I know

That all the promise Love read in her eyes

Was VvTong, for she is unresponsive, cold.

F. R. C.



THE DELUSIVE DOLLAR

T was Friday morning and Jack was going to the coun-

try to spend the week end. We had just finished

breakfast and were having our short smoke before

starting to our respective offices.

"By the way," I said, as I stirred the sugar in

my second cup of coffee, " can you let me liave that

five tliis morning? I haven't a cent!"

This story, not being ancient history, does not

concern itself with the beginning of my intimacy with Marion Crofton,

but I was to take dinner with her that evening, and my dress clothes were

being repaired; the result of a strenuous evening at Jack's, when Billy

Duncan and Tommie Wilbur came down from New Haven and we went

—

but that's also ancient history. The fact was they did need repairing,

and the tailor had promised them at five sharp that evening.

Jack examined his bill folder and showed me the corner of a lonely

"Two," then put it back in his pocket.

" Sorry, old man, I'm rather broke myself; but I have to come back

to the flat to get my suit case and I'll leave it for you then."

"All right," I assented, "but don't forget. You might put it in the

top drawer of your desk," I added. Jack nodded and picked up the Times.

I might mention here that our flat was a cozy little five roomed

place uptown, where we kept what our friends called "Bachelor Apart-

ments."

Now if there is one thing that I am unfortimate in, it is in having

an imaginative and erratic mind, and this morning it worked overtime.

I had the idea, and laughed quietly to myself.

"What's the trouble?" asked Jack, looking up from his paper.

" I was just thinking what a joke it would be if, instead of the money,

you were to put a paper in the top drawer of the desk directing me to

try, say under the couch, and there I should find another paper saying

'Look in the waste-paper basket,' and so on until I found the money."

"Would be a pretty good stunt," Jack replied, and smiled. I

didn't see the smile then, but I know now it was there.

I finished my cigarette and coffee, and, hoping Jack would have a

good time, started off.

"Don't forget that five," I called back as I went out the door.

He didn't. Nor did he forget the brilliant idea I had so unwisely

instilled in his fertile mind.
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As usual, when I am particularly anxious to get away, the books

didn't balance at the bank; and I, not being president, was kept busy
until five, looking for a difference of fifty-three cents.

At half-past five I burst into the flat and looked for my suit. It

was not there. I called the elevator boy, but no one had been there

for me.

"It will come in a minute," I thought, and started to get ready.

By the time I had shaved, found a dress shirt, hunted up studs and cuff

links, discovered a dress tie in Jack's drawer, and gathered the other

necessary things, it was five minutes after six, and no dress suit! I

grabbed a bathrobe and rushed out into the hall to the telephone.

" I want my suit!" I yelled, as soon as I got the tailor on the wire.

He asked me who I was, when the suit was given to him, what was to

be done to it, and finally said it was finished and he'd send a boy with it

at once. I went back, put on my shirt, collar and tie; everything, in

fact, but the suit, and then the bell rang. I ran to the door and there,

in the guise of a dirty, half-grown Jewish boy, stood my guardian angel

with the suit. And just in time; it was six-thirty and dinner was at

seven. I made a wild grab, but he put it behind him.

"Two dollars and fifty cents," he said.

I went to the desk and jerked open Jack's top drawer. There, in

the center, lay a small piece of blue paper, and printed neatly in red

ink was
Try North East Corner of Dining Room Rug.

"Damn!" I said, imder my breath, and rushed into the dining

room. Under the fourth corner, from which I lifted the furniture, lay

another piece of blue paper.

Try The Bread Box
it read. Into the kitchen I went and dived into the bread-box, throwing

its contents right and left. There, in the bottom, lay a third blue paper.

Try Bottom of my Trunk.
this one said. I was getting excited. I ran back to the door and faced

that dirty little kid.

" It will be all right," I said, " leave the suit and I'll fix it to-morrow."
" Nothin' doin'," he answered, "the boss said to get the money or

bring back the suit."

"Tell your boss
—

" and then I paused, my righteous indignation

smothered by the fear of losing that suit.

"Wait a minute," and I flew back to the trunk. I literally climbed

into it, and there was a shower of everything from flannel trousers to

golf balls as I wildly hunted. Then a sudden fear seized me. What
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if in my haste, I should lose track and not find the other slips? I must go

more carefully. At last I found it! Not the money, but another slip.

Try Spenser

this one read.

"Who the devil is Spenser?" I thought; and then it came to me.

I jumped to the book case and grabbed " The Works of Spenser" with no

gentle hand. I turned it with the leaves down and shook it; I turned

it up and let the leaves run off from under my thumb; but nothing

happened. I sat down on the floor and started at the beginning, and it

was exactly seven hundred and twenty-four pages I turned before I

came to the little blue paper. This one said

No? Try Byron.

I picked up "Byron." There were precisely one thousand, three

hundred and fourteen pages in it. I threw it down and went back to the

door.

"Charles," I said to the elevator boy, "3'ou haven't a couple of

dollars you could lend me, have you?" I controlled my voice wonder-

fully. I was getting mad.
" I'se ver' sorry, Mist' Butler, but I ain't got no money here suh,"

he said pleasantly; and that little imp of Satan, v/ith my suit still held

behind him, grinned up into my face. I slammed the door, and rushed

back to " Byron." Near the end of the volume I found a crisp one dollar

bill, neatly pinned to a little blue paper.

Here's One! Try Under the Mattress

this one said. I hauled the mattresses off of two beds and found, under

the third, another slip and another one dollar bill. 1 grabbed the slip

and read

Try My Encyclopedia.

I looked at the Encyclopsedia; twenty-four volumes and each vol-

ume contained at least 2,000 pages! I tore my hair and swore. Look-

ing at my watch I saw it was ten minutes to seven; I might make it

yet, even if I was a little late. I would take my suit away from that kid

if I had to use violence! I threw open the door; the boy was gone.

"Where's that kid?" I yelled at Charles. He grinned.

"He's gone away, suh, said he thought you was crazy, suh, an'
—

"

But that was as far as I heard. Back to the Encyclopedia I went. I

tore the wilted collar from around my neck, and squatted on the floor.

I had hardly finished the eleventh volume when the bell rang. I picked

up the twelfth volume. The bell rang again. Then I opened the door,

ready to pounce on that kid, if, byanypossible chance, it should be him;

but it wasn't.
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" I have a small milk bill
—

"

"Go to the devil!" I yelled, and slammed the door. There at my
feet lay the Encyclopjedia, in two piles, twelve volumes in each. Which
one had I gone through? Had I begun with the "A's" or the "Z's?"

For the life of me I couldn't remember.

"What's the use," I groaned, and threw myself on a couch. To
think that this was the first chance I had had to dine with Marion Crof-

ton, and now it was to end like this! Not only that, but she had said

her father and mother were going to a whist party and she would be alone

all evening, unless—I groaned again, and buried my head in a pile of

pillows. (Faintly I heard the ringing of the door bell). And she was

going to the country Tuesday, for the summer! How would I explain?

Call up and say my tailor refused to give up my suit unless I paid for it?

Taken suddenly ill? A good idea. I was ill and when I got hold of Jack,_

well— (The bell rang again, more insistently). Hang conventionality

and society, anyway! If it wasn't for that ridiculous nuisance called

"custom" I could have gone in a bathing suit. And Marion—I called

her Marion to myself—was, I unwillingly admitted, rather strong for

conventionality. (The bell rang again, and kept on ringing). I jumped

up and jerked open the door.

"What do you want?" I growled savagely at Charles.

"Telephone call, suh," he answered.

Again I threw on my bathrobe, and went to the phone. It was

Marion.

"Was I angry about to-night?" she asked. "No, I wasn't angry,"

I answered, bewildered. "Well, she would be up then about eight, was

that all right?" I must have stuttered worse when I answered it was,

for she said, "You received my letter?" "Why—er—your letter?" I

faltered. "What?" came back over the wire. "Yes, oh yes of course,"

I answered, hurriedly. "All right then, about eight. Good-bye." and

she hung up the receiver. :i

Letter? I rushed back to the desk, and there, where we always

put the mail, was a letter. Picking it up I tore it open, and this is what
I read:

My Dear Mr. Butler:

My uncle unexpectedly arrived in town this morning, and as he leaves

early in the evening, insisted that we all join him at his hotel for din-

ner. He wishes to stop in Yonkers on his way to Boston so I am going

to take him there in the machine, and then make connections for him

some place near there on the main line. If you will forgive me the din-

ner I will stop for you at about eight and you can take the ride with us;.
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besides, I need compan}- coming back, and I maj' tire of running the car.

Please call me up about seven if it is all right.

Hastily yours,

Marion Crofton.

Yonkers and back! We'd be out alone together until midnight!

I picked up a volume of the Encyclopsedia and turned to the "Y's."

"Yonkers, 15 miles N by E from Grand Central station," I read; no,

we might be back b}^ ten, but things are very apt to happen to a ma-
chine. I looked down again at the Encyclopa dia, and there, right be-

side Yonkers, was a slip of blue paper and another bill. I dressed;

spent another two hours finding the remaining two dollars; and then

they came.

Well, that's about all. Except Marion's uncle was all right, and

never even told Mrs. Crofton that she had left the chauffeur at home

;

and then Marion and I—well, it looks pretty good for me.

Monday, when Jack got home, I waved his blue slips in his face

and yelled with glee. "If it hadn't been for those idiotic slips," I cried,

"I'd have dressed up like a fool; gone down to the house; and—found

no one there. But, on account of them, I found the letter, and it all

came out great." And I told him all about it.

"That was a good idea of yours," mused Jack, "but did you get the

suit?" F. R. C.

TO BURNS

Perhaps he had nothing to say

To wisen the world and yet,

Please God he has sung a song

To teach men how to forget.

H. S. H.



"SALUT SALON
EWKEY had been a guest at all m}^ sister's salons.

So when that glorious winter season was gone,

when the fire no longer crackled in the grate, and

Wednesday afternoons failed to assemble that gen-

ial company of pilgrims over my sister's tea, I

I scoured all Bohemia for some warm soul—some-

one who would say—" Kendall, let me tell you some-

thing." And so I lived from day to day, sifting

out my friends, scrutinizing my mail, but somehow finding futility in

all. Things were so much sounding brass. But I came home early one

raw Spring afternoon, on one of those March days when Winter seemed

to echo back his parting word, to find the birch burning anew in the grate,

and the family making merry over tea. And that night I wrote to

Tewkey.

Well, we had a very brisk correspondence. I found Tewkey one

of those rare persons

—

a creature who might well have been born into

any age, so relentlessly did she fling environment to the winds. Here,

in a life cortexed by conventional ennui, I discovered her enacting com-

edies and tragedies, in which she played the parts from oyster to coffee.

It had promised to telegraph Tewkey when I next happened in New
York. The correspondence was bewildering. In one letter I was being

called "Captain Hook," in another "lieber junger Herr Teufelsdrocht."

So I telegraphed and I went. In the afternoon, while still considering

the easiest way, I was pushed into a hansom, and by two o'clock I dis-

covered myself affecting an easy composure on a satin Chippendale

chair. Tewkey came down stairs like a lovely, indifferent, mediaeval

princess, wistful and sweet. Her deep hazel eyes seemed to be gazing

off in a far-away land, and when they caught me, I felt like an intruder

in some beautiful vision, startling the dreamer back into his reality.

"Why—Kendall!" A tone of surprise in her scarcely audible voice

indicated that I was not expected.

"I thought I had missed you. Well I am truly glad of our good

luck. Come into the library and I shall tell you."

I followed her, muttering my pleasure and my apologies.

"Your telegram," she began, "was delayed. Father handed it to

me last night—and you said you would be here Thursday. Here it is

Friday afternoon, and you are just come. How fortunate! I was sure

that you came yesterday, while I was out. Silly boy, why didn't you

write me about it? I have had just an agonizing escape from father. I
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never told you, but he doesn't like bo}'s to call. When he brought me the

telegram he said ' What is it? ' I crumpled it up and said, ' Only Maisry,

she wants me to meet her at three to-morrow'."

Somewhere outside, I could here someone call "Here Fangs, here

Fangs!"

"Listen!" She arose quickly, pulled aside a curtain, and peered

out. "Our luck—here is father come home—tell him something. I'll

go to meet him."

My blood started, and went faster, if that were possible. My pom-
padour, for the first time in all it's early years of training stood up like

a Roman legion. "Tell him. something"—anything—nothing would

come. It was a supreme predicampment. My senses were so keen that I

heard him slip out of his silk lined coat, and I even heard Tewkey (not

without a simulation of disgust) , say in a weak, frightened and tentative

voice, " Father—there's a man here! " I looked at the window, I thought

of Tom Jones, but the Rubicon was crossed. "There is a man here!"

The next minute he was in, and I rose to be presented. I smiled.

"Kendall Coman, father, Grace Coman's brother—Grace is a very good

friend of mine." "Yes," said I, catching the cue, "Your daughter used

to be at my sister's salons—and I just happened to be in this part of

New York, so I stopped to say Hel—How-do-3^ou-do." He was kind

enough not to notice the break. I felt assured a Uttle. He very politely

eliminated me from direct scrutiny, and began to converse in a personal

strain with his daughter. This was uncomfortable, and he watched me
with a vixen eye. He was an extremely doting and jealous old widower.

"Don't forget, Tewkey," he said, "your appointment with Maisry

this afternoon"—and he left the room with a "you've parried, but I've

thrust" air.

I was stuck to the hilt, but Tewkey beamed. " Go to the Museum,"
she whispered. "I'll be there in a few minutes." We bowed each other

a mock farewell, and I savoured it with conventionalitj' plus, for our good

Father was watching above.

Well, Tewkey arrived at the Museum in better than schedule time.

We sat down to laugh, until we disturbed many of those aesthetes who
haunt every museum, stopping to drink in the pictures, and incidentally

to display a profile. When many scowls choked our hilarity, I enlight-

ened Tewkey with a discovery I had made. I had written Thursday

for Friday in the telegram! And then Tewkey enlightened me. Her

father had come home early. When she said, "Father, there's a man
here," he said "Who is he? " And she said " Grace Coman's boy brother,

be nice to him." And he did for the moment display the particularities
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of a gentleman. But he made son grand faux pas when he said to Tew-
key, "Tewkey, don't forget your appointment with Maisry!"

We took a passing look at the pictures that afternoon, and we
awarded prizes to "The Bashful Lovers," the "Sower," and "The Whale
Ship." Tewkey insisted on giving " Rain " honorable mention. Perhaps

if we had stood in rapture before obscure artists and opened our souls to

drink them in, then we would have judged^better. But you can tell

pretty well by the catalogue.

So we did the great New York Museum in one afternoon-—and we
straightened out Captain Hook, and Herr Tefuelsdrocht besides.

Tewkey is fond of the risque. Being much younger than she, she

admitted this fact to me on coercion. So we went to Delmonco's for din-

ner. The orchestra struck up, an imported waiter had gone after en-

trees and I had even got so far as to glance (not without some misap-

prehension) at the Wine List. The question was not the brand, but to

drink or not to drink. I was discussing this with my (Conscience, when
an ahem! burst upon my subliminal consciousness, and I looked up, to

find myself paralyzed under the glaring eye of Tewkey's father. I kept

myself in my fist. He was sitting behind Tewkey, three or four tables

away, and facing me. Two women were taking dinner with him, and the

ruby wine had been glassed. Tewkey couldn't see him. I thanked heav-

en for that. Such a dinner! I contrived by every possible means to keep

my composure, I did not blush, I did not wince, I did not even look that

way again, but to chain down the fiend were not so mad a task as to be

myself that night. Tewkey never knew.

Well, I wrote to him afterwards. I explained, I apologized, I threat-

ened. He raged, he thundered, he foamed—but never did he dare say

"Booh!" to Tewkey. In vino vita! From that day I have ceased to be

a Bohemian. So has he. So has she. O Hymen, Hymenea!
' ^

V. S.



THE RETURN

ET us follow the moonlight and sing,

And the sweet silent hours recall

When love was a beautiful thing.

When love was a beautiful thing,

It was here that I promised you all

The happiness heaven could bring.

And richer than sultan or king,

(Oh I shudder to think of the fall !)

It was here that I gave you the ring.

Your soul like a butterfly's wing

I have broken in hideous thrall.

(Oh grief is a terrible thing!)

Let us float in moonlight and sing

Never heeding the hours at all

For love shall rob grief of its sting.

H. S. H.



THE WOMAN, THE MAN AND THE SEA

LONE in a little room sat the woman. That it was

the only room on the first floor of the little cottage

was clearly shown by the windows on all four

sides. In one corner was a ladder leading up into

a garret-bedroom. All about her were the evidences

of care and cleanliness; the neat chintz curtains in

the windows; the shining floor; the spotless linen

which covered a small table in the center set for

two—all these things proved what manner of woman was the wife of

Simon Mathews, fisherman.

As she stood over the fire now, preparing his evening meal, one

could see she was a powerful woman. The angular yet somehow graceful

curves of her body were unmistakable even under the gingham apron

which she wore. And indeed it was fortunate for Claire Mathews that

she had a strong body. Hers had been a tempestuous existence almost

since her birth; the loss of her mother by drowning; the tyranny of her

drunkard father after the death of his wife; her forced marriage with

the son of a wealthy acquaintance of her father; her divorce a year later

and her subsequent marriage to the man she loved: all these storms she

had weathered and had come out of with unimpaired body and a mind
tempered and mellowed by experience.

Her mother, in her former life, (for she called it that,) had been the

pivot on which her whole existence turned and when she was taken, it

seemed to Claire that nothing was worth the doing or the having; every-

thing seemed to have gone out of her life. But then Simon Mathews
had come upon the scene and all was changed. And now she was his

wife and they were living out their modest little existence here on the

shore; Simon fishing with the fleet ofT the reefs every day and Clair doing

her housework, reading her books, talking with her friends and making

bright her evenings with him.

Claire had always had a frightful horror of the sea; it was almost

childish; but she could not get rid of it. It had clung to her ever since

the drowning of her mother. The grey waves horrified her in stormy

weather and the sparkling blueness seemed to mock her when the sun

shone.

She went to the door. The shore was a good mile across the fog-

wrapped marshes and she could hear distinctly the roar of the breakers

•n the beach.

She had been overwhelmed with an undefinable sense of fear all
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that day. The sun had not shone since early morning and now a storm,

seemed inevitable.

Was that the cry of a bird or was it some one calling? She listened

—

yes, it was the voice of some one calling. She knew it was for her, for

two men emerged from the fog and, beckoning wildly to her, disap-

peared again into the whiteness. Snatching a shawl, she rushed out

.and down to the path, narrow and winding, that led across the marshes.

Blindly she tried to follow it. With the night drawing near and the

.thick fog which blew in from the sea it was almost impossible to keep

to firm ground. Once she was startled by the cry of a sea-gull as it

flapped awkwardly over her head and she bitterly cursed the sea and the

sea-gull. She could not collect her thoughts; she seemed to be moving

in a trance. One thing was certain; she must get to the shore quickly.

Now she was almost deafened by the roar of the waves as they broke

on the sand. A few more steps and she would be there.

She stood riveted to the spot. There on the beach lay her husbands'

boat turned bottom up. Beside it lay something all huddled up. The

men stood by it with uncovered heads. One glance at them told Claire

the whole story.

Then all her pent-up rage broke its bonds, and rushing down the

beach she grasped a huge stone which was imbedded in the sanJ and

lifting it high over her head she uttered an inarticulate scream and

hurled it into the waves which seethed and foamed for a moment as if

wounded by her. Then her knees suddenly gave way and she sank, a

lifeless heap upon the beach.
* * * * *

The men had carried them both up to the little cottage across the

marshes. Down on the beach all was at peace, the storm had abated and

the long low billows rose and sank, bubbling in and out over the sand.

A little bird lit at the water's edge. The water played treacherously

around its feet and soon it flew away into the fog again.



VERSES

ET us speak softly. Now it is night.

As the moon waneth

Love no more feigneth

Laughter and levity as in the light

Come— it is night.

Come—here is joy that the day cannot know.

While the moon potion

Makes mystery of motion

Whisper it longingly whisper it low.

Say it is so.

Ah love since utterance fails for the thought,

Let silence disover

Lover with lover.

I have thy answer—words count as nought

When love is wrought.

H. S. H.



TYLER - BUTLER - HARCOURT

EVERYHINGwas scorching in the Junesun. Heat was

rising from the Chesapeake and from the fields on

the gently sloping hills roundabout. A light breeze

blew the smoke lazily from the funnels of the Phil-

adelphia boat as it approached. A dog-cart came
bouncing down the hot dusty road to the boat

landing and a young man jumped out and assisted

a girl to alight. A white dress and dainty sun
bonnet tied under the chin graced the girl and the man sought comfort

in his flannels and panama pulled down to keep off the sun. They were
whispering together and laughing. "There's our victim," said the man.
" See, he's standing on the main deck beside the fat woman in the yellow

dress! Now keep your nerve, Peggy and we'll get such a rise out of Tom
that—^well, you know! " The boat had stopped and the passengers came
wobbling down the rickety gang plank. " Hello, Tom, old scout," said the

man. "I'm mighty glad you come even though you are late." "Hello,

Butz (that was the man's pet name) "I feel like the
—

"

"Come on, cut it," interrupted Butz. "By the v.-ay the coachman
is sick so his daughter has come down with me to drive you up to the

house. I have to see about these canoes, so I'll see you later. Miss But-

ler, this is Mr. Harcourt, will yow drive him up now?" The introduction

was cold. Tom bowed ever so shghtly and Miss Butler dropped her eyes

and—smiled. In a moment they were driving away; Butz hid behind a
tree and danced for joy. Miss Butler was silent and apparently uncon-

scious of the presence of any one. Finally "our victim" looked approv-

ingly at her and drew a big breath and spoke. "How many people are

there at the house, Miss—^ah—?" "My name is Helen Butler. Why
let's see, there are four—six—ten. Yes there are ten there." (Another

silence). "Do you live here all year, Miss Butler?" "Yes!" "You
must get awfully lonely, don't you?" "Well." she sighed, "I'm used to

the life, but when I see all these folks here having a good time, I feel—^a

—^little—^lonely." She smiled pathetically. Harcourt returned a sym-

pathetic smile. He thought, "Confound conventionality anyway! Why
can't she join us. She would be all kinds of a good fellow. And this a

Democratic country!" He frowned. Peggy smiled. "Oh—oh—Miss

Butler, ah—^I want to—^ah—ask you something." (Painful silence).

"Don't you think we culd take a drive sometime. I'm awfully inter-

ested in this historic country." Then he thought, "There's a fool break!

What does she know about history of this or any other country? " Peggy
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acted suppressed enthusiasm and smiled—she could have shouted.

"You are very kind, Mr. Harcourt, I can show you lots of things of in-

terest around here. You know Howe's troops landed quite close by in

the Revolution. I'm very much interested in history, too" (she seemed

embarassed—to Tom) "but—^would it be—proper?" She blushed beau-

tifully and dropped her eyes. Tom swore—almost. "The idea of this

—

this

—

lady considering herself beneath the dignity of a good for nothing

loafer like me !

" A vein rose in his forehead as he thought of it, he turned

crimson and the realization of his nothingness smote him a mighty

smite and so forth. Peggy turned her face away and—smiled. "My
dear—^Miss Butler, you must think, I'm on awful prig! Truly I want
to drive with you and—and— " "Holy cat," he thought, "I'm Butz's

guest and what would he and the others think! " Peggy raised her eyes

to his, "And what, Mr. Harcourt?" Tom could have expired. "Why

—

why—I just wanted you to set the time!" " I appreciate your kindness

ever so much, Mr. Harcourt, but what would the people at the house

say?" She knew! She knew! "Oh confound the peop—I mean, I

have a plan! Let's take a drive some night, it is full moon now and I

can fake an excuse and pretend to go to bed but meet you instead."

Peggy gradually overcame her misgivings, "Will you come to-night?"

Tom agreed and was soon doing the honors at the house.

The crowd was jolly. They paddled across the bay in the after-

noon and sang, care free. Tom was unhappy.

The sun was sinking. The sky was glorious. The clouds were

black and gold and the ether blue. Dinner was served on a huge porch

that overlooked the bay and the sunset and Peggy helped in serving.

Tom thought that his discomfort was apparent and in his keen convic-

tion of justice, he felt quite the hero. He managed to keep going till

half-past ten when he pleaded a headache and retired—undiscovered

to the stable. Peggy was waiting. " I am so glad you have come, but

I have a disappointment for you, I can't get a horse." Tom was
sure that he was a hero. "We can paddle at any rate," he said. "That
will be great! I'll tip toe to the little door there and get a paddle." He
followed her and watched her slip noiselessly up to the house and open

the door and the sight that met his eyes made his hair stand on end and

his tongue cleave to the roof of his mouth. A flood of light poured from

the door and the whole crowd, led by Butz, rushed out and danced in a

ring around the poor disconcerted Thomas. Then Butz spoke, " Tom,

I want to present you to my sister." "Miss Helen Butler" approached

and smiled and proffered her hand to Tom. "Peggy," continued Butz,
" this is Tom Harcourt ! Tom, this is Peggy Tyler, sister of Butz Tyler

!

"
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Tom looked at Peggy and then at Butz and then at Peggy and took her

hand and grinned.******
Peggy said the name " Butler" was the only alias she had ever had,

but now she spells her own name H-a-r-c-o-u-r-t.

/. A.

LIGHT IN DARKNESS

LEFT her at the gate, the house was dark

And in the enclosing wood no whisper breathed.

The blackness of that autumn night absorbed my life,

And all the sword points of my soul were sheathed.

For oft I stand in pictured halls.

Or gaze upon the mystery of the sea,

And oft a strain of heav'nly music falls

To wake the soul that no more speaks to me.

I promised, even now the breathless spirit pleads,

To ease my youthful loves, and aye—forget

And aye I am not heard nor seen

—

I have not kept my faith, nor broke it—yet.

For as I went from out the gloom, hercandle burning bright,

Beamed to my heart—and shining still, dispels the dark

to-night.

V.S,



THE "PREP-SCHOOL" ATTITUDE

HIS is not an editorial for Freshmen alone, but for

that group of dilettantes who haunt college society,

and gorge their languor with devil-may-care atti-

tudes.

The platitude has been masqued in many dresses,

that in any school we only learn how to learn.

And in a preparatory school v,-e learn even less, for

the prep, school boy feels only the seeds of youth,

and he sprouts unwittingly and wildly. This exuberance is often curbed

before he enters college. But the cases are not isolated where the aristo-

cratic nonchalance of the prep, school youth clings to him even under
the chastening influence of an Alma Mater.

This nonchalance, whether sincere or affected, imposes itself readily

upon the least susceptible. We are too often forced to listen to the

eternal tale of " How little work I've done." This monster of the do-as-

little-as-you-can doctrine smokes your good cigarettes, drinks your

coffee, while he nails you with his nerveless boast. He is the bad gem
of every college.

He appears elsewhere and often. He is a gourmand at the table,

a cad at the courts, an ass in society. With all his manners he can be

neither entertaining nor polite, quiet nor reserved, but he must array

his bad qualities before gentlemen esteemed for their good.

Some of our glibe penners of aphorism might well have said, " There

aren't very many hellers, and they don't last very long." Many of them
only last until they get out of college, and we can only hope that other

bubbles burst sooner. Cases are recorded even here, in which missing
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links have awakened on fine mornings to find themselves bathed in di-

vine fire. tempora, mores!

For the do-as-you-little-as-you-can-class, we have no you'11-be-

sorry-some-day moral. But as Haverford is not a foundling hospital,

ire would have you untie your millstones from our necks. However funny
you find it to work the squeeze play on the faculty, to cobweb the cut

book, or to simper at the serious, we pray you, as gentlemen, to group

yourselves into a Hollow Skull Club, and there to be jointly stimulated

by your individual inertness.

May we remind members of 1911, 1912 and 1913 that the Senior

members of the present Editorial Board of the Haverfordian retire in

February? The choice of new members will be based solely upon the

merits of the contributions that have been handed in
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'90 Thomas S. Janney was married on October 6, 1909, to Miss

Lucy L. Walton at Norfolk, Va.

'90 The engagement is announced of Edward W. Evans to Miss

Jacqueline Morris of Villa Nova, Pa.

'91 It is with deep regret that we record the death of Lawrence

M. Byers. professor at State University of Iowa. Byers died July 7, 1909,

in London England.

*94 Professor W.W. Comfort of Cornell University has edited for

D. C. Heath and Co. a volume of French critical essays entitled, " Les

Maitres de la Critique litteraire au dix—neuvieme Siecle."

'97 Edv.-ard Thomas, who passed the Bar examinations last June,

was formally admitted to the Bar of the District of Columbia, October

13, 1909.

'00 F. E. Lutz, curator of Invertebrate Zoology at Americain

Museum of Natural History in New York, has had a call as head of New
Department of animal breeding.

'00 S. W. Mifflin captained and played centre forward on the

Associated Cricket Club's team which played the Pilgrms on Marion

Cricket Club field, Tuesday November 2, 1909.

'01 The engagement is announced of F. W. Sharp to Miss Frida

Guile, of East Orange.
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'OI William Wayne Wirgman was man-ied recently to Miss Eliza-

beth Ryon, daughter of George W. Ryon, a member of the State Board
of Charities.

'03 R- L. Simkin was forced by the illness of his wife to return from
Chungking, West China. Mr. Smikin has been visiting at the College

and expects to return to China in the Spring.

'03 H. J. Cadbury is spending the academic year at Harvard
studying Biblical Literature. This is his second year in the work.

'03 C. W. Davis has given up his work at Oak Grove Seminary,

in order to study at the University of Virginia.

'03 A. G. Dean is Vice-president of the Fox Motor Company and
part owner of "Brer Fox II," a motor boat which recently made a rec-

ord run from Cincinnati to New Orleans.

'03 H. A. Domincovich was married on July 7, 1909, to Miss Mar-

garetta E. Lickfield, of Philadelphia. He is now engaged as Instructor

in English in Germantown Friends' School.

'03 O. E. Duerr was the first graduate of the Unitarian School in

Berkeley, Cal., and is now pastor of the Unitarian Church in Everett,

Washington.

'03 C. V. Hodgson, now engaged at Tacloban Leyte, Philippine

Islands, expects to return to America in 191 1.

'03 E. F. Hoffman has been transferred from his charge in Ham-
burg, Pa., to Holmesburg. A second son was born to him July 2.

'03 J- E. HoUingsworth, after finishing his work at Chicago for

the Ph.D. degree, received an appointment as instructor in Greek at

the University of Texas.

'03 I. S. Tilney is engaged in the bond business in New York.

He is living at Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J.

'03 F. R. Winslow has returned from work in the mountains of

West Virginia to practice medicine in Baltimore.
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'08 Stephen R. Wing has been appointed an assistant instructor

in physics at Cornell University for 1909-1910. He is at the same time

doing the work of the Senior year in Sibley College.

'09 Andreas Bryne is employed in the manufacture of motor

boats in Norway.

Ex '09 The engagement is announced of A. De G. Warnock to Miss

Phyllis Sylvester, of Haverford, Pa.



COLLEGE magazine is in more ways than one, a

reflection of college life. Its verse, its stories, its

editorials give easy cue to the emotional, the lit-

erary, and the social instincts of college represen-

tative men. By the expression of the richest ex-

perience in a privileged life, since the college com-

bines in modern life the survival of the chivalry

and the monasticism of the Middle Ages, the col-

lege magazine should arouse a keener interest in literary work, and an

appreciation of things worth while.

We return to the Exchange work this year with a hope for a broader

and better vision. We indiscriminately cut the pages of all our friends-

and scour the college magazine world, ever with the hope of finding a

fair flower that blooms unseen. We can only repeat our often expressed

appreciation of the work done in the Williams, the Vassar, the Welles-

ley, and best of all, in that tower of strength, the Harvard Monthly. We
will also commend herein pieces we have gathered from The Redwood,

The Randolph Macon and The Trinity Archive. We shall not throw

bouquets, but we shall use the critical method to show proof of our

prejudices.

Our policy in criticism is to pass over in polite silence the mediocre,

and the unrestrained in college literature, and to help our good friends

rather by emphasis of their good qualities than by simpering at their

bad ones.

In the Harvard Monthly "The Sacrifice" is a story with character,

Too many of our stories lack backbone, no matter how cleverly written.

But here is a love story with no undue sentiment. It is a sane story.
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sanely treated. " Laus Deo" has a delicate suggestiveness, but it is

only a theme, like a short passage in De Quincey. " A Voice in the

Night" a unique story, seems to us too strong for such necessarily terse

treatment.

"Convalescence" from our WilMams brothers has a fine pathos and

a dignified reserve. "The Murderer" in the Randolph Macon has no-

reserve. It has the mobility of a good story, but the author tries to paint

the Rainbow with a scant easel.

In "Pages from a Diary" and "A Glimpse of Holland" the Trinity

Archive publishes an interesting type of literature. Both are travel

sketches, the first treated by the moral, the other by the artistic method.

It is an easy and fascinating mode.

To take a glimpse into that exclusive and mysterious sanctum

—

the world of women's work, the feminine temperament undoubtedly

demands careful attention in literature. Our Bryn Mawr neighbors

would be welcomed on our files, and we crave an acquaintance with our

far away friends at Smith. Wellesley is this year standing aloof, like a

coquette. What? Have we slighted our good sister? Conscience says

no, and if we may use the words of our Vassar character, Hal Cronkite,

we will assume for the moment the undignified first person to cry aloud,

"I know girls, sis, they can't feel me!"
The Vassar people know boys too. In " The Courting of Mr. Cron-

kite" our Vassar friend has given us a perfect picture of a perfect cad.

The Fielding character in the Richardson manner. In the same file

"The Lure of Walter Pater" is a keen piece of criticism. We find the

same kind of thing in "Thoreau as a Poet" in Harvard Monthly, and in

"Henry Kingsley" in the Willianis. We consider this kind of work well

worth doing, for it combines a knowledge of the man with the exercise

of expressing that knowledge.

In verse we are inclined to throw up our hands at the simple, com-

plaining things. But while one takes his tutoring in verse-writing

these sparks are sure to fly from the wheel. The "Maiden of Dreams"
and "The Day Dreamer" in the Randolph Macon are good specimens of

this type of poetry. They are too long to reprint here, but " Love's

Metamorphosis" in the Williams, furnishes an excellent example of these

innocent sentimentalisms.
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Could I walk down
This old worn path with you

I think its every turning would seem new
To me ; and yet I know it so by heart

That every pebble seems a part

Of some dear memory

We rather reserve our praise for a different type of verse, which,

although not so perfect of its kind, has the true ring to it, with something

of the elan of Kipling. The first of these is "The Song of Man" in

Trinity Archive, a poem inspired by the conquest of the Pole. The other

is the " In the Sweat of thy Brow" in the Redwood. We wish to congrat-

ulate both authors for the vigor and the sweep of their work.

The Haverfordian files are open to the college and the editors ex-

tend a cordial invitation to the undergraduates to come in to see what
our little world is doing.
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AMBITION

HERE are some men who spend each weary day

In ceaseless striving, with a single aim.

To gather gold, 'til they have won a name

Of having power the money world to sway;

While others, lured by all the fine display

And pomp of martial honors, seek for fame

In war, and work for many years to claim

The doubtful laurels which so soon decay.

And some there are who strive with brush and pen

To picture scenes to win the praise of men,

Their sole ambition being wealth or fame.

I have ambition, but not quite the same,

For all I try to make, or gain, or do.

Has but one aim—that I may soon win you.

F. R. C.

I



WHO ARE KILLING THE STUDY OF THE CLASSICS ?

HE teachers of the classics, besides many others, are

lamenting over the declining interest in classical

studies. Many ascribe the decline to their non-

utilitarian character. They stoutly maintain that

the American student is ever seeking after the util-

ities, the means whereby he can earn bread and

win his way to fortune, perhaps to fame, if not the

opposite. We question, especially in the early

years of student life, whether students think much about the matter.

They are thinking far more about what is hard or easy, than utility.

Possibly the disinclination to study at all is fundamental or tempera-

mental, but this is not a trait peculiar to our time and society. The

youth of every age has been infected with the same thing. The student,

the thinker, is the exception, not one of the larger class who attend

school or college.

It may be that more attractions draw the other way at school and

college than formerly. This is the glaring contradiction in the education-

al world of our time. There certainly were never so many attractions

drawing persons to school and college, which prove to be distractions as

soon as they are within. Light study, sports and entertainments,

—

these are the all-powerful magnets to draw, but powerless to aid after

making contact.

Nevertheless, it is not clearly seen that these conditions of modern
college life are obstructing classical study by reason of its non-utilitarian

character. Ease, comfort, light work, agreeableness and other consid-

erations rise more frequently to the surface, it is believed, among a large

number, than the question of utility. Of the entire number who attend,

thorough inquiry would probably reveal that those who are seriously

thinking of the utilities, and who shun Latin and Greek because they do

not possess this character, are only a small percentage.

What then is the more potent reason for ignoring these studies? Is

not the true answer, the dry way in which they are often taught? If

French and German were taught in the same manner, would not rebellion

soon be rife? The drill in grammar, the long time spent on small matters,

the brief time on the larger, more splendid and inspiring, these are the

real causes of the decay in classical study. Too often the teacher him-

self has been the slayer of his beloved.

Surely, no excess of peculiarities exists in the structure of Latin and
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Greek to repel the student; on the other hand, those who know most

concerning these things, declare that in the structure of Greek especially

there are many felicities still unattained by any other language. As

for the literature, all agree that some of the choicest products in poetry,

philosophy, history, and rhetoric, are the work of Latin and Greek

genius. Does anyone doubt the truth of the verdict so often rendered

along the centuries by the most competent? Is the assertion less true

in comparison with modern productions? While the modern output is

enormous in quantity, is not the criticism constantly heard, that it is

lacking in quality? A moderate degree of success is attained, but the

highest degree, measured by the best Greek and Latin standards, is still

rare. If these things are true, why should not the real student be just

as desirous as ever of mastering the best of the world's literature? And
is not the true reason, in his sorrowful attempts he has been stuffed to

engorgement with syntax and starved of its literature? Truly, no one

will question the efifectiveness of many a modern watchman of the class-

ical Eden in keeping students out of the garden.

One cannot help recalling the Alexandria of the Ptolemies, when for-

mal grammar first usurped the study of Greek literature and sought to

fill the void caused by the departure of the great writers. The sophists,

revelling in their learning, no longer stimulated literary production.

Through a long, dreary period only a solitary Theocritus, the Tennyson
of his day, sang his Doric melodies on the thymy slopes of sunny Sicily.

The Grammarians! They " positively swarmed." The analogists and the

anomalists, one party contending for rules and the other party for no

rules, continued the conflict until Alexandria was transformed into a

desert as barren of real literary life as the Lybian sands, not far off, of

water. Who does not perceive in these devotees of grammar, Aristar-

chus, Dionysius Thrax and Co., the precursors of many a Latin and

Greek grammarian and teacher of our day ?

Do you say that the student no longer cares for literature and all

that is implied by the term? the study of art in its highest sense; that

this practical, athletic age has bowled out of him all desire for these

things? It is true enough, that, with the larger number of students, the

desire is feeble or unknown ; but cannot the desire, in some of them at

least, be awakened or strengthened? Surely the need for studying the

classics was never greater than it is to-day. What quality is most lack-

ing in the present-day literature? Sanity. Is not this one of the ever-

present qualities of the best Greek mind? Whatever may be the causes

of our too deeply colored, too swiftly flowing literature, whether they be

traceable to the newspaper or the counting-room, the need of arresting
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them no one will deny. To renew the study of Greek would be perhaps

the very best of all antidotes. Is not Thucydides the same impartial

writer as when he walked the streets of Athens? May not the modern
student, under proper guide, gather as fresh flowers from the classic

gardens, without loss of slightest shade of color or of faintest delicacy of

perfume, as when they first bloomed by the art of Aeschylus or Sopho-

cles?

In truth, there are many signs that the classical teacher is beginning

to perceive these things. In some schools and colleges the method of

teaching Latin and Greek so fully meets the need and wish of the student

as to pass entirely outside the range of criticism. Indeed, for one we do

not believe that classical studies are nearing their end, but are simply

behind a somewhat prolonged eclipse from imperfect, depressing teach-

ing. With the speedy return of better methods, there will be more vo-

taries, a smaller number probably than formerly, but making full repara-

tion by their greater zeal.*

*Lord Rosebery, in a recent after-dinner speech on the modern

university, delivered at Glasgow University Club in London, said

that he was not one of those who believed greatly in the de-

velopment of the two old English universities of O.xford and Cambridge

on modem lines. He thought they must remain immemorial shrines of

that exquisite learning which they had provided for many centuries past,

and he was very doubtful personally of the result of pouring new wine

into those two ancient bottles—he used the word in no humorous sense

—

with any beneficent result. He believed that they had a great task still

before them in the advancement of those studies which they had always

carried on, and which must always appeal to alrge, a leisured, and a

learned section of the nation. Every university had, or should have, a

character of its own, and the characters of Oxford and Cambridge were

so strongly marked out, and they had so venerable a tradition to support

them that they needed no special modern adjuncts.

A. S. B.



CAPTURED AND BOUND I LIE TO-NIGHT.

APTURED and bound I lie to-night

On the pirate ship Desire,

Over the waters I see the light

Of Passion's beacon fire.

Tight are the bonds and my struggles vain

For Longing has forged the steel,

What use to try and break the chain

That Love has made so real ?

Ah, how I love you! If you but knew
How the steel tears into the flesh,

You would not heal the wounds as you do,

Only to start them afresh.

How sweet, when the soul is stretched on the rack,

A rest from the ceaseless pain

;

Ah, rather than lose it, put me back ; { F-

And torture my soul again.

Dulled are my eyes by the blood-red light

That dances in maddest glee,

Blazing a path through the thick black night

Alluring the ship and me.

Resistless the power that carries us on

Like a tidal wave of despair,

All caution and care are completely gone

Though we know what awaits us there;

For under the seething crimson waves
Lie the jagged rocks of woe

;

Huge whirlpools open like gaping graves

Hungry to draw us below.

And my soul is torn by a thousand hands

That pull with persistant pain

;

My muscles throb as I strain at the bands.

Struggling to break them again.
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Of a sudden the raging sea is still

And the beacon light less clear,

While the hot night air grows dank and chill

Under a fog of fear.

For I fear this thing—its resistless call,

And its awful power to cotnpel

;

Where is my mind, my will, my all.

Under its magic spell?

What is this wonderful, terrible thing

That grips me body and soul?

Why should the thought of you so cling

To my mind as the only goal?

I would that I knew; I might abate

Its power to pain me so.

Ah well, I think I will call it Fate

—

It controls my life, I know.

The pirate ship floats dead on the sea.

Like a spirit's hopeless wreck;

The torturing chains drop off from me

—

But I lie still on the deck.

Powerless to move, exhausted I lie,

And my senses take to flight;

Ah, hear my conscious spirit's cry

—

Let me dream of you to-night.

F. R. C.



OMNIA Vmcn AMOR

HE blazing rays of a New Mexico mid-afternoon sun

beat pitilessly upon the corrugated iron roof, and
the sand desert danced and shimmered in the glare;

but Buck Hoskins, the telegraph operator at Pewee
Junction, was oblivious of the heat. With stock-

inged feet reposing on the desk and flannel shirt

open at the neck, revealing a glimpse of his manly
bosom, he was absorbed in the greasy pages of a

well-thumbed volume. The Railway Circulating Library car had passed

that noon, and had left him a copy of the Droll Tales of Balzac.

The occasional staccato click of the instruments, the droning of the

flies along the ceiling, and the whining curses of a vagrant tramp impris-

oned in an empty box-car on the siding—all fell upon deaf ears. But
finally he was aroused by the discovery that a picture that should have

pointed the moral and adorned the tale was missing. Reference to the

list of illustrations in the front of the book apprised him of the allure-

ments of the missing embellishment, and he remonstrated aloud. " Some
people ain't got no consideration whatsoever" he observed crossly, and
called vehemently on the Deity to witness the fact.

He put the book away carefully in a drawer of the desk, drew

on his shoes, and wandered out onto the station platform. In every

direction the sand stretched away to the horizon in monotonous flat-

ness, except to the West, where blue hills were dimly discernible in the

distance. Straight as a taut string lay the single track across the desert,

converging into a glittering ribbon of steel. The man felt his lips grow
parched and his tongue dry before the withering heat-waves that swept

over him, and he peevishly surveyed the two buildings which, besides

the station, comprised Pewee Junction.

"Cheese to prunes!" he growled sulkily. "This is a heller, an' no

mistake!"

He sat down on the edge of the platform, and cutting himself a quid

of "Railway Plug" began to practice expectorational shots at the far

rail. His mind was evidently on something else, for his aim was poor,

and once he muttered "Gee, I wisht I lived in France!" But finally a

brown patch sizzled on the hot steel, and he eyed it affectionately.

The vehement protests of the wanderer imprisoned on the siding

recalled him to the pleasures of life, and he strolled over and surveyed

the big yellow van humorously. The letters:
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PALACE REFRIGERATOR CAR
blazoned in red and blistering in the sun struck him as amusing.

"Hey, youse hobo!" he called genially.

"Hey yourself," was the sulky retort.

"How's yo' dinky ice-box? Nice an' cool?"

And he turned away exulting, without stopping to analyze the co-

pious epithets bandied after him. The war between railroad men and

tramps is abiding and bitter, and he had scored decisively. He could

afford to overlook personal insults.

It occurred to him that after these exertions a bath would be a

meritorious performance, so he strolled up to the water tower which

served the double function of supplying water to passing locomotives,

and providing a swimming pool for himself. Such liberties were not

countenanced by the railroad company, but if discreetly carried on

there was but slight chance of discovery. Buck climbed the iron ladder

that led to the top of the tower, and lifted the trap-door. The tank

was nearly full, and the water, though not especially clean, looked cool

and inviting. He threw off his clothes, and slipped in.

He was revelling luxuriously in the refreshing and limpid depths of

the tank when a tremor along the rails outside caught his ear. He
popped his head out of the trap. A hand-car was spinning rapidly down
the track. As he looked, it stopped before the station and a boy jumped
onto the platform. The latter gazed around him for a minute, and then

sank into a limp heap on the sun-baked planks.

Buck knew the symptoms from of old. "Great garlic," he mut-
tered

—
" het-struck!" Like Neptune arising from the deep he clambered

out of the tepid waters of the tank and hastily slipped on his clothes.

Filling his hat with water he hurried down the ladder and ran along

the platform.

The boy was young and slender, and in Buck's strong arms he was
a very slight burden. The brawny operator carried the limp body into

the station, laid the lad on the battered lounge which served as bed by
night and divan by day, and anxiously bathed the flushed forehead and

chafed the hands. "Pore kid!" he murmured, with rude tenderness;

"nearly locoed!"

The boy who had thus fallen under his care was of medium height,

slender, with delicate features and thick black hair, jaggedly cut, and

matted over the damp forehead. Suddenly he opened his eyes and looked

vacantly at the operator. Buck bent tenderly over the lad. "Shol

kid!" he said
—"yo'llbeO. K. in a jiffy. Jest set up an' take notice."
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The boy stirred uneasily. "Don't let them catch me!" he murmured,
faintly but distinctly.

"Clean dippy," was Buck's verdict, but remembering that the down
express would soon be due, he hurried outside, heaved the hand-car off

the track, and came back to the room just as a long whistle sounded in the

distance. The boy was sitting up on the couch, his face still flushed, but
very determined. " Is that a train? " he asked quickly. " Yep—Number
16," said Buck. "How d'yo' feel?"

But the lad was standing unsteadily before him. " Oh please,

please don't let them get me!" he cried, his voice trembling.

"Who?" returned Buck, bewildered.

"Oh, I ran away from home," he moaned. "I'm so frightened!"

and he fell back upon the couch, riven by a passion of sobs.

"Sho", kid," said Buck kindly, patting the quivering head with a

gentle hand. " I won't let nobody hu't yo', so there," And the express

thundered through in a whirl of flying dust and roaring wheels.

"Where d' yo' come from?" Buck asked when the train had passed.

"Sassafras," said the boy, still showing his grief by an occasional

convulsive heave of his shoulders.

" Gee! Why that's fifty mile from here! Sence when?"
"Ten o'clock."

"Good gosh, kid! In this heat? No wonder yo' were all tuckered

out! Yo' better lay down an' rest a while."And he prattled on in his

soothing drawl without noticing that the lad was already asleep.

Buck gazed upon the flushed features and dark-ringed eyes with

interest. "Poor kid!" he said. "He's shore had hard luck somehow."

And with that he tiptoed out in silence and took a nap himself beneath

the shade of a baggage truck.

He was awakened by cries from the station. "Help! Help!"

called a voice.

He leaped up, and ran toward the platform. As he passd the " Pal-

ace Refrigerator Car" he noticed that the sliding door in its side stood

open. Evidently the son of leisure within had been refrigerated long

enough, and had made good his escape! He heard sounds of conflict

in the office, and hurrying in found the lad struggling with the tramp.

The man had forced his weaker opponent onto one knee, and was trying

to wrest something from him—something which the boy held with des-

perate fingers.

For Buck, to see was to act. With a shout he sprang upon the hobo,

rolled him over and over and ground his face along the floor to the ex-

ceeding detriment of his nose. Muttering inarticulate curses, he pummel-
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led him unmercifully, until the tramp's head crashed against the desk,

and he lay quite still, stunned by the shock.

Buck turned to the other. "Well, kid," he said, breathing hard,

"what the — " But one look at the boy's face arrested him. He was
quivering all over with suppressed sobs. " There, there," said the kindly

agent. "Don't take on so. What was the trouble?"

"Oh th—th—the brutel" was the tremulous reply. "He looked

in the window and saw my locket and— " He suddenly stopped, looked

at the man in a frightened way, and threw himself face down sobbing

on the lounge. From his hand slipped a tiny thing that fell unnoticed

to the floor. Buck stooped and picked it up. It was a tiny locket on a

dainty golden chain, such as a woman wears about her neck. On the

locket he saw engraved the word "Betty."

He gazed in astonishment at the figure on the couch. The slender

form, the jaggedly-cut hair showing a white, untanned neck, the delicate

features and smooth cheeks—all appeared to him in a new light, and all

pointed to the astonishing surmise that had just thrust itself upon him:

the stranger was a girl

!

§5^

Struck by his silence, she turned her tear-stained face to his; and

seeing the locket in his hand, and his astonished face, she flushed carna-

tion-red.

" I see yo've found me out," she said defiantly. " I'm at yo' mercy."

"Sho', kid," stammered Buck awkwardly—"I wo'dn't hu't yo' fo'

anything."

She looked at him sharply, and the frank, open face and manly

hearing of the big operator seemed to inspire confidence.

"I run away from home," she said quickly. "Pa wanted me to

marry a wise guy I didn't care fer—jest because he'd got the dough. I

didn't see it that-a-way; so I cut my hair off, an' put on my kid brother's

duds an' beat it. I got all in with the heat, an'—an'—here I am! I

s'pose Pa'll be after me purty soon. What yo' goin' to do? Give me up?"

And she began to sob again. ft'';

Buck's mind worked rather slowly. "Do yo' want to be give up?"

he asked.

"Oh yes!" snapped the girl sarcastically. "Go back an' live with

Pa, an' get beat to death in three weeks ! Sure! I'm crazy to go back!"

"Well, what yo' goin' to do if yo' don't?"
" Oh, I got an aunt over to Cayuga City. I can live with her, I

guess."
" Cayuga City

!

" said Buck to himself
—

" a hundred mile
!

" And then

aloud "Think yo' Pa'll be arter yo' soon?"
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"He might 'a ben here a'ready," was the response. "Can yo' hide

me here anywhere?"
" Nowheres where he can't look ef he has a mind to," said Buck.

And then a gleam of inspiration came to him. "I'll tell yo' Pa we're

married."

The girl laughed—a pretty laugh, thought Buck, "He won't believe

yo'!" she said, smiling at him.

The subtleties of this remark were unnoticed by Buck. " Reckon

he'll have to," said he. "I don't callate to be disb'lieved—leastways,

not onless he's bigger than I am." He stretched his six feet three to its

full height, and smiled at her genially.

She looked at him rather coyly. " I reckon he'll believe you,"

she said.

It was not five minutes after this, while Buck was heaving the feebly-

complaining hobo back into his refrigerated sanctum that another

hand-car, with two men on it, came trundling down the track. One of

the two, a short burly fellow with a sandy beard, jumped off and came
toward him.

"Ain't seen a tall girl with black hair goin' through here, hev yo'?"

he said.

" I ain't sure ef I hev or not," said Buck slowly.

"What in—By Judas, thar she is now!" exclaimed the other, look-

ing through the window. The blood rushed to his face, and he took a

quick step forward.

"Hold on there," said Buck, putting his large hand on the other

man's shoulder. "Whar yo' goin'?"

"What is it to you?" retorted the other, viciously.

"Jest this: is that yo' daughter?"
" Yes, the

—

"

"Well," said Buck, interrupting a string of oaths, "she mought'a

ben yo'r daughter, but jest now she's wj'wife, an' I'll trouble yo' to cut

swearin' about her."

The girl had appeared on the platform, smiling sweetly, as he spoke.

Her father choked with fury as he saw her attire, but one look at Buck's

face checked his tongue. He restrained himself with difficulty. " Is

—

is this true, Betty?" he asked.

For answer she walked over and slipped her hand in Buck's; and

he, marvelling at his own temerity, put his arm about her waist. As he

felt the curve of the girl's body a thrill went through him, and he faced

his presumptive father-in-law with a quizzical smile.

For a few moments that gentleman's face was a study; but gradu-
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ally its crimson tinge faded and his brow smoothed itself. As he surveyed

the bridegroom's form and features his ire relaxed somewhat. "Well,"

he growled, " it mought 'a ben worse, I guess
!

" And he climbed onto the

hand-car and they rumbled off without another word.

Buck watched the car grow small in the distance without seeming to

realize that his arm was still about her. She gently disengaged herself.

"That's not necessary now!" she said. "Thank yo' very much." And
she looked at him rather shyly.

But in Buck's veins something new was stirring. " Betty," he said

—and the name sounded very sweet to him—" Betty—we done it once

fer a fake. Let's do it again fer the real thing!"

Her face grew pink. She glanced shamefacedly at her masculine

garb and then looked him steadily in the eyes. Suddenly her gaee

dropped.

"I don't care if I do," she said softly.

C. D. M.

A WINTER SONG

O for the lass with the crimson cheek

Who loves the winter weather,

Who will sing a song

As you skate along

To make you forget your Latin and Greek

And will laugh if ever the ice should creak

As you chatter and skate together.

Ho for the lass who dares confess

When sleigh bells start to jingle

That Math and Dutch

Aren't worth very much
That Biology III is an awful mess

And Ethics is tommy-rot more or less

When your blood begins to tingle.



THE PHILOSOPHICAL LOAFER

OLLEGE bred, a four year's loaf"— Did you laugh?

—

If you didn't, you are in a fair way to win rny unre-

served respect; if you did, I love you. Tell me what
you laugh at and I will tell you what you are. Let

me show you. All men are divided into three parts:

some are to be endured, some to be respected, and
some few to be enjoyed. None of the respectable

laughed just now, no respectable person ever laughs

at that pun any more; some who know I don't care, even say, " Oh pshaw,

for pity's sake!" And your to-be-endureds showed the scorn they

could not hide. But the true sport laughed unreservedly. A real

loafer, a philosophical-loafer always laughs, he is like charity, he endureth

all things. And I might say that we have these three, the moralist, the

cynic, and the general nuisance, but the greatest of these is the philo-

sophical loafer.

It has taken long eras of complex evolutionary processes, many
groans from the unfit and much heartbreaking reaction resulting in

final advance, to produce the finished loafer. Adam, you might think,

had the chance of an epoch to set the pace for loafers. But that funda-

mental obstacle in Adam's day or Rip Van Winkle's, a woman, was on the

spot, and Adam, without any of the experience that has enabled later

glorious advances, was helpless. To his simple mind it seemed easiest to

capitulate. Even good men nowadays often fail to learn the difficult

but essential lesson of preserving calm in the face of tears, smiles, taunts,

blandishments, broken-hearts, hairpullings, beseechings, rolling-pins,

hysterics and vocables. So Adam fell. There seems to be a sort of fate

antagonistic to the loafer. Envious calumniators are always ready to

spoil the most finished product of medenaganology. Not only did invalu-

able records perish in the freshet, but all the most accomplished links that

might have handed down the science, seem to have been caught out

without life preservers in the great I-told-you-so incident engineered by
Noah. In spite of this catastrophe germs of the art lingered. Achilles

is known to fame, but with him I confess I am disappointed. He sulked,

but how crudely. No artist would ever have withdrawn to his tent when
he might nonchalantly have lighted his cigarette on the field and blown

smoke in Aphrodite's face, if she came too near. Ulysses was better, but

the yarn he made his wife happy with, would never go nowadays.

Irrecoverably lost in the mists of antiquity are hundreds of heroes,

who, fighting inch by inch, added so much to the science. By the time
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of Socrates we find a Herculean advance. Socrates may almost be called

the father of loafing, for with him the art has started on the broad road

to scientific perfection. When you see a man sitting in his morris chair

and keeping the atmosphere warm under the inspiration of other people's

business, do you ever stop to think that Socrates was not only an adept

at this but that too without the morris chair ? Yet so it is. In connection

.with Socrates one point is preeminently salient. He was the first, so

far as we know, and, some venture to say, the most expert in solving the

woman question. Most of our loafers nowadays are unhampered by
matrimony or, to be explicit, most of our married men do not loaf. It

has even been hinted by some jaundice-eyed individuals that some of

the brightest stars in the brazen firmament have never wooed, not for

the ostensible reason that a more ethereal loaf is within the reach of the

bachelor, but really because brilliantly trained as they may be, a woman
can still make them uncomfortable. Socrates, owing to popular prejudice,

let us remember in thinking of him, had to support a wife. Just here we
are likely to miss the utterly artless perfection of his instinct. All the

time that Xanthippe was exercising Socrates' new branched philosophy

by daily tirades, she herself paid the bills, and (think of it!) has had all

the blame ever since.

Only ostensibly, you may be sure, was Socrates a stone-cutter. All

day long he used to sit on the curb and teach the noble science of loafing,

more perhaps by example than by precept. He not only loafed but he

showed others how to loaf and to loaf more or less philosophically too, as

for instance Alcibiades, who invented that princely way of jumping

at the nearest object of desire, regardless of consequences. Socrates is

ever to be reverenced for the momentous step he took in refusing to get

out of the executioner's way, holding it a hoonsine quanon vivendum erat,

to loaf. His words are still invaluable in giving real insight into the art

of loafing. He shows conclusively that a philosophical loafer differs from

an ordinary loafer chiefly in that he thinks not only of the present moment
but tries to plan that all-eternity may be one sweet loaf. He sees no

lions in the way, and if there are any, calmly submits to the ordeal of

vividegustation as being a mere endurable prelude to more ethereal

loafing.

But, pause we now in awe. Perfervid silence of infinite nothingness,

evanescence into arid tracts of pathlessness, subsidence into the bottom-

less deep beneath, this alone, and this but in puerile futility can express

a sense of the magnificence of Diogenes, the culmination, the acme, the

high-water mark of lackadaisical failure to exaggerate the importance of

trifles. Thou incomparable, unattainable, adorable, never to be imitable.
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ever our glory and our despair, thy splendor us overwhelmeth. Pre-

eminent was thy calm that was not to be disturbed by a king; no, far

from it, the suavity of the true loafer never left thy tongue even when
hinting at an uncomfortable interception of the sunlight.

Did you ever ask why Diogenes reclined in a tub ? To the initiated

that phenomenon is a straw which wonderfully indicates that happy
faculty which is possessed by all geniuses, excellence in detail. Socrates

had sat in the sunshine, but was nevertheless shamefully linked to a

house. Diogenes could loaf anywhere. But why choose a tub ? Perhaps

you say, he couldn't afford an automobile or he might have chosen a tub

as easier to push, or he may (perish the thought!) have used it Sunday
mornings. I do not think so. Diogenes had genius, but he did not

despise investigation; he attained to prominence by making the most

of his propensities. I have long been convinced that Diogenes' tub by
virtue of its time-worn connotation of water and labor, acted as a true

homeopathic antidote against any lingering heresies. The proximity

of work never hurts one; it is often stimulating and suggestive. It is one

of the most lamentable might-have-beens of history that we have no

record of the numerous other scientific discoveries that must have been

made by Diogenes, the Archimedes of loafing.

From this point our science becomes more extensive than intensive.

To be sure moralist Pharisees and cynic Sadducees unite in appreciating

naught but loaves and fishes; and that general nuisance, the Roman
people, wanted only panem et circenses, which is much the same thing;

but the real philosophical loafer becomes scarcer and scarcer.

The monks knew some points and have to some extent served as

models to this day. We have now various methods of loafing, the moral,

the cynical, or the general nuisance, but what we must attain to as our

ideal is the loaf of genuine philosophic listlessness. This is a commercial

age; the devil of this world is even now going about like a tinkling dollar,

beckoning us with all the wiles of hell to the market places, whispering

insidious suggestions in our very eyes. Be not deceived, set not your

thoughts on theatres, automobiles or house-parties. Diogenes loafed in

a tub, and the true loafer must be unresponsive to stimulus, yea, verily,

his inertia shall overturn more worlds than the onslaught of a Roosevelt.

Beginners must be cautioned. Neophytes often betray themselves

by groaning in spirit at thought of work. Not so your master of the art.

He is so little in fear of work that he half likes to have it around.

Work is a monster of so frightful mien.

As to be hated, needs but to be seen.

But seen too oft, untainted by her malice,

We first endure, then pity, then grow callous.
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Some who are doing well as loafers live constantly in the midst of

work, often keeping in sight as a gentle mental cud, so to speak, a whole

term's unfinished themes. No, rather let your inertia carry you through

mountains of work than consent to be moved. The philosophical loafer

must keep his spirit in peace; come woe, come weal, let him stand his

ground, and he will find work and pain rolling off his soul like water off a

duck. Get the habit.

L. A. P.

VERSES

HOU art to me
A sun within a sky

Of blackest clouds banked high

Upon that hard horizon line of fate

Again, —thou art

A guiding star of light,

Of lustre wondrous bright,

Refusing power or passion to abate

Thou'rt yet still more
To me— thou rul'st mine heart

And ruling ne'er depart

Lest parting snap the chords of living song

And sullen Death,

Devoid of Harmony,
Symbol of Sanctity,

Should conquer our emotions held so long.

F. P. S., Jr.

i



MILITANT AGNOSTICISM

E have grown more or less accustomed in recent years

to the more painfully evident symptoms of adoles-

cence. The child who wantonly destroys some val-

uable object is no longer deemed, as in the days of

our Puritan ancestors, a promising subject for the

Eternal Bonfire. Our latter-day scientific investi-

gations have convinced us of the entire naturalness

of these youthful phenomena. We have learned

to Condons on this ground much of the irritating behaviour of childhood.

To this natural but rather disagreeable law of nature we ascribe even the

childish escapades of Freshman and Sophomore years at college. This,

we have concluded, is the explanation of the much paraded bibulous

exploits indulged in and recounted with such gusto by a number of under-

classmen in every college. Having seen numerous examples of this

type of adolescent explosion, if we may use this term, we accept them
with at least outward indifference, striving as best we can to hide our

inward laughter.

There is however another kind of adolescent ebullition, which while

not so evident to the outsider as the sophomoric emulation of Omar
Khayyam, is none the less prevalent, at least here at Haverford, and we
suppose, at most institutions. The mere fact that in this college, like

most nowadays, there seems to be a strain of agnosticism, is scarcely a

matter for serious comment, certainly not for worriment. Scepticism

in regard to the established order has, from time immemorial, been the

privilege of youth, particularly collegiate youth. The truly disagreeable

figure in this little throng of self-styled unbelievers is, however, the ex-
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ceedingly militant agnostic. This youngster, fairly prevalent at the

present time here, is as truly on a self-conscious debauch, intellectual

as its character may be, as the "manly" underclassmen who ostenta-

tiously haunts the Philadelphia Cafes. He finds no pleasure in his unbe-

lief unless the whole world knows of it. If he numbers among his friends

some one of supposed or real liberality of thought then has he found

fair prey. Into one's room he stalks, relieves himself of a lot of incoherent

half truth, Ajax-like seasons his discourse with needless blasphemy

and departs happy in the belief that he has left behind an impression of

a mighty intellect, grappling with gigantic problems and majestically

unhampered by petty tradition.

So numerous has this specimen become that one is tempted to post

over one's doorway " Let him who enters here leave all philosophy be-

hind" and indeed at the present rate of increase " Cave Canetn" will

soon be in order.

Perhaps we may by longer acquaintance become as well inured to

this type in college as we now are to the youthful Lord Byron, but at

present it seems difficult in the extreme. And meanwhile, before the ar-

rival of this more comfortable epoch, what course shall we pursue?

Best of all let us strive to remember our own adolescent tidal waves

of an earlier period—probably they were just as painful to the spectators.

Let us by following the Biblical injunction toward these youths confound

them by their own weapons. In short, let us use all manner of charity

toward them.

RAISON D'ETRE
At a recent gathering of Haverford alumni, an " old grad " who might

have known better, asked tentatively whether the Haverfordian still

had a place in college activities. It was amusing, then, to read the puck-

ered and abject countenances of some of the men who are in closer touch

with general college activities. The question of the misinformed gentle-

man went begging. But it occurs to us that perhaps there are other

Haverfordians who do not remember what place the Haverfordian
filled in those four unique years in which they colored the campus—^who

can't see a raison d' etre now that they are gone.

We will grant them a mercenary view of the situation and admit

that perhaps it isn't worth their paltry dollar a year to read literary

effusions of men they have no interest in. The real point is a more subtle

one than that. Haverford is an arts college—it is recognized as a high

grade school of general culture. And at the head of this broad stream of
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culture the Haverfordian tries to stand as the expression of under-

graduate appreciation, But it adds something more. It stimulates and

keeps alive the quest for fair influences and noble ideals. It gives cue

more than anything else to the tenor of the college.

This word is written to assure the greater majority of the alumni

that we appreciate the support which they generously give, and we try

well to deserve that support. In the case of those few who wonder in

the dark whether we have not been submerged since they left, we would
suggest a trial subscription and await meekly their decision. Obey that

impulse.



Dr. James Tyson '60 and Dr. Louis Starr, '68, took an active par-

ticipation in the opening of the new College of Physicians and Surgeons,

which occurred recently at the new building on South 22nd Street, Phil-

adelphia.

Ex-''76 Percival Roberts, was elected, on December ist, a director

of the United States Steel Corporation. It will be remembered that Mr.

Roberts was at one time President of the American Bridge Company.

'85 Dr. Theodore W. Richards has been elected corresponding

member of the Royal Prussian Academy in Berlin.

Ex- '89 Francis E. Bond, has sold his seat in the Philadelphia Scock

Exchange, and has retired as an active partner in the firm of Edward B.

Smith and Co., Bankers and Brokers, Philadelphia. He will remain

a special partner in this firm and expects to go abroad with his family for

the next yaer or two.

'90 Jonathan M. Steere has been appointed a Trust officer of the

Girard Trust Company.

'90 The nineteenth annual dinner of the class of 1890 was held at

The Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, on the evening of November 20th,

after the Haverford-Trinity game.

Those present were: W. G. Audenreid, Jr., P. S. Darlington, R. E.

Fox, D. P. Hibberd, J. F. L. Lewis, W. P. Simpson and J. M. Steere,

'92 B. Cadbury was married on November 4th to Miss Anna M.

Moore of Richmond, Ind.
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'97 Alfred S. Haines died, after a short illness, on October ist-

For several years he had been teacher at Westtown Boarding School.

'98 Frederic Stadelman, who is the New York manager for the

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, with office at

10 Church Street, New York City, is now convalescent from a very severe

attack of typhoid fever.

'99 Archer Mifflin was married on September 30th, at Wayne,
Pa., to Miss Helen M. Watt, at the residence of her brother, Mr. Louis H.

Watt, Samuel W. Mifflin, '00, was the best man for his brother. Mr.

and Mrs. Mifflin will live in Galveston, Texas, where Mr. Mifflin will en-

gage in business as a mining surveyor.

|tp *99 Edward H. Lycett, Jr., who is a partner in the firm of Williams

and Lycett, insurance, has recently removed his offices to 323 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia.

'00 A son was born to Dr. and Mrs. Horace H. Jenks, Dr. and

Mrs. Jenks are spending this winter near Elkins Park, Pa.

'01 R. Patton, of the Merion Cricket Club, obtained the highest

batting average in the Halifax Cup matches for the past season.

'01 The engagement is announced of J. W. Cadbury Jr. and Miss

Rachel C. Reeve of Germantown.

*02 Galloway C. Morris, who was recently connected with the in-

surance firm of Curtin and Brockie, is now with the Insurance Company
of North America, 232 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

'03 James B. Drinker has severed his connection with the Girard

Trust Company, Philadelphia, and is now with the Dravo Contracting

Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

'04 H. H. Bimton is teaching in Pickering College, Newmarket,

Ontario, Canada.
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'04 The engagement is announced of Thomas J. Megear to Miss

Virginia R. Atkinson, of Philadelphia.

'06 J. A. Stratton and Miss Isadora E. P. Brown were married

last September.

Ex-'o8 A daughter was recently born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Howard
Haines.

'08 C. K. Drinker has now recovered from his recent illness, and
is taking his second year course at the University of Pennsylvania Medi-

cal School. He is living at 2325 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.

'08 Winthrop Sargent, Jr., is with the Standard Supply and Equip-

ment Company, 17 10 Market Street, Philadelphia.

'09 A. De G. Warnock is with Mears and Brown, Real Estate,

1 5th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia.

'09 William S. Febiger is in the employ of Justice, Bateman and

Company, Wool Merchants, 122 South Front Street, Philadelphia.

'09 J- D. Philips and Miss Marion Crosman, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Charles S. Crosman, of Haverford, were married on October 24, at

The Oaks, Haverford School, Haverford, Pa.

The following Haverford men were ushers: B. Hopper '06, J. D.

Philips '06, G. H. Deacon '09 and W. L. Sandt '09.



AVERFORDIAN Exchanges in the last issue started

the year with a dignified discussion of college lit-

erature. The Exchange Editor at that time con-

gratulated hirnself. Methinks, said he, we have got

old Pegasus on the tanbark in fine form. A mis-

chievous printer, however, set the whole thing

awry—and we trust that if you haven't noticed,

you won't look up a slight typographical error.

We can only promise, hereafter, to be wary of tempting words, remember-

ing the printer's devil.

The Exchange Editor now feels a reversion, having failed to be dig-

nified, and promises to take an unconventional tack. He is sure that his

Exchanges will be better if he writes them in a bathrobe style rather

than high hat. And he trusts also that his fellow Exchange Editors

will come out into the limelight, for in one short month he has got tired

of running the show from behind the scenes. We who are so courageous

as to confront every month a pile of magazines a foot high ought to have

the privilege of making an occasional speech ourselves—and let the

audience be bored if it chooses.

A stack of magazines to be read during the Thanksgiving holidays

is apt to mar the good humor of the Exchange Editor—if the vacation

and the irascible temper of the Editor mar the Exchange column you

may be the better judge.

Anyway "we didn't git no Wellesley and we didn't git no Smith.

And we will never git no Bryn Mawr" (they know us too well). But

Vassar rides old Peg to Haverford every month, and the Editors scramble

to do the honors. Last month we confessed an interest in the suffragette

movement in literature (politics we defer until the Editor loses his hair).
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But we want to be jealous of women who do things better than we do,

so the Vassar people ought to be watched suspiciously by masculine

magazine aspirants.

The Exchange Editor was coming out from Philadelphia late one

night last week, and he kept himself awakeby reading " A Hope Deferred."

And the Exchange Editor wondered how many men, having felt the surge

and the pang that aches in the breast of the disappointed lover, could

pen so subtle a piece of analyzed psychological realism as this Vassar

woman has. In fact the Exchange Editor blurted out " I feel just that

way myself." But the letter came that night.

Of other sketches of the subjective type the " Fear of God" in the

Texas seems to us well worth commending. Its theology is not new, nor

has it the uniqueness of "A Hope Deferred." But it is one of the few

tragic stories of the current issues which deals ably with its incident.

We wish to assert a theory that nobody can die artistically in a short

story. The present Exchange Editor revolts when an author kills some-

body on the third page—for it seems to him that she can't develop

sympathy enough for his characters to make the story convincing and

realistic. The effect is too often strained.

This criticism may be applied to "The Fool's Errant" in the Ran-

dolph Macon, and "Her Brother" in the Amherst Literary Monthly.

"The Fool's Errant" is unique, but certainly not convincing. "Her

Brother" a sketch with individual touches has no individuality in itself,

and it resolves itself into the ordinary tragic type.

We feel that the reader likes to know his characters better before

he goes down with them into the depths. " The Tragedy of the Name-

less Club" in the Trinity Archive succeeds better in this respect. It is

treated effectively and with a full imagination.

"The Wooing of the Widow" in the Virginia and the "McCarver"

story in the Wesleyan, both love stories, seem to smack too much of the

cheap, bread-and-butter magazine type. They proceed to amazing

marriages quite regardlessly. There is the taint of improbability in both.

"Twin Hearts" in the Randolph Macon is a fanciful love story and the

author is clever enough to leave the reader in a state of conjecture.

The strongest story and the best conceived is "The Measure of a

Man " in the Texas. It is moulded from strong clay. It deals with ethical
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principles, rather than with the innocent experience material of which
much college literature is composed.

In articles and in critical work Vassar has undoubtedly the leading

pieces of the month. The article on "The School—the Center of De-

mocracy" is a remarkably intelligent description of a most interesting

and meritorious phase of social work. It seems to us that the men who
will make American literature will be men who rise from just such schools

as these, who start from the depths and grow upwards, rather than

those average Americans who find life easy and get too little of the dust

and heat, which go to make soul experience and great literature.

The Trinity Archive prints another interesting article, " Social

Changes—due to North Carolina's Industrial Transition," It is a very

capably written piece of economic history, evidently from direct obser-

vance and contact with the new Southern situation—a situation which

we Northerners are not apt to appreciate.

In criticisms the Vassar has a very keen characterization of Mere-

dith's work. An increased interest in Meredith is noticeable and the

feminine insight is here particularly valuable. The literary biography

of Richard Dabney in the University of Virginia magazine seems to us

superfluous. Perhaps we don't understand. We are sorry to be hard

on good old Virginia this time.

The Williams Literary Monthly publishes a critical essay "The
Victorian Novel Once More." The essay is surfeited with allusions, and

the author has allowed himself to splurge in his unrestrained command
of the Victorian field. It is exhausting on both sides.

We are inclined to be amused at the general tone of the current

issue of the Williams. The boys there deal their sex a bad hand in " The
Awakening of Matilda" and in "The Countess of Ballydown." Alas, in

both stories men are as fickle as women, and quite unscrupulous.

But the thing that strikes our funny bone is the editorial, in which

the "maturer undergraduate" (self styled) bluntly interrogates and de-

mands to know of the President and Trustees what shall be the policy of

the college. We'll venture the maturer undergraduate won't find out.

He must mature some more before he learns to do things tactfully.

We wonder too whether it was the same mature gentleman who
wrote the " Sign of the Shears " (this is a fantastic name for the vernacu-

lar, Exchange Column). But the matured youth of the shears proceeds

thus:
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"Though we pay to the October exchanges the respect due to thei^"

promptness, we find in the H Q for June. 1909, worthier

material to try our rusted scissors on. In the case of those slight and
mediocre periodicals that limp into our office from month to month, our

pity rises for the poverty of intellectual life they argue in the colleges

whose names they bear."

The sophist of the shears assumes that his mere statement settles it

—for he does not bother to show proof of his prejudices. Worthier ma-
terial in an old June number! Intellectual poverty, curiously enough,

prefers to grovel in the dust, as long as maturity chafes a bump of con-

ceit against the bedpost.

The Editors of the Santa Clara Redwood were busy last month at

the photographers, and perhaps we may thus explain their distorted ideas

of Latin. We were startled at this pretty collection at the end of a very

favorable criticism of the Haverfordian:
" In passing we noticed what we take to be a typographical mistake;

' Gavidimns Igitiir' is the caption for an editorial. Should it not be Gau-

demus Igitur . ? We do not believe in calling attention to slips of this kind

—if it be a slip—^but somehow or other we are more sensitive to such

mistakes in Latin than in the vernacular."

Remember good friends, that we have a printer's devil to contend

with, but we tried to say gaudeamus. Perhaps you could verify us in

Allen and (jreenough's!

The verse in the current files is mediocre—at least to our " poor in-

tellects." The best pieces come from the Southern Collegian in " Diana "

and "The Voices of Twlight."
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MASTER HUGUES OF SAXE-GOTHA
DISTINGUISHED Haverford alumnus in a notable

essay which has been very favorably received in

the highest literary and musical circles makes the

following statement: "Other notable examples of

musical errors are Browning's description of a

fugue in ' Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha,'—inter-

esting but incorrect; Coleridge's 'loud bassoon' in

the 'Ancient Mariner'; and Tennyson's agonizing

combination of violin, flute and bassoon' as a band in 'Maud'."*

The first of these examples would probably convey to the reader

a wrong impression of the poem. The writer of the essay undoubtedly

refers in this statement not to the technical description of the fugue, but

to the interpretation of its meaning as it is there propounded. This

point, however, can be more clearly brought out after a discussion of

the substance of the poem.

To one who is a laj^man in the field of music the fugue is a complex

form of composition, the intricacies of which are not to be understood

except by the master of counterpoint. And, as a matter of fact, the

construction of a fugue can be thoroughly explained only to one who has

to some extent at least mastered the fundamentals of that subject.

But even to those who have had a very slight musical education the ele-

mentary structure of the fugue is not diflScult of comprehension. A
theme on "subject" (a short melodious phrase) is given out by one part

and this is repeated, generally in a different key, by a second part, while

*"0n Milton's Knowledge of Music," by S. G. Spaeth, from "Essays in Honor
of Francis B. Gummere," page 63.
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the first part keeps up its own melody. This repeating of the " subject

"

by the second part is called the "answer." And after equal intervals

the other parts, if there are any, take up successively this same theme
and each "continues its course as a tributary to the general harmony."
The purpose is, by presenting the "subject" in various keys and with

various harmonies, "in a diversity of aspects or relations," to "develop

beauty or interest" Secondary themes are introduced and the themes

are repeated in changed form; the different parts, each working for itself,

but forming a part of a harmonious whole, are brought together to a

stately ending. There may be two, three, four or more parts in a fugue.

The one described in the poem has five.

From this very simple and very imperfect description of its form

can be seen what a complicated style of composition the fugue represents.

In fact, it is the highest attainment of musical development. The rating

of a composer rests to a great extent on his ability to make use of the

fugue form. The great fugues are to be compared to the great classic

masterpieces of literature—they are incomparable, but they cannot be

enjoyed, let alone appreciated, except by those who by serious study

have been educated up to that level.

The impossibility of describing such a musical form in non-technical

language is apparent, but it is hoped that the utterly inadequate descrip-

tion above may enable those who are imfamiliar with music to gain some

imderstanding of the meaning of the poem.

"Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha" is in Browning's favorite form,

the dramatic monologue. It is named after an entirely imaginary com-

poser. The speaker is the organist of some unnamed church. It is after

evening service. The congregation is rapidly disappearing and the

lights are being extinguished (3).* The organist calls to the sexton for

" five minutes grace," for he says that he wants to fix one of the pedals

which is out of order (3). The real cause is that when he looks up from

his music he sees in his imagination Master Hugues, the dead compo-

ser (2), peeping from the shade or the "forest of pipes" (8), and he wants

him to answer the question he has so frequently asked :
" What do you

mean by your mountainous fugues ?"(i).

The organist has been playing the composer's masterpiece, the

"Twelfth Fugue," the hardest of his compositions all of which "younger

folks shelve "
(7) . He imagines the master to have said that the technical

execution, the playing of "the mere notes," had been perfect but that

he failed to appreciate its meaning(io). The organist has only an inch

Numbers in brackets refer to number of stanza in the poem.
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of candle left, but he wants the composer to verify his convictions as to

its meaning(ii). These convictions are as follows:

First a phrase is proposed, not by itself worthy of either commenda-
tion or blame, but, in spite of this, though no answer is necessary, an

answer is made (12). In addition to these Two arguers a Third volun-

teers needless help; "in strikes a Fourth, a Fifth thrusts in his nose,"

and the argument is on(i3). The discussion is bandied from one to an-

other(i4), and all becomes "wrangle, abuse and vociferance." Then
there is "a truce, all's subdued, self-restraining"(is). And so the quar-

rel goes on with all kinds of weapons from pins to axes and crowbars (17).

But what is gained by all this?

In the next ten stanzas the musician tries to find the meaning of it

all. The pure gold of the music is obscured and blackened by the thick-

ening web of counterpoint as is the gilt moulding on the roof of the

church by the cobwebs. He wants to know if there is any other purpose

in the music than that of "tiring three boys at the bellows." He asks

the composer if it is his " Moral of Life." It suggests that we weave just

Buch a web here on earth "in impotent strife," while over our heads

"God's gold" is "palled beneath man's usurpature." And we leave the

web in its present dimensions on account of the traditions of the past,

and as a consequence "not a glimpse of the far land gets through our

comments and glozes." This difficult composition of Hugues in F minor

is not " a mere mountain in labor." It has a deep meaning,

"Truth's golden o'er us although we refuse it

—

Nature—through cobwebs we string her."

The organist clears the arena of the five contestants, and dismissing

the shade of Master Hugues from the organ loft, or rather from his imag-

ination, he unstops the full organ and turns his attention to the simple,

solemn, churchly mode Palestrina, in which the pure gold is not over-

cast (2 8). But the candle goes out, and he calls to the sexton for a light

that he may not break his neck getting down the stairs, concluding hu-

morously, "Do I carry the moon in my pocket?"

This description of a fugue as a quarreling and a wrangling of the

different parts may well be the cause of the statement mentioned be-

fore. But this statement seems somewhat misleading. For it is impossi-

ble to think that this was the way in which Browning actually viewed

the fugue.

For Browning was a thorough musician.* He studied under masters

of great eminence, and his interest in music was very keen throughout

See "Robert Browning the Musician," by A. Goodrich-Freer. Living Age,
»ol. 329, p. 803.
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his life, though during the latter part of it he discontinued work in that

line, as also in art, to devote his entire attention to poetry. Since this

is the case, it is evident that he had a very different appreciation of

the fugue from what at first sight one might infer that he had from this

poem. And from the way he speaks of the fugue in another of his poems,

"Such a Fugue would catch soul heavenwards up,"* we have all the

greater reason for this belief. In fact, we could imagine that the descrip-

tion of the improvisation of Abt Vogler would better set forth Browning's

appreciation of the fugue than this description in " Master Hugues."

This brings us to the following conclusions. "Master Hugues" is

not a piece of musical criticism. It is a discussion of certain deep truths

of human life with a dramatic background. The poet conceives the de-

scription of the fugue that he may draw the very plain analogy between

the musical parts and human beings. He has a message for us. The
message is that with all the turmoil and strife of our daily existence we
obscure what is higher in human nature and forget God and our spiritual

life. This is no new truth. But it is presented to us in a novel manner.

And in order that he might present it in this manner, he makes an inten-

tional perversion of his own appreciation of the fugue, by treating it as

composed of hostile, instead of harmonious, elements.

L. R. S.

•See "Parleyings with Certain People—with Charles Avison." stania V,

MY SOUL
No lonely mist,

No drear and dreadful shade

That leaves for the unknown
When death bells toll.

But what I list

To make thee, thou art made,

And thou art all my own,

Art thou, my soul

And I shall build

Thee beautiful and fair

That men shall bow and ask,

"What man has built so well?"

(And so I willed

:

But suffering sore and care

Have ruined me for the task

—

I'll hide thee. Soul, in hell). IQIO.



THE DREAM LADY

T was the evening of August 28, 1906, while taking a

walking trip through the northeastern part of Penn-

sylvania, that I made my camp on the bank of

Lake Pocono. The day had been hot; the sun

had blazed down impityingly through the August

haze and the smoke from numerous forest fires.

Yet with the evening came a breeze that rustled

softly through the pine branches, and catching up
the fragrance of the cones and of the quiet water carried it gently through

the forest. The full moon, high in the sky, was reflected in the lake;

beyond that circle of light, the trees and shadows made a solid mass of

gloom, from which, here and there, a stalwart pine showed its gaunt

silhouette against the sky. Not a sound save of the woodfolk; only the

croaking of the frogs and the whir of wings as a night-bird flew high among
the branches.

I was used to travelling alone, yet this silenc^ never broken by an-

other's voice, this gloom of the distant shore, brought to me a feeling of

deep loneliness that would not be driven away. While I sat gazing out

over the water, suddenly I noticed in the shadow of the opposite bank a

dim white object. "What was it?" I wondered. It was not there a

minute ago. The object, whatever it was, became larger and more dis-

tinct. It was coming out, slowly, silently, across the water. It was

almost beyond the limits of the longest shadow. Then the first moon-
beam touched the white—I started back, half in terror, half in awe.

Floating above the water, dressed in gleaming white garments that

sparkled with almost celestial light stood the " Lady of the Dream !

" She

was coming nearer, I saw her face—and such a face! Her eyes shone,

her lips were parted in a joyous smile; her dark half-loosened hair fell in

delicate wisps on her forehead. As she neared the bank she shaded her

eyes with her hand and peered into the darkness. I rose to meet her;

the smile faded, and a sad look came into her face—half the look of a

child whose heart is broken, half the look of a woman who is learning to

conceal her grief. Slowly she passed away, becoming more and more
indistinct in the distance, and then, she was gone.

II.

The following winter I spent in touring France. I thought some-

what of spending another year on the continent, yet, when the summer
was again approaching, I felt the subtle call of home. I did not resist;

I made my plans to stay a couple of days in Paris with my friend Jack
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Winthrop, and then, going up to Hamburg for two weeks, was to sail for

home June 14, on the Kronprinz Wilhelm.

On the second afternoon of my stay in Paris, Jack and I were walk-

ing leisurely along le Rue des when we noticed two ladies walking

ahead of us.

"Miss Marshall and Miss Wentworth," said Jack. "I know them
well. Miss Marshall—she's the one on the right—is from Boston; no

end of money but over here for her health, and Elizabeth—well, she is

a mighty fine girl
!

" He paused abruptly, then went on

:

"We may as well walk with them. I'll introduce you. You take

Miss Marshall, I'll take Eliz—Miss Wentworth."

As we caught up to the ladies I almost exclaimed in astonishment.

The one on the right was the "Lady of the Dream." She was thinner,

paler than when I had last seen her, yet she had still the same marvel-

ous beauty. My brain for a moment seemed stunned. "What did it

mean? What was she?" John was introducing me. I mumbled some-

thing, I do not know what. I thought that in her eyes was a half-ques-

tioning look as though she recognized me but could not remember the

circumstances of our meeting. Jack, true to his word, proposed a walk,

and I—walked beside Miss Marshall. I could not quite collect my
thoughts but by using the weather as the first subject of conversation,

I soon managed to talk intelligibly. Miss Marshall was entertaining:

she knew everything and everybody in Boston; she had a speaking ac-

quaintance with almost everybody outside of Boston. However, when
the conversation lagged, she seemed somewhat absent minded. At last

she said what she was thinking about.
" Mr. Hathaway, I may be mistaken, but I feel almost sure that I

have met you before, though where, I do not know."

I replied by a question,

" Have you lived in Paris long?"
" For two years."

Yet I had seen her at Pocono on August 28 ! I did not know exactly

what to say, but made another venture

—

" Have you a sister? I saw someone closely resembling you at Lake

Pocono last summer."
" At Lake Pocono?" she murmured, and became very pale. "When

was that ? What date ?

"

"August 28!" I thought she would have fallen, but with an effort

she calmed herself.

"Yes I saw you—though I was not there." (A remarkable state-

ment, surely, yet I almost believed her.)
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"It is a strange story," she went on, but I feel that I should tell

you in justice to myself. For the past two years I have been slowly

dying; I have gone from place to place in search of health. Last summer
I suddenly became worse, and the best doctors were called in; they

seemed able to do nothing. All day August 28 I became weaker and

—

at nine o'clock—they thought—I—had—died. I thought so too. I

seemed at first to be in a chaos with high mountains from which I looked

down hundreds of feet into the gloom of the abyss. Then things began

to have more definite form. I felt myself carried out over the sea, through

great cities, through villages asleep in the summer night, and through

dark forests. I knew instinctively that I was going to our camp at Po-

cono where I used to spend the summer. When I saw your camp-fire

I wanted to see who was there and to find someone to speak to. I saw

you—and then I remembered that I was dead. I knew nothing more
until the next morning; when I revived, [the doctors said I had anew
lease of life, though now they tell me that I have only two weeks more."

She laughed hysterically.

"Are you afraid to talk to a dead woman?"
I shuddered, this was uncanny, a living death! We walked on in

silence until we reached Miss Marshall's home. Then Jack came up.

" Billy," he said, "I'm sorry to trouble you, but you know we dine

at the De Saye's to-night. I think we shall have to hurry." Turning to

Miss Marshall, " We go to Hamburg to-morrow morning so I am afraid

we will not see you for some time. Billy sails for America the 14th."

"How sad," she said, "I had hoped that you would call. But you

will come back before you sail?"

" No, I am afraid not."

As we said good-bye, she said in a low voice, " I will see you again."

III.

On the 17th of June I was three days out from Hamburg. The sea

was calm, only the long swell that glistened now white, now glossy black

in the moonlight. Undulations never ending, and then the darkness.

I was sitting near the stern of the boat, dreaming of home, and thinking

of the past. Then I remembered Paris and the walk with "The Dream
Lady." She had not kept her promise; I had left Hamburg without

seeing her. Then, suddenly, as if called up by my thoughts, out over the

waves she stood before me, all in black covered with sparkling amethyst

and sapphire, her glorious head thrown back, her hands outstretched.

In her hair gleamed a single gem, a diamond that flashed and sparkled

like a great white star. Her lips were smiling, and, as I gazed awestruck,

she slowly waved her hand; she did not speak, yet I knew it was a last
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farewell. Then just as when on a hazy summer evening, a ship sailing

by in the distance seems to stand motionless yet ever fades from one's

sight, so my Dream Lady faded still holding up her hand, until she passed

out into the night—and I was alone.

/. M. B. Jr.

MARGUERITE

ILLY, oh so silly,

Marguerite

;

Trying, like a lily,

To be sweet.

Not a thought to stain

Your perfect white;

Not a care to pain

You in the night.

Let us come, poor lovers

For an hour,

As the bee that hovers

O'er the flower.

Weary, oh so weary.

On your breast,

Life will seem less dreary,

Let us rest.

Silly, oh so silly

Marguerite

;

Try then like the lily

To be sweet.

igio



THE OPEN FIRE

N spite of civilization's polished veneer, the man in

each one of us is still a savage. Many a century-

has passed since the western march of Aryan civ-

ilization began, and the happy nomad, with his

flocks and his tents, sped away before it, leaving

in his flight only heaps of flint-heads as a physical

legacy of his barbarism. The forests have been
felled and the marshes drained, and a dull uni-

formity reigns in the place of the ancient freedom. Yet its dominion

has not yet fully entered as a conqueror in the hearts of men.

The charm of an open fire makes its appeal to us through this prim-

itive self of ours. The blaze and crackle of a good pine-knot sets

free the imprisoned savage. It enjoins a fulfillment of the old command
to "kill and eat." The hunter takes down his gun from the antlers and
sights along the barrel, the smell of the burning wood brings back to

him the vista of the pine forests and the excitement of the deer chase.

Even to him who is most heavily fettered with the shackles of civiliza-

tion, conies, with the wood smoke, the vague desire to get out into the

forest and build a fire for himself. It is the call of Nature to the un-

tamable spirit of Man.

By necessity the open fire-place was the social center of the Colonial

home. Deep and broad, it framed the huge fires which were possible

in those days of extensive forests. The heavy iron crane swung across

the back, bearing on its arm a graduated row of hooks by which the

cooking might be regulated. Huge andirons supported the logs, for

they were logs indeed, with perhaps a smaller pair when a less vigorous

fire was needed. The cooking was a relic of the days when the primitive

kettle was supported on stones in the open woods, and the freshly killed

game was roasted on the flint-point of a spear. On either side of the fire

were the huge oaken settles, their backs extending to the floor to keep

out the draughts. From the rough hewn rafters hung strings of dried

apples and dusty bunches of herbs. The antlers on the chimney held

the flint-lock gun and the powder horn of the family. The Bible and
the almanac found their places on the mantel beside the iron candle-

sticks and the tinder box.

In those days the family was the unit of society. Each member of

it contributed his share to its support. In winter evenings, when all

gathered around the blazing fire, each one had assigned to him a cer-

tain task. The father carded wool, which the mother spun into yarn or
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wove into cloth at the huge loom. The children too had their work, the

little girls knitting or sewing and the boys making traps or whittling

dishes or shoe pegs from maple or soft white pine. The firelight was re-

flected into their contented faces from the rows of polished pewter on.

the wall.

As the country became more thickly settled and the forests were

cleared, the fireplaces were made smaller. But as the houses grew ia

size and magnificence, the fireplaces still remained. Each room had one,

and more attention was given to its beauty. Instead of chimneys of

logs or field stone, in most of the rooms except the kitchen we find them
ornamented with splendid examples of panelling and carving. The and-

irons, too, were of a finer pattern and usually made of brass. Silver

candle-sticks and gilded mirrors were imported by the richer colonists

to adorn the mantel. The heavy oak furniture gave way to more gracefiil

effects in mahogany or walnut.

Then, with the advent of coal and machinery came the Dark Ages.

The old fire-places were bricked up, the chimneys still serving for the

hideous cast iron stoves which were the product of Yankee genius.

What charm is there in watching a fire imprisoned behind smoky sheets

of mica, or gazing at the sullen glow of a red-hot stove? The blue flame

of a gas log looks too much like burning brim-stone to give spiritual

ease and a steam radiator is an unhealthy abomination. In these times

the machine-carved table with its ugly, greasy glass lamp became the

center of the home life. But with the passing of the fire-place went the

family as a unit. Society became more complex and outside diversions

more numerous and more attractive.

To be sure, in these troubled times, houses were being built with

fire-places. But they were rather for ornament and ventilation than

for any purpose of building a fire. They were usually of polished cold

blue marble, and served as background for peacock feather fans or sets

of gilded shovels and hand painted coal scuttles. They were quite in

harmony, however, with the cupola and jig-saw style of architecture

then in vogue.

And now, within the last ten or twenty years, we have seen the end

of the Dark Ages. With the renewed interest in things antique comes a

revival of the ancient fire-place ; scarcely a house of any size is now built

without at least one of them. We may well look to it for a solution of

many of the problems which concern modem home life.

The cheerful blaze throwing its dancing shadow on the opposite

wall is perfectly responsive to every mood; its spirit steals into one's

soul, transforming one, for the moment, into another being. What better
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companion for a jolly company than a roaring fire? One's temperance

bonds become more galling than ever before with the vision of a steam-

ing mug of old fashioned toddy there on the hearth. In such a company
the fire should be made of pine-knots, there is inspiration for innumerable

merry stories in their white flame. That is no time for tea or crackers

and milk—bring out the cider and the gingerbread and get into the

spirit of the fire.

But the best friend of the fire is the solitary man. No roaring blaze

is needed now, let him build his fire of hard wood, that in the end there

will be a bed of glowing coals. He will find in it the visions of fulfilled

desires. Well does the psalmist say, " While I was musing, the fire burned

»nd then spake I with my tongue." For in the firelight the vague figures

of our imagination shape themselevs, and by its gentle warmth, our

tongues are loosed and melancholy banished. He who cannot enjoy a

pipe or a plate of apples before a burning log has little left to him of our

common heritage from our nomadic ancestors.

For fire has always been the friend of man. It was the first of our

conquests of peace, and now the social fire is coming to its own again.

Well might the Sybil declare the fate of Rome from a pan of glowing

coals, or Moses see visions of the Infinite in the burning bush. For in

those days fire was indeed a gift from Heaven, and the most acceptable

sacrifice was_an altar flame. /. H. P.

A WAVE

I sat by the seashore all alone;

On the crest of the waves the moonlight shone.

One slowly approached, and with rumbling roar

Broke in weird-colored spray on the sandy shore,

And quickly and quietly did landward creep,

Then slowing, then stopping, then back in the deep

The rustling of pebbles as drawn by its speed,

In a whirlpool of others did quickly recede.

F. R. C.



THE CLARET OF BACCARAL

UI, monsieur," said the old Count, and his frail fig-

ure stiffened and his voice trembled a little as he

spoke, " It looks peaceful enough now, but I have

seen the time when the blood on this terrace was

red like wine, and when the smoke from the gun-

powder and the burning fields was so thick that one

could not see the river."

The scene was a beautiful one. The afternoon

sunlight fell in golden slants across the terrace, bathing the weather-

beaten stone in a mellow light, while from the gardens came the faint

odor of the white roses. Chateau Baccaral was famous for its roses.

Far below was a tiny red-roofed hamlet, girt in by a curve of the Moselle,

which wound like a silver ribbon through the poplar meadows. In the

distance a church bell was ringing. Indeed everything seemed peaceful

and placid.

"It is very beautiful here now," said the Count, "let us have our

tea outside. I want you to see the moon rise over the river." Retouched
a small bell that stood on the broad stone balustrade, and an elderly

servant in a faded livery of green cloth with silver buttons bustled across

the terrace. " Pierre," said my host, " Bring a table out here. We will

have tea on the terrace."

There was something fascinating to me in the white-haired count

and his gracious courtesy to a complete stranger. I was touring from

Brussels down to Dijon in my car and had overtaken him that afternoon

in distress. A wheel of his carriage had come off when he was still ten

miles or so from home. Of course I was more than delighted to be of

assistance, so turning out of my way we arrived at the quaint old cha-

teau so beautifully situated overlooking the Moselle and the blue vine-

yards of Lorraine. He had insisted on my staying over night, so leaving

the machine in charge of my mecanicien we climbed up through the ter-

raced gardens together. It was a novel experience to me, and the most

delightful of my trip. The beautiful old house, with its floors and

wainscots of polished wood, the pictures of past ancestors, the imposing

coat of arms blazoned over the great fireplace in the hall, with the naive

and somewhat pugnacious motto:

"S'ils te mordent, mords les."

cut deep in the stone—all were to me symbols of an atmosphere romantic

and glorious and deeply appealing.

We sat together on the terrace as the sunlight faded in the West,
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and the stars began to glimmer in the darkening blue. In his faultless

English (for he had lived in London for some years) he told me of the

Prussian war, how Chateau Baccaral had been stormed by a party of

Germans, how he himself had borne a sword in the mel^e, and how they

had beaten off the enemy. His eye flashed and his fist tightened as he

told of these stirring scenes, but his voice trembled as he spoke of the

disasters at Metz, Sedan and Paris, and how after the armistice a German
garrison was quartered at the chateau. "I thank God," he said, "that

my father and mother died too soon to see la belle France overrun by
these Prussians, and Prussian canaille quartered at Baccaral." In his

eloquent way he told me of his sufferings through the war when, not

daring to leave the chateau for fear that during his absence it might be

plundered and burned, he saw around him the French defeated on every

hand. "Oh Monsieur, it was heart-rending," he said, and told me how
every night he used to pray on his knees that the morning would bring

news of a French victory; but always there came the same report of de-

feat and death.

He was silent for some time after telling me of the horrors of the war,

but finally he spoke again. "But there, Monsieur," he said, "it is not

well to dwell always on the mournfulside. The great blessing of .us French-

men is that we can enjoy the sweet and the bitter at once. I must tell

you the story of the Baccaral claret."

He touched the bell and the servant appeared. "Pierre," he said,

"a bottle of the claret." The man was gone some time, but finally re-

turned, tenderly bearing a cobwebby old bottle. He handed it to the

Count, and then remained standing behind his chair. " You will not

mind if Pierre stays?" said the Count. " He always has the right to hear

me tell the story. You see, we went through it together.

" It was after the peace was declared. I was sitting here one even-

ing looking out over the valley sick at heart, for the prospect was very

different from what you saw this afternoon, Monsieur. The fields were

laid waste, villages plundered and burned, the roads were lined with

broken gun-carriages and cast-off accoutrements. Our little hamlet

at the foot of the hill had been sacked, and lay in ashes except for the

church. The people, such as were left, had fled, man, woman and child,

to the chateau for protection.

"Well, Monsieur, it was a warm evening and I was gazing over

this land of desolation when a French officer rode up to tell me that a

party of twenty Prussians and an officer were to be quartered on us, and

would arrive the next morning. Imagine my despair—on top of our

misery and distress to have a score of roystering, beer-drinking, quar-
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relsome Prussians swaggering through the chateau, wallowing in my trim

gardens, scarring the priceless old furniture that had been in the family

for generations. And then the thought came to me—what would hap-

pen to the wine-cellar?

" Monsieur, I have never married, and my cellar has been wife and
child to me all my life. I am the last of the direct line of the seigneurs

of Baccaral, and my whole life has been devoted to upbuilding and cher-

ishing the estate. Think of my feelings when I contemplated a band of

these lousy Prussian knaves, pillaging through my bins, drenching their

muddy palates with my rare wines. And the claret of Baccaral! The
claret which was bottled by my great grandfather, the rarest, finest,

most famous vintage in France ! Was this to become the spoil of these

Teuton clowns? Sa.cv6 bleu! my blood ran cold at the thought.
" I called Pierre to me—Pierre, you were cleaning out the fountain

where a Prussian spy had been shot and had fallen in—I remember it

distinctly—and told him the case. We decided immediately that we
must get the claret out of the way. We could run no risk of having it

discovered. The door of the wine-cellar might be battered in, and then

all would be lost. We must hide the claret somewhere. And then (we

were standing among the bins, were we not, Pierre?) I saw a large pack-

ing-box in one corner of the cellar and a brilliant thought came to me.

"Pierre," I said, "my wife has just died. There is her coffin. We
will bury her to-morrow."

"Sacristi! But it took to long to explain to fathead here what I

intended! You see we would pack the bottles carefully, put them in

the box (there were only about a hundred left) , drape it to simulate a

casket, and bury it with all honors. In the churchyard it would be as

safe as possible until the trouble had blown over.

" A wild scheme, you think, Monsieur? Ah, well ! If I am sixty now,

I was only twenty-five then. The blood runs quick at twenty-five!

"Well, Monsieur, Pierre strengthened the box and lined it with felt,

and then I called together all the peasants and folk of the chateau.

'My friends,' I said, 'your mistress the countess has just died in child-

birth. She will be buried to-morrow morning.' At last I got them to

understand what was to be done.

"That night we spent in preparation for the funeral. Each of the

precious bottles was wrapped in straw, so that there was no possible

danger of breaking. The lid of the coffin was nailed down at sunrise,

and I sent Pierre down to the church to dig the grave, and another man
to toll the bell, while we prepared the crgpe and flowers.

" Pierre returned with the news that the Prussians were coming.
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A sorrowful sight greeted their eyes when they rode up. The peasants were
in tears and I was prostrated by my grief. The officer dismounted and

curtly handed me his credentials, to the effect that he and his men were

to be recipients of my hospitality until further notice. He was a great,

whiskered ruffian, so Prussian-looking that I would have liked to strike

him. ' I find you in distress? ' he said in his brutal way. ' Oh, Monsieur,'

I said, with the most pitiful grimace, ' my wife is just dead of small-pox!

'

I wish you could have seen his face. The horrors of war were nothing to

him, but small-pox—nom du nom! that was quite a different thing!

" 'Mein Gott!' he said, ' Potztauserid blaufeuer!'and he and his never

came near the house throughout their stay! They camped in the garden

all the time, and slept in the stable. As for the wine-cellar, they never

got near enough to it to know that there was one. And all for my lucky

idea about the small-pox! But I didn't know this beforehand, so the

funeral proceeded as planned.

"Oh Monsieur! the cortege was impressive! First came the coffin

laden with flowers borne by half a dozen of the most stalwart men, who
groaned beneath the weight. I followed the corpse, with bowed head

and solemn steps, praying devoutly that all might go well. Then came
the retainers, two and two. The whole procession bore a most convinc-

ing semblance of sanctity. We bore the casket reverently to the grave,

where I read the Burial Service for the benefit of the Prussian soldiers

who were standing by. The sod was thrown on, a wreath of roses placed

on the mound, and we turned away.

"Well, Monsieur, to make the tale short, for doubtless I weary you,

we disinterred our claret a couple of months later, in the dead of night.

So far as I know no outsider learned of the unholy rite. There are still

some score of bottles left. Will you do me the honor of sharing this one

with me ?
'

'

Pierre brought a lamp, and the Count carefully broke the seal and

pulled the cork. I saw the ruby fluid sparkle in the glasses as he pushed

one towards me. It was indeed a nectar, sweet and smooth and inde-

scribably mellow—such wine as a man tastes but once in a lifetime.

"Monsieur," said the Count, and his voice had a faint tremble in

it, "may I propose a toast?" He refilled the glasses, and then rose to

his feet.

" I drink to la belle France." C. D. M.



A WHITE GLOVE-AND IT'S MATE

E had just returned from the theatre. Bob, his

coat thrown off and his collar open, sat comforta-

ably back in a Morris chair, smoking a cigarette.

We had been to see Rose Cleland in the open-

ing night of her new musical comedy.
" Well," said Bob, "what did you think of it?"

"A good show," I replied, "and pretty sure

to make a hit, with Rose Cleland in it."

Bob smoked in silence for a few moments, and then tossed his

cigarette away with an impatient gesture.

" Frank," he began, " I am going to tell you something. Something

that no one but Rose Cleland and myself Icnow. When I saw her to-night,

it all came back as if it were yesterday and not three years ago. I feel

as if I had to talk to some one, and there is no one to whom I woxild

rather talk than you. If it won't bore you, old man, I'll start."

The careless, good natured, jovial Bob was gone; and I saw that

he was unusually serious.

" Go ahead. Bob," I said, " I am all attention." And I made myself

comfortable as well.

"As I said," he continued, "it was three years ago. I had been in

college only three months. You know, Frank, I had never been away
to school. I had been brought up so carefully that I had never seen any

of those things that all fellows must see, until I got away from home.

I was always an imaginative fellow, and I had read detective stories

until the height of my ambition was to be a second Lecoq.

"Well, I'll make this part short. I got into the wrong crowd from

the first. It was booze, cards and all the rest, and then I found my-
self two hundred dollars in debt, my whole term's allowance spent, and

no one to look to for help or advice.

"I still had credit in a few places, and I stayed drunk in and out

of classes, waiting for the final crash. I racked my brains for a way out

of it all, but I couldn't find one. Then I read Raffles, and an idea came
to me. I won't try to tell you how I fought against the idea in my mud-
dled brain, but finally it beat me.

" Rose Cleland was playing in town, and the papers had talked about

her beautiful jewels. That was where my idea led me.
" I walked the streets that night, and whenever I began to think,

I drank absinthe. I passed by the theatre again and again, and just be-

fore the show was over I stepped into a store and bought a pair of wo-
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men's long white kid gloves. As soon as I saw tlie people coming from

the theatre, I walked over to the stage door and went in. No one stopped

me, and I was directed to Miss Cleland's dressing-room. The fever of

excitem.ent I had been under seemed to leave me, and I was perfectly

calm. Shortly the door opened and a woman stepped out. ' I beg your

pardon,' I said, 'but is this Aliss Cleland?' 'Yes,' she replied. 'I wish

to ask you a great favor,' I began, but she interrupted me, 'I am not

in the habit of granting favors to young men I don't know.' I began

again hurriedly, ' At least let me explain. I am being initiated into a

fraternity here in college, and a part of my initiation is to get your sig-

nature on these,' and pulled the white gloves frommy pocket. Shelooked

at me for a second and then, with a laugh, reached for the gloves. ' All

right, wait a minute,' and she started for the door. That was something

I had not counted on. ' But,' I hastened to add, ' I have to see you sign

them, too.' It was pretty poor, but the best I could think of. 'Very

well,' she said, ' come in.'

" I entered. She sat down at a dressing table and began to write

-on the gloves. There, beside me on a trunk, lay an open jewel box, and
I quickly slipped a handful of the gems into my pocket. She turned

and handed me the gloves. 'There, is that all?' she said, and laughed.

It was the sweetest laugh I ever heard, and it brought with it two dim-

ples which charmed me.' I felt a pang of remorse, and at the same time

a feeling of pleasure, just to look into her deep brown eyes and watch
those dimples. Then I remembered. ' That's all, yes—thank you, very

very much,' I said, and hastily left the room.

"When I got down to the stage my calm suddenly left me, and I

ran for the door. Half way across the stage I ran plump into a man,

nearly knocking him down. He cursed and stepped back, blocking my
way. 'What are you doing back here?' he demanded, angrily. Then I

saw him look at my side pocket. I looked down swiftly and saw one

glove hanging out. I tucked it in quickly, and guiltily, I guess, for he

called to a man to watch the door, while he braced himself as if he

feared an attack. 'Well?' he said. I stammered in confusion, wonder-

ing what to do. Then I heard the quick rustle of skirts on the stairs

I had just come down, and my heart sank.
" Miss Cleland came quickly across the stage. Her face was very

pale, and I could see her hands tremble. ' Have you seen— ?
' she began,

and then, 'Oh!' as she saw me. I looked her squarely in the eye, and if

a man ever pleaded for his life with his eyes, I did then. For fully a

minute we stood there, and then, 'Oh! there you are, Mr. Franklyn,'

she said, ' I was afraid you had gone,' and she actually smiled. The big
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man who was blocking my way spoke. ' Do you know this man, Miss

Cleland?' ' Of course I do; I was looking for him. All ready.' she said^

looking over her shoulder at me. I followed meekly. Outside the thea-

tre I turned to her. 'Miss Cleland,' I faltered, but she took me by the

arm and led me into a cab which was standing by the curb. She spoke

to the driver and stepped in beside me.

"You may wonder why I didn't run as soon as we got out of the

theatre. I don't know why—but I didn't. In a few minutes the cab

stopped and she got out. Nodding for me to follow, she entered the ho-

tel without even looking around. She led me to her rooms, and still

without saying a word she took off her hat and coat, and faced me.
' Why did you do it? ' she said. There was no anger in her voice; in fact,

I thought I could almost detect sympathy in her tones.

" Somehow, Frank, I could talk to her. I told her the whole pitful

story. It hurt, oh how it hurt, but I told her all, and she listened with

a sympathetic interest. Then, when I had finished, she talked to me.

I wish you could have heard her talk! She hit home every time, and

she made you feel! I am not much on poetical phrases, so I won't try

to describe her, but she was beautiful; if ever a woman was beautiful,

she was that night.

" Frank, that night I learned what love was. Love—and I in that

position! Hopeless, wasn't it? Well, that's the way I have felt about

it ever since.

" I emptied the jewels out on the table, and asked her if I

could keep the gloves. She kept one, Frank, as a pledge, she said, and I

have the other. Here it is. I wonder if she still has the mate. When
I went, she held out her hand to me and said good-bye. I took it and

tried to speak, but I couldn't. I bent quickly and kissed it, and then ran

out into the night.

"Well, that's all; except that I've loved her ever since, and I've

lived straight from then till now."

He leaned back in his chair and lit another cigarette.

For some time we sat there in silence. At last he got up, picked up

his coat, and stood before me. Then, with a quick motion, he threw away
the cigarette, and held out his hand.

"Good night, old man," he said, and in that grasp I expressed my
sympathy. He went to the door, stopped, and turned to me.

"Is there anything in the world I can do?" he asked.

"Yes," I replied, "find the mate to your white glove." And he

went out.
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For three weeks I had not seen or heard from Bob, when the follow-

ing telegram came:

Dear Frank:—I took your advice and—I have found the mate to

my white glove.

—

Bob.

F. R. C.

MY CASTLE DREAMS

Y mind is in a daze; and why?
A whirl of dimples, smiles, and eyes

Attack my Castle Dreams, and try

To further captivate their prize.

Those dimples! What assaults they make!

I watch to see when they begin.

They come; and then when I awake,

I find that they have stolen in.

Those eyes! With mystic charm they hold

My own, and when I think to win

A glimpse into their depth—behold.

They, too, have softly stolen in.

Those smiles! Alas, when they assault

Each always brings with it its twin,

A dimple; with this sad result.

While held by dimples, smiles creep in.

And so it fell, my Castle Dreams,

And now run rampant through its halls,

Dimples and smiles and eyes. It seems

My Castle grows, instead of falls.

F. R. C.



ERTAIN wise regulations at Haverford in the past

have operated in such a way as to entirely or al-

most entirely dispense with fraternities. . It may
be, as argued, that fraternities are by no means

as black as they have been painted by over-excited

professors and the like, most of v/hom have in

their college days been "barbs." All this may be

as champions of the fraternities declare but the

point remains nevertheless that they stand for oligarchy rather than

democracy. If no other divisions ensue there is always a contest on

between the fraternities and the "barbs," the classes and the masses.

The common enemy having been repelled the "frat" army then again

splits up into groups thus still further dividing up the class and college

and weakening in proportion college spirit.

As said before, bj^ the exercise of certain wise regulations, Haver-

ford has been singularly free from fraternities in the strict sense of the

word. In consequence class spirit has supplanted fraternity spirit and
college spirit has increased in equal ratio. There is, however, at the pres-

ent day, a regrettable tendency to separate into more or less well defined

groups. Of course it is unnecessary for us to pretend to believe that

these unchartered, unstable groups have any such malign influence as

an equal number of regularly organized fraternities would have but the

fact remains that they seem to be growing in number and in compact-

ness rather rapidly at the present. This course if continued, cannot

but result in a corresponding decrease in class spirit which is very im-

portant, and in college spirit which is all important.

Any such grouping as this, is nothing more or less than a beginning

of an oligarchical government here, in opposition to the democratic form
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we have so long enjoyed. The democracy, which is in force at Haver-

ford, is perhaps our best tradition. It has stood for so many years

mainly through the free commingling of all on an equal basis. There

were no group barriers to surmount, no "crowd" to placate, no favors

to be exchanged between groups when voting for class honors. This is

essentially a modern development and one which, if not curbed, will

eventually sap the life blood from that institution in which we as loyal

Haverfordians should take pride. We like to feel that here at Haver-

ford a man can win out by merit and by merit alone. This is possible

only under a democratic scheme, a scheme which simply cannot exist

side by side with these small groups, each having a different aim.

In short, Haverfordians, if we wish to preserve our hitherto well

deserved reputation for democracy we simply must abolish these elec-

tioneering groups. Once they have gained a firm foothold on our life

out here Democracy may well give up the ghost and yield its old place

to Oligarchy. The sole question is which do we prefer?

The matter is entirely in our own hands!

At a recent meeting of the Finance Committee of the Haverford

Union it was decided that the alumni individually and by classes should

be requested to contribute to the furnishing of the new building. The
committee thought that possibly the rooms and halls could be furnished

separately by different individuals or classes. This, in their opinion,

seemed more feasible than asking for contributions to a general furnish-

ing fund.



Ex-'87 Frederick N. Trotter is now with the bond house of Bor-

den and Knoblauch, 119 South 4th Street, Philadelphia.

Ex-'92 Maxfield Parrish illustrated the new Scribner's edition of

the Arabian Nights which has just been published.

'95 ^^- Joseph S. Evans, Jr., who has been living at 2018 Locust

Street, Philadelphia, and who has been connected with the Medical

School of the University of Pennsylvania for some years, has been ap-

pointed Professor of Clinical Medicine at the University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wisconsin. Dr. Evans will assume his new duties on the first

of February. 1910.

'95 Walter C. Webster has resigned his position with the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.

'98 A son was born on November 6th to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W.
Taylor in El Paso, Texas. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are now living on a ranch

near Las Cruces, New Mexico.

'02 A daughter was born recently to Dr. and Mrs. C. Wharton
Stork, of Germantown.

'02 C. Linn Seller was married on December nth to Miss Evelyn

Norton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Norton, at their residence, 165

Riverside Drive, New York. Among the ushers were A. C. Wood, Jr..

'02, and W. M. Longstreth, '02.
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'02 The Annual Reunion of the class of 1902, held Saturday, De-

cember 18, 1909, at the college, was attended by the following men:
Balderston, Bolles, Cookman, Dennis, Evans, Gummere, Jones, Lane,

Longstreth, Nicholson, Pusey, Speirs, Stork, Trout, Thomas and Wood.

'02 Edgar H. Bolles is the assistant general solicitor of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad with offices in New York City.

'04 The annual reunion of the class of 1904, held at the college,

Saturday, December 18, 1909, was attended by the following men:
Bevan, Bradley, Burgess, Folwell, Haig, Helbert, Hilles, Kimber,

Lowry, Megear, C. C. Morris, Stokes, Thorn, West, Wills and Withers.

'05 Benjamin Eshleman has resigned his position with the Bald-

win Locomotive Works and has entered the Proctor and Gamble Dis-

tributing Company, with offices at No. 10 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

'07 Paul W. Brown has entered the employ of Wurts, Dulles and

Company, Bankers and Brokers, 125 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.

'08 J. Passmore Elkinton and Miss Mary R. Bucknell who were

married on October sth, 1909, are now living at Moylan, Delaware Coun-

ty, Pa.

Ex-'OQ Allan J. Hill is with the Hardware firm of Janney, Semple

and Hill, Minneapolis, Minn.

'09 F. A. Myers, Jr., is recovering slowly from a severe attack of

ptomaine poisoning.

Ex-*IO W. C. Greene, of the class of 191 1 at Harvard, is one of

the eight men in his class recently elected to the Harvard Chapter of the

Phi Beta Kappa Society, and is poet of the chapter for the year. Greene

is also a member of the Editorial Board of the Advocate, is among the

" Scholars of the First Group " (holding one of the honorary John Har-

vard Scholarships), and has received Honorable Mention in the com-

petition for the Bowdoin Prize for a dissertation in Latin.



E cannot hope to find in college literature anjrthing

which digs deep and presents with real sincerity

the great undercurrents that sweep the soul of the

man who has experienced supreme conciousness or

imconsciousness of himself. But we can expect in

college work an artistic treatment of lighter themes,

light clever stories each with its savory dash of

individuality. Editors should endeavor to dissuade

the militant green-eyed litterateur from his new conceived purpose

of firing the world with a match. Rather encourage kindling of tin-

der. It is obvious often times that Editors accept stories lacka-

daiscally, and stories which any Editor ought to be able to revise if he

has the inclination. For instance, some of the stories are all prologue

and preamble, laboring and lumbering along like a Spanish galleon try-

ing to get under way in a light breeze. Sense of proportion seems to be

a rare jewel. Lack of it results in failure to emphasize the significant.

Often again stories go like nigger chasers on Fourth of July night, hit or

miss. In the short story there is no time for peregrinations or experi-

ment. The supreme objective is to make every touch contribute to the

climax.

We suggest this hodge-podge of criticism having in mind a number

of stories. "An Encounter with Emmet" in the Mount Holyoke, well

written perhaps, is a mere bit of dialogue with no objective, original

but not ingenius. When Mount Holyoke fills its magazine with something

more than inaugural addresses we hope to say some good things. And
we shall comment upon their continued story if they will send us the

back numbers.
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Remarking on originality we cannot but frown upon the

ridiculous rehash " Auf Wiedersehen " in the Texas. It is the old story

of the promising young man who, hearing the call of duty, leaves home
and mother for the war. But he leaves also Minnie, the girl with whom
he has romantically danced his last dance at college to the tune Auf
Wiedersehen, the girl whom he meets again after prosperous years the

very night before leaving for the front. Again the tune Auf Wiedersehen.

Of course he gets shot in the war, and when he wakes from fever—there

is Minnie! Peace is declared and they are going home to be conjugated

when our hero relapses and dies, Minnie standing over him, and curiously

enough, a Harvard man playing Auf Wiedersehen innocently in the next

tent. Brother, have you not seen this very same sentimental tale in

the lantern slides shows, while a soprano with a sick voice brays " Just

as the Sun Went Down" or "Break the News to Mother?" And the

pictures changing show our hero from cradle to the grave. Now he is

just learning to say little Willie's good-night, now he holds Minnie's

hand by the purling streamlet. Remember how he said good-bye to the

gingerbread house, and spare the details, he finally ends up with a little

flag waving o'er his gory bed? Alas, it is a theme overworked to a mock-

ery. It must have reached Texas long before this. The Auf Wiedersehen

coincidence is the one good touch. For the rest of it, there is an outrag-

ous crowding of incident, almost melodramatic. Again we insist upon

killing people artistically, or not at all.

In the same file another hackneyed old subject is presented " A
Modern Will o' the Wisp" or how Bob Stedman won the game for Texas.

It is the same foot ball story, probably now patented in the Washington

office, and all the author does is to " fill in blank spaces left for name of

hero, college, etc." We try to find a good stroke in it. " The Stranger's

Dog" is a tragic dog story actually treated with human sentiment. Af-

ter all this, the Stranger has the dog's tail sugar cured! We hope the

anticlimax is intentional, for it makes the mock sentiment ridiculous,

and saves the story. In the next we have a bear eating dynamite, falling

out of a tree, and exploding! Some people are really funny only when
they try to be serious. After all this "The Adopted" is a relief. It is a

pretty phantasy standing alone in a sea of distorted realism.

Of nigger chasers "The Rival Cemeteries" in the Southern Collegian

is a good example. Two morose lovers sit on a fence rail and talk of ceme-

teries, laughing mock-madly, we think, at that grave uncertain air of

solemnity in boneyards. Then Jack and Jill decide suddenly to go as

missionaries to China. If the author knew whv, or what China had to
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do with the rival cemeteries, he kept it a secret, We fail to find the mo-
tive. In the same file " The Tie that Binds " is a story of an iincongenial

marriage (the author projecting his emotions we hope). The tie that

binds is the little boy bom after papa went away. But we knew that

papa wovild come back! Somewhere, in the sc "Fairylands" of Phila-

delphia we have watched this sad scene, while the ratty-haired girl

pounded "Home Sweet Home" and other appropriate soft pedal selec-

tions. The Trinity Archive publishes another version of the tie that

binds in " On Christmas Eve." (Just why these things happen on

Christmas Eve we haven't discovered.) The Trinity story, however, is

artistically treated, and it has its unique incident.

' Of stories suggestive of risque the Trinity publishes "Mabel." It

is amusing, and perhaps valueless, as our own last month's story " Omnia
Vincit Amor," yet we believe with Mabel, our blase chorus girl, that al-

though sordid life does not come under professors' courses, it has some-

thing to teach overdeveloped innocence. That is a blank virtue, says

Milton, which never knew anything but goody-good-good.

In the Wesleyan the story " Be Sure Your Sins Will Find You Out"
is a strong study of mental nemesis. It has tensity and directness, good

construction, and all the elements of the horrible. In contrast with it,

it is pleasant to read the lighter and less overwrought creations of the

feminine. A most ingenious detective story appears in the Vassar, a

story without the awful gruesomeness of this type, and one which ar-

rives at a fantastic climax without perambulations. But in "The Sav-

ing of Edith" the Vassar people make the same mistake which we note

in the Smith CollegeMagazine—the mistake of straining a point in order

to make a story.

We wish to call the attention of our friends the murderers to the

tragic story "At Daybreak" in the Wesleyan. The author gets rid of

three people in three pages, but mark you, the story is convincing; it

does not violate artistic principle, not because it creates sympathy by
masterly strokes, but rather because the first sentence creates a mood,

and the story gets tragic acceleration from the start.

The Virginia magazine has a distinctive color always. Our friends

from Virginia love everything Virginian, and they choose Virginian char-

acters in Virginian settings so exclusively that we should expect to pay

export duty on a toddy. The Mills College Magazine also has its local

color, the romantic Spanish gardens of California. They print a little
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novelle, "El Torre de Oriente" very attractive and discursive. "When
no Man Pursueth" has a similar tone, with a delicate sensitiveness for

nature in its spiritual aspect.

Of essays and criticisrn there are many commendable ones. "The
Arkansas Cracker" in the current issue of the Vassar is a prize essay,

proceeding with perfect constructive proportion from the general to de-

ligthful tragic-comic particular. It presents a race curious for their beast-

liness and challenges the heroic of America. Two other excellent type

characterizations appear in the Texas in "Levinsky" and in "Sailors

Anchored." Levinsky the type of Polish Jew, an eager, keen eyed, pink

nostriled peasant, sensitive to the subtlest and the best in America.

Perhaps not so despicable as your prejudices. What wonderful, keen,

analytic, impressionable minds they have! " Sailors anchored" is a sym-
pathetic definition of the picturesque coast sailors—fishermen with big

hearts and little souls like seaweed, happy only in the pulse of land

and sea.

Pleading ignorance, we cannot comment on " Hilligenlei " in the

Trinity. The author seems to be master of his subject.

In essays in criticism the Southern Collegian, a penetrating compar-

ison of the man who thinks and the man who sees is presented in Car-

lyle's and Macaulay's Essays on Boswell's Life of Johnson. The Vassar

in a criticism of Dickens seems to characterize our sentimental friend

with much comprehensiveness. It would be difficult to say anything

particularly new on the subject. And the Texas in an article on " The
Mark of Byron's Same Foot" points out, we believe rightly, the inspirit-

ing prod of curtailed resource, mentally or physically. The sensitive-

ness of Byron in this matter, and the pain which he endured through it

tutored that proud spirit, and deepened his soul. "Truth in art" says

Oscar Wilde, " is the mode of existence in which the soul and body are

one and indivisible, in which the outward is expressive of the inward,

in which form reveals."
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CROMWELL'S FOREIGN POLICY

VERY ruler, in fact every statesman, is at some time

or other bound to follow, to lay hold of, some
illusions. This statement is verified by contem-

porary history. The question has been asked, "Was
Cromwell's Foreign Policy such an illusion?"

But this question is always followed by another

on the part of the non-historian; "What was

Cromwell's Foreign Policy?" and in this we must

confess to have uncovered a question to which there is no hard and fast

answer.

To say his policy was for war would be false ; he was in favor of peace.

Yet he made war. His zeal divided itself between religion and trade in

indeterminable proportions. He abandoned, from day to day, plans for

war or plans for alliance. In short Cromwell's policy was decidedly

—

mixed

!

His primary object was the union of Protestantism, led by England.

Unfortunately this did not fit conditions as they then existed. Cromwell

seems to have been fitting the proverbial square peg to the patient round

hole. He undoubtedly tried in a large measure to adopt the National

aims of the Commonwealth which preceeded him, but his own policies

which exceeded these have been questioned.

Without question Cromwell wanted peace; for example, if we do

aot care to judge the man by his own personality or try his religion, we
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need only look to the first uses he made of his power, when, in 1654, h»

put an end to the war with the Dutch and proudly made commercial

treaties with Holland, Denmark, Sweden and Portugal.

Time and circumstances, however, compelled him to abandoa
slightly this stand. He was forced into action and he adopted the policy

of the Long Parliament, a policy of which he had already shown himself

to be master; that is to say, he had already, with the Dutch, shown hk
consciousness of his own power.

Now in adopting this policy, Cromwell met with the difficulty whick

has caused him to be so widely criticized. He endeavored to unite amoral

policy with a material one. That is, Cromwell wanted to firmly establiak

Protestantism in Europe and also to build up a commercial trade ia

England.

Thus, we may say, Cromwell dreamed. Had his policy been suck

that it had been successful he would undoubtedly have laid great fotmda-

tions for England's supremacy, but the rule of the Protector was short

and under the King who followed, England was the seat of such internal

unhappiness as to destroy completely the little Cromwell had begun.

Mr. Gardiner—the best authority on Cromwell—has summed up the

matter of the possible success of the policies by saying, "if Oliver had

been granted these twenty years more of life that enthusiastic wor-

shippers hold necessary for the succes of his schemes, a European coa-

lition would have been found against the English Protectorate as surely

as one was formed against Louis of France." As we say, Cromwell

dreamed. The time was not suited for such a policy.

Then, too, the Protector drew Europe into the matter by his actions

in sending the fleets formed from the captured Dutch ships and com-

manded by Blake into the Mediterrannean. To read the accounts of

that expedition is to read of piracy pure and simple, but in those days,

it is to be remembered there was no such thing as Public Lawas we know
it. The status of things on the sea was as yet unsettled and we find

strange mixings of the carnal and the spiritual in the characters of those

old seamen.

Thus Cromwell really brought on himself the troubles in which he

was involved with European nations.

The power of England at this time was the primary cause of those

diplomatic attempts of Mazarin to ally her with France. The Italiaa

Cardinal found in Oliver a diplomatist almost as wary, cool, and tenacious

as he himself was. The outcome of the attempt long lay in the balance,

waxing hotter or cooler from time to time, yet always, let it be noted,

impersonal. The men were friends, but in statescraft theywere diplomats
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and diplomacy is above and altogether different from personal friend-

ship.

The Massacre of the Protestants in the Piedmontese Valley forced

the end and in 1655 Mazarin had brought Cromwell as far as the treaty of

Westminster but even here we find the Protector too wary for an alliance.

This treaty related to maritime peace.

The next step, the Treaty of Paris, was made two years later, and

we now note that Cromwell has relinquished his original stand and is

about to enter actively into European politics and we see the embarking

of the "finest troops in the world," for French shores. We notice too,

that Crowmell, while it may appear slightly different, has not departed

from his original professed policy of peace, for. in his own words, he

had " received a call from God to introduce union and friendship among
the princes of Europe."

Venice prophesied failure. The plans did not succeed and Germany
began to show signs of disapproval. Petty quarrels sprang up and Crom-

well began to learn that these men whom he had endeavored to bring

together in the hope of a united Christiandom were desirous rather of

power and possession.

From now on, until his death, Cromwell's plans failed one by one.

Many say that, had he lived, final success would have been his. Be that

as it may, he planned great things and " to do great things a man must
act as if he will never die" and death was Cromwell's lot.

The ultimate outcome of the policies remains now only conjecture

and in this his enemies have, necessarily, as much grounds to censure, as

his friends have to praise.

Certainly had he lived the Edict of Nantes would not have been

revoked. And had not money been lacking his plans relative to the

Spanish trouble would have resulted differently. But there is always

the eternal "if."

We must acknowledge, however, that in his Foreign Policy, Cromwell

clung to one line as far as possible and if his idea was incongruous in

parts it had a certain grandeur even had longer trial only made its

unworkableness more manifest.

The above is general. In one particular Cromwell has been vin-

dicated. He himself adopted the Colonial policy of his predecessors and

those statesmen who followed him retained it, and, in spite of certain

miscalculations and in spite of the misgivings of interested traders,

colonial expansion has been proven right.

So while we may censure Cromwell for embodying in his Foreign

Policy too much, or too many of his hopes, of his dreams, we can not
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help but see that his policy was not and could not be the idea of one man
or the accomplishment of a single generation.

/. P.

A SONG IN THE STORM

ISING and falling with every wave,

Shouting aloud as the wild winds do,

What if I howl with you, what if I rave?

Sea, O sea, I am one with you!

Fierce as the foam that writhes in our wake,

With the spray on my lips that are flushed anew;

What if my mind my body forsake?

Sea, O sea, I am one with you!

O the silent beams of the cold new moon

!

O the rage of the winds that the waters woo!

O the shivering dawn that must greet us soon!

Sea, O sea, I am one with you!

Where are the heart and soul of me?
Nay, O sea, I have nothing to rue,

Though past the plunge of plummet they be.

Sea, O sea, I am one with you!

H. S. H.



HUMORESQUE

HE was a little, brown-eyed, brown-haired English

girl, pretty to look at, not beautiful or striking. She

looked always lonesome with her little brown eyes,

always serious, always as if she were trying to think

of some time long, long ago. She sat by the window
this quiet winter's afternoon, and her little curved

English lips knit themselves together and looked

weak and sad. The sun had gone down and she

watched for the lamp-boy to come along to light the street burners. She

watched the flame grow yellow at his touch, and when he was gone she

returned to her needlework and looked lonesomer than ever.

"Sidney, have you made tea?"

"Yes, mother, in a minute," and she stared again out into the

deserted street, then with a sigh suddenly starting, she dropped her

workbasket into a chair and rushed off into the kitchen.

"Sidney/"

"I'm coming," she called impatiently and she turned the flames

high so that the fire fairly roared at the little brass tea-pot. On her way
upstairs she met her nervous, spectacled mother. Mrs. Fairclough was

frantic.

" Now you little madcap, you, do you have no more respect for your

mother? Don't you know that my tea is to be ready at four? And do

you expect we can afford to have you about forever doing nothing? Go
to your room and dress, before Mivart comes in. And mind, if this

happens again you will go to bed htmgry."

Then without saying a word Sidney went to her room. She sat down

to her dressing table and gazed sorrowfully at the little, brown-eyed,

brown-haired Sidney Fairclough—English, pretty, and weak, not beauti-

ful or striking.

When Mivart came in, Sidney was sitting at the piano dressed, but

still thoughtful, and strumming:

"Oh, don't you remember Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt,

Sweet Alice with tresses so brown

Who wept—

"

" Come coz, none of that dismal stuff—why if these Americans hear

you play that, you're done for. Here, I've brought you some new ones—
the boys are whistling them at the office. Try this ' Waiting at the

Church' one. Cheer up, you ninny!"
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There is always something interesting about lonesome people, and
if you have ever seanced with melancholy yourself, and are delicate

enough to penetrate and sympathize, you will always find an interesting

soul underneath. But when you are as lonesome as a joker in a pack of

cards, it doesn't do any good to have the king of diamonds slap you on

the back and say " Cheer up !

" It only makes you feel worse underneath.

But you do smile, don't you? Sidney smiled as her cousin and struck up

:

"There was I waiting at the church

My how it did upset—

"

"Sidney] Stop that awful tune! Mivart come here, I want to talk

with you." And Sidney closed up the "Waiting at the Church."

"It's awful," she said. "I hate it. I hate everybody."

In spite of all the new century women say about finding their work

and in spite of their assertions that they will not be regarded as con-

venient appendages to the men, there are hundreds of weak, sweet little

domestic souls only waiting for the hero to come out of the mist, and
sometimes—often before love comes, their weak little tempers flare up

at imaginary wrongs, and fling themselves in anguish at trivialities, like

June flies into a bright flame. A little sympathy and they are the most

sweet-tempered people in the world. And many a good man has tasted

of the nectar, and made himself into a sympathy-sugar factory for the rest

of his life.

So perhaps we can't understand why Sidney Fairclough hated every-

body. " If they would only be a little kinder about it," she thought as

•he lay early awake in bed the next morning, " if they would only say

'please' or 'thank-you,' and not make me feel always a slave—or an

orphan. And if they would only let me write to Kendall—Oh, I could

love anybody who would be kind. I wish I were back in England."
" Sidney! Aren't you up yet? Get up, you lazy witch and get my

breakfast ready. Hurry now, Mivart wants to get off. Sidney]"

Sidney knew the penalty for disobedience. So she wound her hair

in a loose knot and dressed hastily. Breakfast had to be ready at seven

for Mivart. Mrs. Fairclough always breakfasted in bed, scolding and

ordering the housework for the day.

Carruth, the High Church vicar had been the only man in America

who had made Sidney happy. He was a harmless little Bohemian, who
read novels all week and went through the Sunday service without prom-
ising perdition to the parishioners. His wife left him in peace, and
divided her time between the Bridge Club and the Flower Mission. So

the Reverend Carruth was glad to see Sidney—always. She came every
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week, and he had her play " Humoresque" and other things she liked.

And he showed her his pictures and his books.

"This week, Sidney"—for he was calling her Sidney now—"I hava

a little surprise for you. Guess!"

"A Botticelli?"

" No—a letter. It came to-day from England, Winchester. His

name is, let me see, Coman, yes, Kendall Coman."

Sidney's face flushed.

"He enclosed it in an envelope to me," continued the vicar, "and
asked me to deliver it. Here it is. Now, my little Pagan, play " Humor-
esque."

The girl turned her back, sat to the piano, fumbled with the music

sheets, started, stopped, started again, fell upon the keys—and sobbed.

The irony of " Humoresque" with that letter in her bodice.

"Why, what is the matter. Come now, Sidney, that is all right,

you aren't well to-day. I'll ring for tea, and then you shall tell me the

whole story. Never mind, little girl, never mind."

She wanted to unburden her whole soul, but her breakdown em-

barrassed her. She wouldn't. She was afraid of—home.
" Did you know this boy in England, Sidney?"

"Yes."

" Has he written you since you came?"
"No."

"Won't you open the letter now?"
"No."
" Please tell me about it."

"No."

"There now, that's a good girl."

" No, no—excuse me. Reverend Carruth. I have been rude. I beg

your pardon—^but—you know— I must go home."

She went straight to her room, locked herself in, and tore open the

letter. She read the first line, stopped, glanced at herself in the mirror,

gasped, " Written me before? I never got the letters." She read on, and

smiled. She read further, dropped the letter to the floor, threw herself

on the bed, and smothered a great sob in her pillow.

The next Thursday was her birthday. She was nineteen. On that

day she took tea with her mother, and Mrs. Fairclough, for some uncer-

tain reason had been very civil and much softer in manner than usual.

"Sidney," she began, "I know it has been hard for you herein

America, with your friends all gone. You've been thinking a good deal,

haven't you, dear?"
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"Yes," said Sidney, submissively—she had been well tutored in

submission.

"Now Mivart has noticed yourunhappiness, dear, and he is planning

a party for you. Mivart has been here longer than we, and he knows
most everybody. New Year's we are going to give you a party. I will

have the dressmaker for you—you need some dresses."

Sidney did not rise into ecstacies as she had expected. But she

decided to go forward with her plan.

" What do you think about it? " she asked tentatively.

" Mivart is very kind."
" Indeed he is dear, and that's why he wanted us to come. He has

a good position, you know. We depend upon him a good bit. You do

Bot seem enthusiastic."

" I love Mivart. He is my cousin."

" A distant cousin, and perhaps you haven't noticed, dear, but

Mivart loves you very much. He always has. Now you are getting old

enough to —to—think of marriage. We ought to try to repay his kind-

ness. And I have always though that you and Mivart are exactly suited

to each other. He desires the marriage—he loves you a great deal more
than he shows. So I thoughtwe should announce the engagement at the

New Year's Party. There now, dear, take the tea things away— and

we'll tell Mivart when he comes in."

Little brown-eyes looked very submissive.

New Year's came and the young people of Englewood. The Fair-

cloughs were too phlegmatic to notice the curious air of the Englewood

men. They were hilarious over their place cards, which were two hearts

tied together on red baby ribbon. They scraped along the unwaxed

floor with a scintillating twitch and features that would never have been

evinced by English gentlemen. And when the punch was gone and Mrs.

Fairclough had filled the bowl with water, they smiled even more.

" Lemon water," snickered Hulings.

But Sidney knew it all, and what is more, she was sensitive.

" Of course this isn't intended to be punch," she said blushing crim-

son. " It's only ice-water!"

Hulings never forgave himself. "That blush! Mivart doesn't de-

serve to be doormat for that girl."

So the party went off. The happy pair were congratulated, and

each time Sindey blushed that beautiful crimson blush, and smiled a

sweet wistful smile. The Faircloughs thought it a grand success. Sidney

knew better. But when Mivart asked for a kiss that night, she smiled
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ajain that sweet sad smile. And when she went to her room that night she

read her letter over and over again.

She was to be married in June, and when Mr. Carruth read of the

afair in the paper next morning, he finished his breakfast abruptly, lit

a cigar and stood meditating, his back to the open fire, tilting himself

alternately on heels and toes. He said nothing and wondered much.
And all through the Spring, Sidney played " Waiting at the Church"

for Mivart, and " Humoresque" for Mr. Carruth. The subject of the

letter was never again brought up at the parish house, and when the days

were warm, they went together out into the country for walks. As the

spring advanced Sidney became more and more meditative. There was

something on her mind. The day before the wedding the vicar came to

the Faircloughs' for tea. Sidney came down stairs in a white frock;

rather pale, the vicar thought. Mivart brought her a chair, and Mrs.

Fairclough sat at the table making tea. They had not talked long.

" You will have a beautiful day for the wedding. See how red the

eky is over there."

"Oh—yes—the wedding," said Sidney, starting from a reverie.

"I have the ring here," said Mivart, pulling a tissue package from

kie pocket. " We'll see if it fits—oh—let's have your hand, Sidney."

"O—yes—my hand"—then withdrawing it swiftly. "No—no

—

that hand is mine—mine to give, mine to keep. You shan't have it. I'm

ot your cousin: I'm not your daughter, and I'll not be your slave

forever! My name is not Sidney Fairclough—it's Ruby Yriarte! Ruby
Yriarte, Ruby Yriarte, Ruby Yriarte!"

The vicar was on his feet, and the girl, breathless, clung to his neck.

Mrs. Fairclough had dropped a cup and stood pale and haughty, trying

feverishly to find words.
" You lie, lazy witch, you are my daughter, and in the law

shall do my bidding. Mivart, take her to her room. I'll teach her

ferversity!"

"No; Mrs. Fairclough," interrupted the vicar quietly, "she shall go

with me. I'll talk to her when she's better. We'll postpone the wedding

—a month, Mivart, a month."

The street was all curiosity. They went home in silence, the vicar

too much involved in thought, the girl in grief, to look at the crowd. The

neighborhood was agog in half an hour, and on Saturday the " Englewood

Semi-Weekly" came out with the following bit of news, three days old

for the gossips;

" A curious state of affairswas brought to light lastWednesday in the

home of Mrs. Templeton Fairclough, of High Street. The Faircloughs are
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English people, and have come recently to Englewood, where Mivart

Kelsey, a distant relative of Mrs. Fairclough's is employed by the National

Transit Company. Mrs. Fairclough was accompanied by her daughter

Sidney, a popular member of Englewood's younger set, whose engage-

ment to Mivart Kelsey was announced last winter. The family were at

tea last Wednesday, discussing with Rev. Carruth, the plans for the

wedding which was to be held next day, when Miss Fairclough suddenly

declared that she was not the daughter of Mrs. Fairclough but that her

name is Ruby Yriarte, and that she had been, in childhood, adopted by
Mrs. Fairclough. She declared that she had done menial services for Mrs.

Fairclough all her life and that now this marriage was being forced upon

her because Mrs. Fairclough wanted to tie her up at that home before she

became of age. She refused to marry Mr. Kelsey, and produced a letter

from an old friend in England, showing that her real name is Yriarte, and

that she is an adopted child. The whereabouts of her mother is not

known. Mrs. Fairclough, who is a woman of poor health, denied the whole

story yesterday, and refused to say anything except that her daughter

acts from spiteful motives, and that she labors under a childish fancy of

abuse. Miss Yriarte is staying at the home of Reverend Carruth, until

further investigation can be made."

In the fall, Hulings called at the Carruths' on Miss Ruby Yriarte.

And as he sat in. the vicar's leather chair and smoked the vicar's best

cigar, he noticed on the library table a large letter, opened, from England.

Ruby blushed her beautiful crimson blush, and said artlessly:

" A boy friend of mine is coming from England to see us. I shall be

so glad to talk with an English boy again."

"Damn," said Hulings, under his breath.

V. F. S.



CMAPIA

I

{An adaption from a late Greek poem. A youth bewails the pre-

mature death of the maid whom he had met the year before at the May-
day fete.)

WEETLY the star of the mom
Was beginning to shine,

And the perfume of May new-bom
Arose from the vine.

Before the song and the sports

And the dances began,

And the kisses and sweet retorts

Of each maiden and man.

Thou earnest, Maria, the fair.

With melodious note,

And fell in profusion thy hair

O'er thy milky-white throat.

On thy bosom a maidenly rose

That blushed at its bed.

With the blue that the heaven bestows,

In thine eyes

And its gold on thy head.

And now has a year rolled on.

The desolate place

I pass on this sad May dawn
And remember thy face.

For here was the first word said.

And here shall the moss

Creep o'er the stone at thy head

And cover the cross.
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May Mary to thee reveal

How thy pity I crave
;]

Alone in the garden I kneel

So close to thy grave.

I kiss it, Maria, I kiss

The stone at thy head

And this cruel remembrance, this

Faded flower of red.

And from the garland of woes

That covers thy bed,

I choose me a snow white rose

To match with the red.

Ah, the red is of yesterday,

And the white of to-morrow,

But joy is ever they say.

The sister of sorrow.

H. S. H.



I

A SKETCH

'Tis strange. 'Tis passing strange, that as I sit here and work, odd
thoughts come flying roimd me. Thoughts of yesterday and to-morrow.

And these are no mere idle nothings. They are messages, messages from

my friends. The candle wavers, flickers and a faiat smoke arises from

the disturbed flame. The shadows on the wall move and dance and I see

faces. They are friendly faces and they smile and nod. There is one

chubby little cherub face and he crows and puckers his lips and peeks at

me through his fingers. I can hear his merry peek-a-boo ringing in my
tired ears. And there is a sad, sweet face, with gray hair and hazel eyes

and I see two kind hands which have many times smoothed my forehead

for me when I was sick and feverish. What would I not give to hold

those hands in mine and smooth the wrinkles out of her cheeks. The
candle blinks and bums low. Another face is staring at me and calling

me by name. "Come" he calls, "we want you, the game is beginning.

Hurry." His boyish enthusiasm echoes in my heart yet. It was a long

time ago. . Then I see another face turning slowly toward me. 'Tis

an old man as dear as—he speaks. "My son, be thou faithful; be thou

true and die as befits a man." He raises his hand and is gone. The light

flares and dies down and I look eagerly to find a face, a face I love. The
shadows move, and out of the darkness she comes. Fair and young, she

stands before me, her hair in a shower of gold over her shoulders and her

eyes looking into mine. She stood so once in life and thus she stands now.

She speaks not, but looks and in her eyes I see the soul of her looking at

me. My arms are held out, begging mutely for her to come from her

shadow—to come —to come. . .for one moment . . .her lips . . .

to come . . Ah, the light has gone—and she.

.4. L. B. Jr.



AiSKETCH

Ah ! Fleurette ! I mistook you for a woman among women, a supreme

actress who could play her part imtil it became a reality. To you I

attributed infinite wisdom, insight and cunning—you who were but

seventeen. As we walked or sat together you would chirp ceaselessly

like a gay little sparrow looking up at me quite frankly, quite unabashed,

only wondering once in a while why I stared at you. As for me, I felt that

I was one of the knowing ones who could read under your sweet, childish

smUe, infinite art and infinite treachery. And now, Fleurette, I ask to be

forgiven. You were not bold, but merely too innocent to be bashful. No
mirror has seen you, I know now, practicing that bright girlish smile. It

was a]] unconsciously that your lips parted and your chin lifted; and your

eyes brightened without any thought of consequences. You knew
nothing of the joy or longing your curved lips inspired. Ah, Fleurette,

we broke your little heart, we worldly ones who doubted and watched

you through half-closed, suspecting eyes. Poor little Fleurette!

H. S. H.

SONNET

HE joy of nature's silence is so sweet,

Tempered with surging memories of care

—

The care of love that often turned to prayer

And kept from parlous paths my toddling feet,—

I would fain prolong the calming spell

And gaze by chance where falls the moon's white light

Upon the bed where loving hands each night

Were wont in bright days gone, to tuck me well.

Memories come and go. The peaceful charm

From dreams of past domestic joy leads off

My heart to visions that to speak were rough,

Of her that may in future days' alarm

Keep the domestic hearth, and fill my dreams

With holier thoughts and more celestial themes.

L. A. P.



AS THE CURTAIN FALLS

NCE more it becomes the duty of the retiring Board

of Editors to bow itself off the stage. To the in-

coming Board the senior members wish the best of

success. May The Haverfordian long uphold

its honorable heritage of one and thirty years. But

before we resign for good and all the privilege of

the editorial "we" pennit a few words as to the

past and future of our magazine.

The college magazines in the larger institutions show a decided

tendency toward specialization. A daily paper takes care of the journal-

istic function. A comic monthly perpetuates undergraduate humor. A
literary magazine provides outlet for the budding Byron. A graduates'

magazine serves to apprise the alumni of college activities and tendencies,

and keeps them in touch with college life.

Now until a year ago, here at Haverford all these functions were

combined in The Haverfordian. Pegasus groaned beneath the com-

bined load, and the organization of the College Weekly relieved us of the

chronicling of every-day events in the college.

But The Haverfordian still desires to provide a point of contact

between the alumni and the undergraduates ; and we feel that our efforts

in this direction have left much to be desired. Our "Alumni Column"
should be enlarged, should be more copious and more accurate. Besides

the excursions of undergraduates into invigorating realms of pure litera-

ture, let us have articles on vital college problems by alumni, and articles

about our own alumni who have achieved distinction in various walks of
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life. An undergraduate remarked the other day that he cared nothing

about the alumni except those who had been in college during his day.

This is all Wrong. The essence of the Haverford spirit (in so far as it can

be analyzed) lies in the feeling of ready camaraderie that exists between

all Haverfordians, both past and present. There is one common groimd

on which all Haverfordians can fraternize, whatever their discrepancy

in age or station—their love for Haverford. Each Haverfordian should

know of the men who have been here before us, and should be brought

to a realization of the responsibilities of loyalty and citizenship which

preceding generations of Haverfordians have laid upon us.

Now this can in no way be better done than by a carefully edited

magazine in which the doings and thoughts of the alumni are considered.

It is not for the retiring Board to outline a future policy, but to the

incoming editors we would suggest the careful consideration of the

possibilities of The Haverfordian as an organ of communication with

the alumni—as an open court for the more deliberate and careful dis-

cussion of college problems.

THE COLLEGE WEEKLY.

One year ago the College Weekly was instituted as a new experiment

at Haverford. Since then the Weekly has come to be a recognized

feature in college life. We wish to congratulate its editors most sincerely

on their successful establishment of the paper upon a firm basis, and on

their efficient chronicling of current events in the college.

We announce with pleasure the election of Victor Franz Schoepperle,

1 91 1, as Editor-in-chief of The Haverfordian for the ensuing year.

We also announce the election of L. Arnold Post, 1911, to the

Editorial Board.



'62 It is with deep regret that we announce the death of William

Henry Coates on January 22, 1910.

'72 It is with deep regret that we announce the death of William

Jacobs on Dec. 16, 1909, at the age of ninety-five. He was__assistant

editor of Lippincott's Gazeteer and Biographical Dictionary.

'90 The engagement is announced of J. M. Steere and Miss Florence

Trueblood, of Newton Highlands, Mass.

'92 John W. Muir is now with the Clearfield & Cresson Coal & Coke

Co., Philadelphia.

'95 A daughter was born on Dec. 27, 1909, to Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Goodwin at their home at 2318 Nelson Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

'96 The Class of 1896 held its annual dinner and reunion at the

University Club on Dec. 29, 1909. The following men were present:

Wood, Scattergood, Hinchman, Hunsicker, Brecht, Sharpless, Field and
Maier.

,'99 J. Howard Redfield is a tutor at the Milton Academy, Mass.

'00 Henry S. Drinker, Jr. was admitted on January i, 1910 to

partnership in the law firm of Dickson, Beitler and McCouch, 750 Bullitt

Btjilding, Philadelphia.
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'OO Capt. J. Addison Logan, Jr. is now the Military Attach^ at

the United States Embassy, Paris, France.

'oO Frank E. Lutz is now connected with the American Museum
•f Natural History, New York City.

'oO The engagement is announced of Wm. W. Justice, Jr. to Miss

Elizabeth H. Taylor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Taylor, of St.

Martin's, Philadelphia.

'oo Frank M. Eshleman has withdrawn from the wool firm of

Justice Bateman & Co., and is now with Jeremiah Williams & Co., of

Boston.

'03 Dr. George Peirce was married on February 5th, at West
Orange, New Jersey, to Miss Ethel M. Girdwood, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. James Girdwood.

'04 H. Norman Thorn was married to Miss Ethel Tatnall

Megear on February loth, 1910. Mr. and Mrs. Thorn will live in

Ardmore, Pa.

'04 Thomas J. Megear was married at Short Hills, New Jersey, on

January 5, 1910, to Miss Virginia R. Atkinson, daughter of Major and

Mrs. Benjamin W. Atkinson, U. S. A.

Ex-*I0 Eugene R. Spaulding is now connected with the John

Wanamaker store.



RITICISM being our true business, we do not promise

always to show here a Httle side burlesque for the

uninitiated. Only when the Exchange Editor finds

something over which laughing is justifiable, can

he hope to arnuse the Philistine and keep within the

scope of his column. Nothing is funny this month.

But if the unsophisticated have courage to read, it

will be worth the efEort. We have culled a little

" Sonnet to a Cow" which is worth all the art from Back Bay to Texas.

The Mi. Holyoke this month presents "The Coming of the Rain," a

story in which the milleur is particularly well conveyed. It has an

environment in the oppressive summer heat of a long dry season which

intensifies the dryness of the lives of the characters. Suggestive of Hardy.

The story produces the illusion of true art and is convincing. And the

quip at the end wakes the reader from a moody charm.

The "Short Sketches" of this magazine are splendid, and we are

grateful for the " Sonnet to a Cow." We need more cow and less moon.

Of phantasies, the Virginia is printing a series of fairy tales, the

" Scarlet Fairy Book," so called. We very carefully read the first install-

ment last month and we wondered then what it was all about. This

month we have again put much more into them than we have got out, and

we are not keen for any more ennui gymnastics. God only knows what

they mean; the author certainly doesn't. It is all fiddle-de-dum, the

vagrant peregrination of a distorted imagination, In their cynical mock-

sublimity they seem weakly to attempt at satire and moralization. The

morose author needs fresh air and a good old cow-cud.
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The Texas prints the same kind of a fee-fa-w-fum in " The Valley of

Kazib." Kazib with all this indifferent failure at subtlety! It is like

impressionistic art, either Supergood or Dambad. This is Dambad.
The best piece of satire (and there is enough of it) is " The Adventure

of the Fractured Finger-Nail" in Texas. It is a take-off on Sherlock

Holmes. Sheerluck takes a hypodermic injection, and acutely traces

a murder by means of a piece of clipped finger nail, while the faithful

Watchum exclaims "Marvo-lus!" With as marvelous intuiton, we
wonder if the " Red Mill " hasn't just struck Texas. The five cent Fairy-

lands are no more! The piece is interesting because it shows how easily

Sherlock Holmes may be burlesqued.

In " Sandy-Andy "of the current Texas we trace the influence of that

great masterpiece " Auf Wiedersehen." We stake our reputation on the

guess that the same master-mind conceived both stories. After what

we have said, we hope never to meet the gentleman from Texas face to

face. We keep judiciously away from the palaces of pleasure.

" Sandy-Andy " is a story of a gentleman who got bad at college, got

worse in the West, but woke up one fine morning in the St. Louis hospital to

find his long lost brother a dead man in the next bed. Quickly changing

places and identities, he left the hospital in his brother's clothes, and we
leave him, reformed and chastened, in the arms of his long lost brother's

wife.

Give the cow more rope!

This ingenious yam is a theme for a novel, and it would be a long,

long novel before it would convince the gullible. It is almost as ridic-

ulously impossible as the novel, "The Masquerader" of late memory.

Some semblance of probability is rather a good thing to start with.

Two pretty child stories appear, one "A Question of Chivalry" in

the Wellesley. It opens with fully two pages of preamble, but it has a

clever denoument, and a good touch at the end. The author is perhaps

in the throes of her first enthusiasm for social settlement work. If the

incident is autobiographical, she is not over sensitive in the perception

of back alley etiquette.

The other is " Cap'n Sarah" in the Virginia. In the matter of dia-

logue, balance, and the selection of dramatic incident, the Wellesley

author has much to learn from the Virginian. Children stories are within

the pale of ordinary experience and present a field of wide and diverting

interest.

The subject induces us to comment upon "The Sequel" in t}ie

[
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Wellesley. Here is a pleasing bit of romance. The plot has nothing par-

ticularly original in it, but it is touched with some pretty feminine con-

ceits. One suggestion—the author might better have contrived to write

the story in the first person. Some device is lacking here to bring it

nearer to the reader.

We wish to congratulate Williams upon their acknowledgement of

the truth of a satirical remark made in this column some time ago. We
have written over their "Sanctum," "You are gentlemen for dis-

sembling."

The Williams people have a story " TheWeight of Decision," a unique

idea, but certainly not intended to convince. In the first place, formal

dramatic dialogue is without the sphere of the short story. Even without

this fault of manner, the story wouldn't—couldn't create the illusion

essential to true artistic work. The reader is always conscious that he

is having a story made for him, yet when we emphasize the fault of this

obviously improbable coincidence the very theme of the story challenges

the accusation.

In the same file "The Fresco" again presents the mental nemesis

dogging a murderer. The theme in itself is old, but this story is re-dressed

with new touches. The setting is new, and the sin works itself out and

expresess itself on the canvas of the artist. We are in favor, however of

dropping this kind of thing which requires the most intensive work. The

better thing to do is to leave murder stories, which have been made as

horrible as they can be, and to get into a field of ordinary human interest.

In this respect ihe Amherst succeeds in " A Thread," in which we get

a faithful picture of a New York Street with most delightful local color.

The incident in this sketch makes one think more than an article on" Con-

ditions among the Poor." It is a dramatic and swift picture of the social-

ogical problem, full of suggestion, and the mark of a keen observer.

Patience, Philistine, the cow is coming.

We come now to the master stories. We choose "The Passer-By"

in the Wellesly, a fine swift narrative story, which produces the full

illusion of good literature. It makes you introspective, and you ask

yourself, what is the answer to the far cry between you—and nie.

Another splendid story is "The Triumph of Doctor Fitch" in the

Williams, a story which develops an immediate interest in the character.

The Doctor, a great-hearted, generous, unassertive soul, is the point of

interest here. The story is full of realism—and romance without a woman
in it.
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The author of " Madonna Fiametta " in the A mherst makes an effort

to write a story of wider content than usual. He succeeds excellently.

But we rather wonder at the remarkably sudden recuperation of Galeazza.

We wonder also whether the local color of Italy is not rather bookish

and conventional. The success of the story lies in its intricacy and detail,

in the perfection of an involved plot, and the adaptation of the story to the

political history of the Fourteenth Century. It is a study of treachery

in love and in politics, surely no dearth of motif. We congratulate the

author.

The Exchange Editor has made an honest effort, but has not succeeded

in getting anything said about the verse of the magazines. The Mount
Holyoke Exchange Editor characterizes most of it perfectly when she

says, " Sickly, Sentimental, Pessimistic Thoughts, such as we never had."

She anticipated us in commending the Vassar policy of printing no verse

because there was none fit to print. That is a good reason. It seems to

us, however, that the men are the guilty people in this respect. We have

been curious to see if the sex ever had such sickly, sentimental pessi-

mistic thoughts as ever bum the breasts of divinely inspired masculine

devotees of the Muse. We can't prove anything yet, but on the authority

of the Mount Holyoke Exchange Editor, "most college girls enjoy senti-

mentality."

And now my friends, here is your Cow.

"Why, Cow, how canst thou be so satisfied.

So well content with all things here below,

So unobtrusive and so sleepy-eyed.

So meek, so lazy, and so awful slow?

Dost thou not know that everything is mixed

;

That nothing's as it should be on this earth;

That grievously the world needs to be fixed;

That nothing we can give has any worth;

That times are hard; that strife is full of care,

Of sin, of trouble and untowardness

;

That love is folly, friendship but a snare?

Up, Cow! This is no time for laziness.

The cud thou chewest is not what it seems.

Get up and moo! Tear 'round and quit thy dreams!"

P. S. Are you a cow?










